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BELLS, BELLS, BELLS"

Several times each year, for ever sc long, I !)ave taught Poe's
my students in Early American Literature,

11

The Bells" to

And every time, the poem renews my

memories of bells, many bells, that have come into my life, and, quite naturally,
into the lives of so many of my generation,
It was never my good fortune as a youngster to hear a real carillon.

I had

heard of bell towers and of musicians who could play bells as the f6w among us
:,nuld play an organ,

That seemed about as unreal as many of the other things we

:,e1d heard about the big world beyond our little hills,

I had seen pictures of

jell towers, including some of the great ones of Italy; I wished, heartily, to
see the world and to hear its bells,
remote world,

But no carillon ever grew up in stone in our

But we had our own bells, and even they could and did speak as

only bells can speak,

Some of these bells were very humble ones, but they connect

with memories and with poetry,
On the farm we had several bells,

A small one was tied to a bit of leather

and then tied around the neck of the bell-weather of our flock,
0ell, like the

11

That tinkling

silver bells" of Poe 1 s poem, brought sounds of delight,

When the

bell tinkled normally, the sheep wearing it was grazing in the pasture, perfectly
unconscious that a boy was listening and dreaming,

Sometimes a slightly differ

tinkle occurred: then the flock was coming back to the barnyard to be put up for
the night,

Occasionally, but not often in my memory, a strange clatter of the

tinkling notes told me that some stray dog had frightened our flock and the leader
was bour.ding awey, the little bell sounding its own version of fright,
,x,we wore bells, too, deeper-toned ones,

And our

And all the varieties of sounds associ-

atec\ w::.i;h the sheep's bell were repeated on a larger scale,

Away into the creek

i:.,c<,t.mis, still grown up in primitive timber, went 'each morning our cows, with the

hell-cow leading,

Gradually the sounds of the bell grew fainter and then stopped

t.ltcge'.;her until late in the afternoon, when a whole procession of cows came up
r)•or;

the lowlands, with each distinctive bell leaving the procession as cows
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belonging to neighboring farms headed for their own milking places and nights to
rest and ruminate.

Poets have said tender things about cow bells, down the lane

and in the pastures, but even the most sentimental ones have not said enough.

The

m~sic of cowbells gets into one's nervous system and stays there; all the eventful
years and all the thousands of houns of great music can never erase the morning
and evening concert of cowbells going to or coming from the bottom lands.
By

degrees every farm acquired a bell, a big bell on a stout post set out in

t;.1e yard close to the house, where it could be rung by the mother of the family to
announce that dinner was ready.

No two bells at Fidelity had the same sound, some

were high-toned and sleigh-bell-like; some were mellow and loud at the same time;
some seemed to cry out, much as a boy 1s hungry stomach was likelY to be the most
obvious fact, along about eleven thirty in the morning.

So far as I can now

remember, the mules learned the bells, too, and greeted them with a strange bray,
something like the sound often uttered by the mule when he was hitched to a sapling
at Sulphur Springs Church and must have been longing for dinner on the ground to
be served.
And there were two school bells,

The small handbell, one of which I still

own, called the children in from their play,

The teacher--usually mine was a

woman--came to the door and rang tn!bs Sl)lall bell,
greeted that sound:

All sorts of mixed-up fe.elings

some children wanted to play longer, some longed to rest and

even doze in their seats; some actually wanted to gdt back to the perennial satisfaction Qf reading of strange places in the geography book or memorizing the endlesi
spelling lists.

Later we had a big bell like the farm bells,

It became a custom

to ring this bell to announce school, about a half hour before time for "books" to
begin.

But the school bell that still graces Fidelity High School used to be on

the tower above the old union church, a bell that had as many uses as a whole
carillon" That building was a church, a·community house, sometimes a schoolroom
i...~ the winter, and always the place where Fidelity saw itself, A candidate speak"
i~g, a sleight-of-hand performer, a funeral, a school exhibition, a sermon--every
a0tivity of our lives could be expressed in the tone of that bell. It still calJa
the whole neighborhood together; in a way, it is the symbol of our carillon that
we knew about but never saw or heard.
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"THIS IS THE PLACE"

I

The sight-seeing crowd poured out of the bus and soon encircled the great
monument overlooking a fruitful valley.
the first pioneers who saw this view.

We were more than a hundred years behind
Their leader was none other than Brigham

Young, leader extraordinary, in spite of what his enemies said of him.

He had

sought a site for his great city; as he came out of Emigrant Canyon and saw this
same view, he is said to have risen from his sick bed in a covered wagon and exclaimed, "This is the place. 11

He and his followers have made the desert, in

Scriptural words, "blossom as the rose. 11

Precious water, directed in irrigation

channels, has brought life to what was otherwise a land of little hope.

No one

with a sense of history can stand there and not marvel at the strnnge wisdom of
the pioneer men who made this place one of the sacred places of America, regardless
of our own individual faiths.
At another time I parked my car among some pine trees and went walking along
+,he footpath that winds around Walden Pond.

There are hundreds of lakes in New

E1:.gland, each of them worthy of immortality in painting and song and story; but
this is Thoreauts lake, where he lived and wrote and dare? to be just plain Henry
David Thoreau, a sort of fanatical individualist in a world that was rapidly going
toward Civil War and disillusionment.

There are other lakes that are much larger

and, from the point of view of some unbiassed traveler, much more beautiful; but
only this one grew into a book, a strange, daring, epoch-making book, which is
about half-nature, half-human nature. Whoever reads it and rereads it--a far
better thing than with many other books--will never be the same man again.

Some-

thing of Walden Pond gets into the reader 1s system, because, forsooth,, one man
saw the l/-1ke lovingly.

Now the lake belongs to the world because Thoreau knew

the placeec
I am writing this essay on Easter Sunday.
wh.3.t Bethlehem and Jerusalem are.

Nobody needs to be told where or

Each had some local importance, and Jerusalem

had beMme the. center of a whole world religion. But something happened there
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that added immeasurably to the fame and dignity of the old, old city,

Today thE

three religious faiths that center there are celebrating their holy days together,
a rare happening, but a fact that may mean something for humanity and the troubled
Near East.

But what would this sacred place have been but for great events that

:ceolaimed it from forgetfulness?° Who knows about or cares for Palmyra or some
0t~er once-great city, like Sidon, except some antiquarian who recognizes that
-::here have been other strains to our civilization besides the ones that most of
w know?

As I have so often said in this column, a mere place, hardly known beyond a
county, happened to be the scene of something great:
someone, a battle, the home of a great soul,

a.landing, the birth of

But it is never the s~me afterwards,

The far-away places send their worthy ones to visit at that shrine, the great
and the humble vie with each other in knowing every fact or legend about the place,
The folklorist lives in this very atmosphere.
place on earth.

There is, to him, no unimportant

Here occurred a tragedy that has been immortalized in a balladJ

there lived a neighborhood wiseacre whose strange wisdom spread over many an
adjacent neighborhoodJ across the hill grew up a poet who has told in his verses
·t,,,e old but always new story of human life--its outlook on life and eternity,

its faith that cannot be smothered, its daring and toil to achieve the simplest
but most lasting wealth of the world.
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THE FOLK APPEAL

At the annual spring meeting of the Kentucky Folklore Society at Louisville,
which always occurs when the Kentucky Education Association is held, there was
given this spring a program that very well showed how popular and effective folklore has become.

Five different folklorists participated, each with a reputation

in our. state and elsewhere,

Dr, William Hugh Jansen, of the University of

Kentucky, gave an address on riddles that he has collected in this state, and
distributed a sheet of a dozen or more of his best,

Dr, Leonard Roberts, of

Union College, told one of the entertaining stories that he has collected in the
mountains,

11

south of Hell-fer-Sartin,"

Three musiqians sang various types of

folk songs, from very primitive ones to almost contemporary ones,

Miss Edna

Ritchie, of the famous "Singing Ritchies 11 of Perry County, sang some of the songs
of her family, accompanying herself on a dulcimer, Miss Jane Brock, of Liberty,
now a senior in English at the University of Kentucl<y and Miss Kentucky in 1957,
also sang to her own accompaniment on a dulcimer songs that she had learned from
':!er grandparents,

Dr. D, K. Wilgus, of Western State College, played his guitar

and sang several ballads that he has collected in the Bowling Green-Leitchfield"
P.cCrtford area,

More than 200 people crowded the assembly room where the society

was meeting, the largest group the Kentucky Folklore Society has ever seen at
its meetings since its founding in 1912,

In the group were a number of distin-

guished collectors and singers, antique connoisseurs, and writers,

Many teachers,

in all types of Kentucky schools, were there, drinking in the strange, though
old, entertainment.

I was deeply impressed by the attendance and the interest

Shown,
It is easy for me to go back to my earliest interest in folklore and to
remember the blank stares that a folklorist used to get when he mentioned folk
~ustoms, songs, superstitions, and artistry.

Some people even would sneer at an

idea that such commonplace and even cheap things would attract the attention of
educated people,

In my earliest days one of my friends told me that, if he had
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grown up in such primitive conditions as the ones I talked about, he would be
ashamed to sa:y so.
The interest in folklore is many-sided.

Many people have come to value it

as a very large part of our culture; many others have found it lends itself well
to collecting, quite as well as does antique furniture; a·large group have come
to see how attractive to tourists a folk festival or play can be.,. Plain dollars
and cents play a part in this new interest.

Paul Green and Kermit Hunter now

have some dozen local pleys that attmct thousands of people to historical places;
out· own Old Kentucky Home will have such a play by Paul Green by 1959 or so.· The
way Grandpa lived has come to have some mean:ing; grandchildren can feel that
history was not merely someth:ing :in a book, that the pioneers and their times
were not merely romantic figures and periods of time but were as real as our own
lives and times.
It is impossible for any thing that is commercialized to escape some touches
of Hollywood, and folk plays and festivals have been no exception,

But, after

\n1owing maey of these programs, I am conv:inced that the emphasis is generally
gnod, that history is not too far from the programs be:ing given.

Overwrought

,c:,:ntiment, barn-storming acting, and outlandish costum:ing--some of the things
-~i1at made the old-time tent shows famous and :infamous--are strangely absent.
There is nearly everywhere a tendency to be as true to history as possible to
keep a good show.

Consequently, the people who assemble :in the many open-air

summer theaters go away with a respectable idea of what our past was like, what
our customs meant.

Unless we get too concerned with jazz:ing up our past history

or become too serious-m:inded and imagine that all the geese were swans, we are
on the way to making a good use of our valuable folklore. Even I, with little
or no talent for drama, would like to try my hand at producing a regional drama,
with as much as possible of the rich customs that have made us what we are.
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COUNTRY AND CITY - I

When I lived at Fidelity, there was a wide difference between city and country
people,
real.

It may not have been as great as we country people thought, but it was
Even though nearly everybody in a small town or city was only a little re-

moved from the soil, that very little was recognizable,

And, to make matters worse,

both sides exaggerated their own importance and the faults of the others,

Long

since I have been a mature man, there have still existed this urban-rural feuding
and this misunderstanding, even in places where there was a high school attended by
both clans, and automobiles, and radios, and all the other signs of our present-day
civilization,

There may be still a little of this long-standing feud left, but it

must be in some remote place that I do not know well,

To most of my students this

seems a myth, a left-over yarn of Grandpap 1s day,
In my freshman classes are youngsters who have come from crossroads high schools,
from county seats, from good-sized towns, and from our largest city,

I would defy

the average observer to pick them out according to their place of residence,

Here

is a girl who has lived all her life on a farm, but she knows the intricacies of
laboratory work and is paying her way through school by working in a clinic many
hours a week,

Here is another girl, equally bright, who also lives an a farm but

is a saleslady on weekends and Saturdays in a ritzy dress shop,

Sitting between

these two is a city girl who lives in the very heart of Louisville who knows the
ins and outs of farm life because of her numerous vacations at Grandpa's, out in
one of our most remote counties,

All of them have been educated at centrally-

located high schools and have learned to take each other's measure, mentally and
otherwise,

Rural or urban or suburban, they are just young American girls and boys,

with plenty of interest in life and with few impulses to run away from it,
Back in my younger days each side laughed at the ignorance of the other, A
city boy who did not know about horses and cows and wagons and buggies and plows
was just plain ignorant; a country boy who looked and felt green on the sidewalks
of the small county-seat town was fair game for the young city slickers,

11

Clod-
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hopper" and 11 ci1:lf slicker" seem to have about run their course in our every-day
language.
Since I was a rural youth, as most youths sixty years ago were, I quite naturally loved to laugh at the upstart young fellows who felt so important in town and
so lost in the country,

One such boy, who had been a country product but had moved

as a small boy to the county seat, seemed to forget his rural background and assumed
a top-lofty attitude toward the boys who drove in to town in a wagon and went "up
to'.m 11 to buy shoes and hats and suits from the store in wh1.ch that boy worked.
When the rest of us were glad to have a pair of shoes that looked pretty good, he
wore patent-leather toothpick shoes and put us to shame,. When we bought caps or
orrlinary hats, we could not help noticing his derby--brmm or black, according to
that year 1 s style.

By

and by I drifted away from Fidelity and my home county and

had forgotten how unimportant I used to feel in his presence,

Being in my old home

county to speak at some important educational meeting, I strayed back into that
same store to buy a handkerchief or a pair of socks,
many years older but still as jaunty or trying to be.

There was my old friend,
He put me into my place at

once by asking, "How is everything out at Concord (Fidelity)?"

He had stayed be-

hind that counter all those years and still thought I was living at Fidelity,

I

did not try to impress him with my rank as a college graduate and a college professor; I did say that I had not lived at Fidelity since 1906, but I am sure he
still would like to overawe me, the county clodhopper who lived out on the dirt
roads, far beyond the bright lights of the city.
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Last week I told of the feud that used to be carried on, without a truce,
between the city and the country,

Today I would like to mention some strange things

that have been developing in all those years since I was overawed by the derbyhatted boy in the men's clothing store.
With the coming of the automobile, the R. E. A,, and their attendant inventions
has come a new country, so that today the remote place is often no different from
ti1e city or suburban place,

In fact, many good houses in the country are consider-

?hly better equipped than those of similar people in the cities.

Farming in this

time is a great business; consequently, many farmhouses would make lots of city
houses ashamed of themselves,

Many a rural church is lighted up and heated by

electricity; many a .barn today has more light than the best houses used to have,
Machinery that is run by electricity is everywhere; even small houses-tenant houses,
for example-often have the best accommodations,
Another thing that has tended to tear down the wall between city and country
is the strong movement of people from congested areas in even good-sized towns to
the wide-open spaces,

Many a good-sized county that I know is really suburban,

for a large number of the people living there commute daily to factories or business or offices to work,

And back at home they may have a good slice of rural life

all their own, with chickens and a garden and flowers and sometimes even a cow,
Sometimes I have found in suburban areas more real country life than many rural
areas can offer, certainly more satisfactory rural life.
Here is another reason for the breakdown of the wall between the two areas1
the tendency to find recreation in the open spaces,
pastime,

Camping is today a national

Thousands of families are finding the satisfaction of being able to go

long distances on small budgets and yet see the great things that only the wellt0-do used to see,

I am glad to report that many people who could afford to stay

in the best motels or hotels are often found in the wildest places--nature-lovere,
photographers, people who are not afraid that getting their hands dirty will drop

Tid Bita
them socially.
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Nothing can quite take the place of this contact with the soil,

for it re-educates us all in primitive things and early history.

Even the ones

who have never learned the joys of camping have learned how good a picnic lunch
can taste at a roadside park.

Near me--just out US31W--is a very pretty roadside

park that was made in a bend of the road when the highway was straightened out.
There is hardly a day in the year when it is not in use, sometimes with all its
ten tables occupied.

Suburban homes and open fields are around, there are trees

and flowers, and many a person who has hardly known the feel of the out-of-doors
fjnds such roadside stops distinct pleasures in his vacation.

I rejoice, as a

seasoned camper, at seeing the rapid growth of roadside stopping places, many of
tiiem in beautiful locations, where the tired tourist can str6tch his weary muscles
and eat a bite or two.

Some of the places where I have stopped for lunch would

take a prize for the setting; many of them, though largely at some ordinary bend
of the road, would grace a city as a park.

Only rarely do I find one that has been

robbed of its beauty by vandals and such-like degenerates.

If I could only name

the ones I have used in the last thirty ye~rs, it would make an inviting "call to
the wild" to the people who love to travel in the family car and see and appreciate
the country through which they travel.

These things have helped tear down the

barriers that once existed between the country and the city.
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"THE STAFF OF LIFE11
When my generation were young, they did not believe, very frankly, what they
were told by their parents, especially when the facts presented seemed remote from
present-day reality. I long ago joined the group or parents and, many years later,
the grandparents. Now, or courxe, nobody believes me when I try the hardest to
state facts, but facts colored by experiences of more than a halt century ago.
Today I will not be disappointed when I talk for a while about bread, just plain
bread,
When Father told us that, in his young days in central Tennessee, white flour
was available only for biscuits on Sunday morning, we felt sorry for our very poor
ancestors, for everybody who was anybody at F:l:d:elity bought i'lour by the barrel
and could have biscuits at any time, We could not believe that white flour was
such a delicacy a generation before us.

or course, the Fidelity people regarded

cornbreai as a sort of necessary evil but in no way as classy as white bread.

Just

anybody could shell some corn, take it to Mill J:!Jnmy- Stubblefield's mill or Brandontt
l-!:i.lJ., and have cornbread indefinitely,

Of course, again, there were degrees of

cornbread, from plain corn dodgers or plain hoecake to rioh, brown egg bread.

And

the cooks of Fidelity lost no time in telling how good cornbread was not a mere
cha.nee but required some brain work.

Arzyway, what was cornbread as coJ!l!lared with

b;tf'cuits?
But biscuits were run-of-the-mine cookery for nearly everybody. It took some
more culinary knowledge to produce lightbread, salt-rising or otherwise. Ravenous
farm boys had to be satisfied with slugs of cornbread or stacks of muffins or
biscuits as big as full moons; it was only coJ!l!lany or some special occasion that
procl.uced or brought out lightbread,
:i.:igs at Sulphur Springs Church,

Many

That is one reason

why

I liked quarterly meet-

of our Methodist ladies vied with ea.oh other

to produce the most toothsome lightbrea.d, and, believe me, they did not lose a chance to pay sly·complimenta to their cookery after the food had been set on table-
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cloths spread on the ground and some bewhiskered brother had asked a blessing on
•'what we were about to receive." And jams and jellies sometimes were added to that
lightbread, until nothing short of a miracle could have kept some of us stuffers
from being sick, (The miraculous rarely happened:

I was nearly always off my feed

or downright ailing for several days after.)
If home-made lightbread added a joy to the dinner on the ground, what can I
say of fetched-on lightbread,

11baker 1 s

bread"? In those days we used to get six

loaves, as big as a roasting shoat, for a quarter. They had been baked at Paducah
or Memphis and had been brought on one of the marvelous trains of that time, trains
that sped into sight out of nowhere and then took another dip into the unknown
after they had paused at oub station long enough to disgarge passengers and baggage
and express,

Not everybody at Fidelity could afford a quarter for this much extra

style; therefore, those who had 11bakerts bread" advertised the treat and invited
special friends to join in when the dinner began.

Since I was just a small boy

most of the time I lived at Fidelity, I did not often get in on this llbakerts bread"
treat, and had to content Iey"self with ten kinds of cakes, ditto pie, and on and on,
with sweet pickles and sour pickles and green tomato ketchup.

These, mind you,

came after the main course, or courses, of roasted lamb or calf and the whole bevY
cf chickens that were counted as common fare,

But occasionally I got a slice of

thc,t marvelous bread, smelling of hops, and wondered whether even nectar and ainbrosia. 0ould breat it. And now I know that our strange bread was the sort that anybody
in town or elsewhere now buys and eats and sometimes sneers at because it is so
COl!lll\on a.1,d so tasteless,

And m ,wan the aristocrat of the bread world has come

do-wn to th3 level formerly occupied by cornbread, just plain, everyUay food, not a
b:;.t, atylish,
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Practically every day I am forced to eJ<plain a folk figure 0£ speech that seems
as plain to me ae the nose on a man's face.

You see, the younger generation do not

know about things that we used to have as oornmonplaoe, everyday things.

Why,

only

yesterday I had to take time out to explain why a person should be hit over the
head with a soap paddle, I got the idea of his needing punishment, but 11Whirt, is
a soap paddle?" And then the whole solar system ha.d to atop turning while I laboriously told about ash-hoppers, lye, lye soap, and all the whole annual soap-making,
including the rather disreputable soap-paddle, certainly not a very soft or dainty
thing to have J.aid across one's skull. Meanwhile, my original reference wae lost;
I do not remember even who deserved such a messy and severe punishment.
Every semester I teach, among other great American poems, Holmests "Contentment," in which he enumerates the few things that he could be content with--things
that would bring millions of dollars on the market,

He wants a horse, not a fast

one but one that oan do a smooth two-forty-five,

"Of course, for just a single spurt,

Some seconds less would do no hurt, 11
Then, with whatever patience I can muster, I must explain that the slow jog-trot
that Dr, Holmes wished was a world record for that time, Stares, grins, or even
loud laughter may greet this astounding announcement. \fuy, with cars averaging a
mile a minute on roads that specifically ea.y no speed must exceed forty-five miles
an hour, who would want to ride behind a horse -lazing along at such a ridiculous
gait? And just wait; when we get our new private jet, we'll show those old-timers,
if any are still around, what speed is!
Again, just recently I wanted to say something about a small patch of ground
and instantly thought that it was not much bigger than a saddle blanket.

Now who

today would know what that meant? I used it anyway and looked important while I
explained the significance of the comparison, The person being addressed did not
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look impressed, for he remarked shortly afterward something about his GrandpaVs
forgetfulness and growing senility. I hope that nothing personal was intended,
Ages ago in this column I remarked that if you would remember things accurately and,
years later, tell them truthfully, nobody would believe a word you said,
Now, that soap-paddle reminds me of another·useful comparison that is far
beyond the understanding of the younger generation:
With mathematical meticulousness, some of

my

As big as a washing of soap, 11

11

students want me to say just how big

that would be, as if a mere measuring stick could tell,

But all old-timers will

recognize the appropriateness of such a figure and crave no further e:xplanation. I
would not be surpri:s~d if somebody took exception to another favorite of mine: "As
big as a lump of coal,"
The worst side of this comparison business is that we oldsters are put into
our places as if we had outlived our usefulness.

Some of us try to pick up the

latest wisecrack on radio or television and throw that back at our younger accusers,
but it seems to be a losing game, Those same younger people, however dumb they
may be about such ordinary, though outdated, objects as soap-paddles and lye soap,
and fast horses, can beat us at our own game of using fresh, live comparisons.

My

sage advice--which I will probably not keep--is for us who are past fifty to remember horse-and-buggy days and the language of that time but to speak, as nearly as
we can, the strange new language of the time of cars and airplanes and television
and atom bombs,

That is almost like e:xpecting your having to stop your newfangled

car to let a dinosaur plod its cumbersome way across the superhighway,
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"THE PORCH SWING11
One of my freshmen just recently wrote a familiar essay on the porch swing, and
nearly all of the class wondered at the old-fashioned home that would have had such
a thing,

I felt as if I were a fossilized critter from ages ago, for it had never

occurred to me that porch swings were going out of style, Within a few feet of
my typewriter as I record this passing institution is such a piece of porch furni-

ture, one we acquired forty years ago from a neighbor who was moving away.

It was

far from new then, but it is still here and going strong, after it has helped
raise our two children and some grandchildren, not to mention visiting youngsters,
who have used it as a fast vehicle into l!Pace. Maybe the very scarcity of the article makes it so appealing to children when they come,

Anyway, my students say that

porch swings are not around in such numbers as they once were.
People who are past fifty will remember when the porch swing, like so many other
things, was once a sign of being somebody, Not everybody even had a front porch;
lots of people with front porches did not have a swing.

It gave a touch of Bjryle

to own one, When company came, you sat in the porch swing and gossiped or sewed or
just sat.

If there were children, they had to be watched to keep them from swinging

too high and falling out.
swing in

any

Most of them liked to stand up, hold to the chains, and

of the known directions. That such furniture lasted past one set of

children is one of the modern Wonders of the World,

But some, at least, did last

and are still here to tell the story,
Then there was another type of swing that is becoming antique, I refer to the
big swing, on the porch or in the yard, that was an independent unit and contained
two facing seats.

By

pushing on your feet, you could start the thing to moving;

when the swing had got to the end of its arc, you released the preassure on your feet,
and the swing came back.

Some swings, so-called, rolled, with the power applied as

already indicated. This type of swing was even more a sign of being somebody than
the one that was let down from the ceiling on chains, A yard with big trees just
oalled for such a swing in summer, but winter usually saw this same bit of furniture

Tid Bits
stored in a shed.
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Sewing, neighborly visiting, and all the other activities clus-

tered about this yard swing.

It could not be pushed into as big an arc as could

the chain swing, but small boys had no difficulty in getting it to do some strange
didoes, especially if Father was away at his place of business.
If I were a poet, I shoUl.d write an idyl of summer centered around a lovely
swing under spneading beech trees. There might be a small matter of a mother, some
srall children, and maybe a tall father; but the one face I see is that of a young
lady, still in her teens, and that is the face seen by the young boy who sits beside
or opposite her.

You see, swings, like many other things, are associated in some

memories with young love. When the family have discreetly gone away and all the
neighbors have departed, just two sit in the swing and dream. Conversation is not
necessary; the gloaming and young life and bright future plans are enough to
occupy one's mind, without any foolish words.

Somehow, if I have not forgotten,

words seemed a little foolish always when big moments were around.

And from the

cool precincts of the yard swing the young people went in to supper, thoroughly
unaware of what was being served, for any food to young lovers is nectar and
ambrosia when the other party is around,

Maybe this is wrong; maybe I shoUl.d

say that any food seems unnecessary when one is in love. And across years and
years some oldsters look, a little dimly, to the shady yard and the big beech
trees and the yard swing, now an antique.if it even exists. Sic transit gloria mundi.
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One of' the older rec1ders of thi.s column ,cind I recently met at a 1:rnndccrmtte, quite by accident, and
fashioned

SClleso

pent sll the time nvai.lable talking about old-

Of course, there are such thinr:s now 1 but the luriter of the
There was something about the older ones thr1t rem:LndJ me

of orte

of

the oldest accounts of settling up a mrm's estate that ever appeared

tiy1

now Gernmny, nearly
Since this account is of a place in v1hat
"""'
\
1,,j.., ,J
Gen a i dis po ill of
the property of a
a tJ:10usancl years ago, maybe some of this 0'0'rfilti:J¢'7 I\
in Enr:lish.

0

clecec1sed m,1n

actually went from Gernrnny to England Emel :imd then, in due time,·

to Amerlca.

This ancient method was to put large bundles of the late cltizen's
vi.ii-(.,

s~ar~1nu
.
L>< . U ... -•b
personal
70SSessions at ~ distances -from. the
.

v,

1)0·17~
,• .l.

with trie largest

first, the successive bundles be i.ng sma11 e:r, ; ; . , ; , ; z j : ~ . ; c 1 ~ ~

.

That custom

made the Germmrn o:f olde:r time rr:reat horsemen and fur.iowi riders, for the
fellow who could tal{e off li.ke a modern drag-racer was the one who got. the bi.gw ._ \"- V\ ,;1,J
tgest bundle.
Though ~Hil c _ , no such custom ~~, the thrill of goi.ng
to c1 sale seemed almost as great as our rural area was capable of.
All sorts 6f devices were used·to attract a crowd, just as i.s done now.
Specic1l attenti.on wc1s pai.d to the inner needs o:f the prospective buyers, especially liquid needs.

And a big-voiced auctioneer took over and practiced

his arts, much to the delight of the younger genera ti.on.

All sorts of things

were sold, some of them bringing far more thani they were worth.
of the really valuable thi.ngs almost went begging.

Ancl some

My friend told me of

seeing a huge flour barrel of stuff sold for a dollar, stuff that had once been
There were wooden lasts for all

worth fifty dolla:rs but had gone out of style.
sizes of shoes, bri.c1r blc1cles ,vi.thout handles,

11

pcggi.ng awls," box,·s of shoe

pegs, a candle mould, a flc1x hackle, and on and on, as if one were cataloguing
a modern snrnll mnseurn.

Most of the people who saw the fellow bid a dollar

thought he had spent his money foolishly,

A son of the late 01mer went bc1ck

cherry chest of drawers went unwanted.

the next day to :ftnd the chest, hc1ving rneanhwile felt a pang or two :for not

-,

But he

)c1ving Pap's old chest.

chopped i.nto ld.rnl]j_ng wood.

v/8

s too lc1 te; the m1tique had already been

I hc1ve told before of the man of my acqua:i.ntance

who bought two four--Doster beds for a qucirter, cifter everything else hcid been
dtsposed of.

Agcii.n

8

son of the lc1te owner c,ime bc1ck 1111d wcinted to buy one o:f

those pri.celess cinti.ques.

The nmn who hc1d c1cqui.recl the old becl hc1cl meanwhtle
He took pi.ty on

hc1d a cab:i.net maker rework tt, so that i.t w1-1s as good ss new.
the be.LateC. understm1C!:i.ng of Ui.c: .c:on mid JGt
fo:c flvc e._~oJ.J. :~lrs,

c1

hi.1<1 l\,TVG

th1121.wrlrnd bed

vex·y ~Jmc111 p,1rt of the 1)e(l 1s {1ctnc1l \\1ortl1~

1

JJ1e 1:wte o·f

r-1notti.e:c tc1ble o:c anotheI' ch,::=i.1.X' or some sort of 1,1c1ll g::idr;et.,

:Ct usu.cil.ly took

ll •
··1
1Jer1,..:,een -cn.e n1.1Ji1erous ··f1J_np;,s,
s·c1. J-•-··
:tur·cne:c c:co,.}c,1c-:o by thC:l

purchnSG,So

'I

'

1 1

I

•

n

I

1

,

7

:i

DB\,,J

once the prized possessions of her lJest friends.

vt1lu.G

O

_;\n(:l every old-ft:-1sh:Loned house

\·,.1,?JS

cluttered

v.p

1..•.1lth p:fecio1J.S stuff

It :Ls

c:1

11:Lty

ttu1t we ccn1not rn:it EJorne ·pern1,:1n.c-;nt nr:Lce on tl:rLngs ttu~t once mec:n1t so mucho

ln fr:ener1:1l, :Lt t~:1ke~:: c1bo-u.t t'uo r:;E!nerations to f:i.11.d out Urn v.9lues of olc~ tt1:.i.n[;[:q
onJ_y c1 fn,1 of us 1:i.ve long cmovr:l:l. to c:ce the tceasu:cc of

f~

~~ d:cyS become

1n the \-._1eek of rny Deventi0th blrth.d~{Y'•

I felt thus I wc1s fc1r from such fl strfmge c1ge,

To the young everything
,...

tf

c1 few yec1rs older thc1n they c1re seems ,1s c1ncient c1s Hethuscilern him.self.
Now Urnt the c1ctuc1l Elcite is here, it so ems no different from m,rny another late.,
For yec1rs I hc1ve held that, to a limited extent, age is not a
matter of mnrks :i.n n calendnr.
nre c1s old

8.S

Cheerful people like to remind us that we

our 8Spira tions c1nd clreE1ms; medicc1l men sciy i. t wouJ.d be more

sensi.ble to S?Y t\1.::it we c1re as old as our c1rteries,

ll:nyway, it is ::i new ex-

perience to be seventy, just as it was a strange new thing the cl::iy I was thirtyfive.

Ancl, hcivi.ng cirrived

8

t this pictur~sque time, I c::innot help thinlzine; of

\i.ow the worlcl hc1s changetl, its conception of c1ge since I WRS c1 little fellow

l

Rt li'iclelity, Rwc1y bc1cl1. c1t the turn of the century.
I lu1ow now thc1t some of our pc1tric1rchs were fE1r less thc1n seventy years old.
In fcict, "OJ.cl lfan 11 T~is or Thc1t wc1s not more thm.1 fifty.

One such olcl fellow,

who wcis clcissifi_ed by us youngsters a,s c1n old rncin before I left home in 1906
is sti.11 very much c1live, rec1ching for the century mcirk soon.

And. the mere

little tc1cls thc1t regc1rcled him cis c1s olcl as men cc1n get hcive 1, ....mciny of thernpalrencl;
grown c1ncient c1nd given up the struggle,

Some live on, little more c1ctive them

the rec1lly old mc1n who seemed old c1 hc1lf century cigo.
Old people, c1t Fidelity c1nd elsewhere, were regarclecl in severc1l different
wc1ys,

Truthful old fello1:1s, who remembered c1ccu/Jrn tely cind tolcl their stories

with no c1pologies, were often plc1cecl i.n the scime cc1tegory as the neighborhood
cheerful li.nrs, who told lies for the fun of it c111cl did not expect to be beIeved.

'I'hus it wc1s hc1rd for us srnc1JJ. ones to sepc1rc1te history cind f).ction.

I trc1ilecl c1:round nfter 8nY olcl

m8n I lmew, c1sld.ng c1ll the questions I could

thinlc of, wcinti.ng to know whc1t the world must h8ve lookecl like before I fOv:r:Lvecl.

One such, Uncle John Ell in, whom I have so often referred to under his own ancl
other nnmes, lived to be ninety-three, the oldest nmn I had ever seen before I
...le ft Fide 1 i ty.
WhElt be told me Elbout eE1rly history: hns proveli\:true every
)
time I hElve rec1d up on our western Kentucky section.
I regc1rded him highly
then c1nd felt "9~Y honored when I could sc1y, in my c1ccount of his pc1ssing,
hc1lfm.ore thc1n c1 century Elgo, thc1t he hc1d interpteted for us younger ones the strc1nge,
0
long history of the Jc1 ckson Purchc1 se.
On the other h8nd the neighborhood lic1r,
who c1lso lived fc1r into the pc1trinrchc1l age, hc1s my respect,
him, even though he put on

El

Nobody believed

look of profound seriousness every time he

prc1ised his own prowess c1t the bc1ttle of Shi.lob or the virtues of his rc1ce-ho:rse;,
D8iSy.

It would hc1ve been c1 p8thetic boyhood if there had been only the

old m11n who knew his h~story; :Lt would h8ve been somewhc1 t silly if we had lmo,m
only the old boy w:Lth his racy yc1rns.

History c1nd folklore joined then c1s now

to revec1l whwt; men hc1ve clone mid whc1t they hc1ve drec1med of doing.
find myself wishing thc1 t I could hc1ve understood then how the
)ives
should be respected and not scorned.
j

tv10

I sometimes
strc1 ins of our

I must confess thc1t I clid not

write the obituc1ry of the cheerful lic1r; he was hc1rdly important en011gh to
rnenti.on in the county pc1per to which I contrF,uted my weekly record of whc1t
went on c1t Fidelity.
'.['here w1s c1 time when those who hc1d rec1ched sixty seemed to feel thc1t

their chief duty henceforth was to treat their illnesses and tell endless stories
of their c1ches c1nd pc1i.ns.

Fortunc1tely, it is not so fc1Jshi.onc1ble n0vi to

give hourly bulletins c1bout one's :Lnfi.rmit:i.es.

When I recc1ll how many c1ccounts

I hc1ve hec1rd of mi.ser:i.es and rheumc1tiz c1nd such li.ke, I wonder thc1ii, I, too, hc1ve
not succumbed to a common humc1n fc1iJ.ure c1nd stm:ted. enumerc1ting · my ffl:l1!llm
shortcomings.

Mc1ybe we c1re 8S old c1s our self-centered att:Ltuck towc1rd c1ches

c1ncl p8i.ns; mc1ybe we c1re to be judged by our complc1ints c1nd our c1rte:r.:Les jointly.

An Assoc:i.1ted f'ress cHspEttch of August 15, 1958, told of the fin<J:Log
of

enormous deposit of v:c1luc1ble s:c1bd nec1r my

clD

vallwble that the Corni.ng Glass Company bas signed
20,000 tons of it c1 yaar 1•

F:i.delity, scmd so

0\'111
8

contrc1ct to buy

And c1 big procoss:i.ng p1c1n-c is be:Lng bui.J.t

c1(Mur:rc1y, to pr0pare the sm1d, an almost pure deposit of it, for shlpNow, that is news, in miybody I s worlcl, 1Il tell you'.

rn.ent.
I

hc1ve 81,-rnys

8

thc1t we had sc1nd, lots of it, even though I c1m

Everywhere in our neck o:l:' the county we hc1d evidences

not a geologiste
When

)G101-m

r01-1cl

on our hillsides once wore through the soil rmcl the

1inderlying cJ.c1y, b0c11li.ti.ful s-ind ln unimc1ginc1ble quc1ntities

c1ppec1red,

I used to play in some of the gull~,s 1where we hc1d no di:ffi.cul ty i.mc1gini.ng
Some of the fields nec1r

ourselves i.n

r-w

house

~!A/i~

i~Jl1i.s sand and crec1ted 8 f':lne bc1ckground for Cops m1d Hobbers, or wl18tever
we nle1yed with our toy pistols or those n18de of pimi plm1J.rn.

NErnr the

house of one of my older brothers w1s 8 o/t1.J.ley thcit would hc1ve tc1Len a p:i:i:6G
It vms cln c1bandonod rm1d, w:Lth its nrnny feet of sc1nd slowly crnwling, every
rc1J.n, down to fi.11 up the swmnp -~nd the creek.

Some of these zulJ.eys

actuc111.y rui.ned some good fc1rm lcmd and seemed destined to nrnke

8

sort of

Copperhill, Tennessee, wilderness of our littJ.e world.
In generc1l;those sc1ndy J.c1yers were covered up with other lnyers of
clc1y c1nd gravel c1nd soil,

When we dug cisterns, we rc1n into these s t:rn tc1.

Mc1ny of the wells we had :Ln our c1rec1 went into c1nd even through this grec1t
depoait of sc1nds.

Just how much of' tho sc1nd I lmm,1 vms c1chrnlly the

f'lne sc1nd to be used i_n the mc1mi.fc1cture of g}Rss I do not !mow, but it was
And now it is beine worked for
money, our old sc1nd, which v1c1s everywhere in the c1rec1!
I cc1nnot refr8in from using this sc1nd 88 a sort of parable, for it
lends itsolf to such u,ie, probc1bly c1s vrd.1wb1e c1s tho Corni.ng Glc1ss 6ompc1ny

products.

Here for untolcl c1ges the deposits hnve lc1J.n, useless oJ:

e1Ten h,1rmful v1IJ.en they ,,,ore exposecl to the :rnins c1nd sv1ept clown on th01
cultivated fields.

People pE1,ssed the S8nds by, except us childrsn, who

built &;reAt c8stles in the gulleys ,md s11'1 dmm the steep sides of {;he
:wc1shouts.

As 8 folklorist I h::we wAtchea similcir things hc1ppen in humc1n

resources(M'y, whc1t

c1

big-so1rnding word thcit is,

c1

very populc1r one now!).

Thlf~An <"1chievements Are often over1oolrnd persistently, so that whatever
is, seems alwciys to be wrong,

Nobody in li'iclelity ever clreE11ned that plrdn

sand, the very sand of their hills, ~as
be worked for profit.

c1

treasure tlrnt would some d8y

In early clays people v1ere just cis dumb about the

value of educc1tion, such 11s li'idelity High h11s been trying to dispense for
c1

third of' a century.

When the high school wc1s being t,i1kec1 of, many

8

person fell bnck on thnt trite talk about Grc1ndpap cind how he got c1long
without more than the three R's.
J

Strc1ngely, not mc1ny used the sci me c1rgu-

ment about the ciutomobile when it came into the world 1 even into Fidelity.
But, tn Ficlelity and elsewhere, E1iiltomobiJ.es 8nd r8dios c1ncl television sets
c1re much commoner th,,n college or high school diplomas.

Though Fidelity

is within fifteen minutes of the 1Rrge st1c1te college 8t Hurrciy, many
grc1duates of the Fidelity High School hc1ve never even dreamed of going
on.

After c111,

8

high school cUplomR looks pretty large to

8

c0erson whose

pcirents could bc1rely re11d 11nd write Rnd whose grc1ndpc1rents dicl not
1mow A from B.

A fc1:Lr number, hov1ever, have felt the stnmge I new vcilue

of the educ8tion so close by and Elt such

c1

rec1sonc1ble p:r:Lce; they sc1w 1

fc1r E1hec1d of their genercit:ton, thc1t theTe wc1s some value in WhE1t might
seem woTthless sc1ncl..

One such lc1cl, whom I mentioned not long c1go, now
i·
holds c1 fine college position in 1c1 neighbor~/ stc1te; 11nothe:r is
(j'

on the last yec1r of his Ph. D, in 8 M:Lddle-We,ste:cn unlversity.

Those

boys, one ,1 temmt's son, the other the son of my brother, found some
pAying sand Elncl c1re working :tt.

The:LT lines of Tesecirch are vastly di:f-

ferent, but they got their stc1rt cit Fidelity High, under the sc1me te,ichers.
'J'here mc1y be a strc1tum of pc1y dirt in ymw li.fe.

G IT DF TilTXJ-1'

By goo(;

f:con1 the one

\1.re

l1.t1d occu11iecl

so lo.nc; r1go with our cb.:LlcJrwn.

the c:"bins lookecl very nrnch c1s they cHd in 1931 1 but suuu,1er vc1c:Jttoners

of moaern thi.n~s were in our cabj_n or ·those ne~r ~lt hando

~[:]J_G lat:c looked very nrucl1. JS

tt 1.:i.scd to, even tho1J.t:h there c1re nuv1 300

' tbeir r1,;1mGs, for th.ey h.8VG cost c1s rm1ch e1s
Some of thc;:::e cott8ges bcl.);t...

mi~cila-i.nco1ne pcopJ_e csn 8fford in the citieso
boc1t

1.-i:=is

And our hnnblc pcir]cUe

y)1.1t to sharn.G by every sort of motor lJotit ..

Only c1ftcr La~or Day,

·v1bon ne1rly everybo(:ly ,-ront home, dlcJ tl-10 old 11lc1.ce ro.sum.e its quaiJ.1.t
s tiJ.lns s s; ev0n tl·_1_e Loons cc1me b8 ck 0nd lt11.1r•'.hecl ~-1 t man tin.cl his l11·vl~nt :Lon:; c

ns wild ns ever; there

aunse forests of birch, 8Spens, coni.fers, ~,ith a ~eavy undergrow·th of

,,no the
srnaJler m~-1111rnc~ls were ;:1::~ obvious .JS they u:ied to be ..
But this c1Yti.cle i.s not to tell ,1b011t my v::icc1t:Lon but to recorc1
c1

s1:i.cceSfJion. of" changes th0t ue h:_1ve un.clc:cgone in. our recrec1.t:Lon.s ~nc1

va cc1 tions a

Getting a re~l vacation used to be somethin8 to br~g abou·t ..

B::~cl::: in my er1rlier c1c1ys tb_e 1,,,1c1tering r1J.::1ce \'):ls th.e gre-':=it r:ittr:::ictionlil

hectI't:i..ly, slept reg1J.l:1rly ,:incl 1ont:, ,:=ind 1:1en_t home :feeli.ng tb.8t th.ey hc1cl

been bl'ou::,;ht back to l:Lfe by t:1h:lYJE the \· 1i.~ter curGo

The oottc1ge-cab:Ln

then the ro~ds

WG\'G

often r~ther poor for traveJ_, And V8CE1tioners had to

everywhere, the cott11ges hc1ve spriimg up--nt every l,1ke or

:r:i.VGl'

or

cott:1e;es foT-f x·ent, but it t--11<:es no n:tn1su:::1l obsG:cvr:1tlon to see ]1.0\' vrnll

Ou:r

lTlJtnGI'OUf.'. mnn--m::1Ci<-'

J:11(GS

nre c1lrE1c1c1y J.inecl vi.1th .snch cott;_:iges 7

AlY.d

0re lJegirni:tng to Jool( l:U<.e the ber-1ntifnl r(L0cic1l J.;;1lr.es of the nortb.crn

rnonay.,

This te11dGncy of ours ls

DO nc,,1

The old-fashioned neighborhood gc1 the rings, dinners on the grounC 7
p:i.:onics, csncJLclste spec1k:Lngs, Confedc:rnte 1.:'l'<\"EUUi)jons, cru,1rterly meetings-,-·
"l

whc1t \·!ere they but sim:LLi:r things, when cJi.stcince.s 1·1ere much har(ier to covei:,
\V11en we 1dent eight

or tEll1 mi.Jes

Ull.C] G):

onEi..,,,l:.1ors0 p01,,er

bc1ck in time to f'eed the s tocl\. cincl Do t\Je rn:t 11-~:Lng,

of

c1

lo:ng ;jour11ey toc3c1y..,

vJG

,':lDC1

trncl to ur,et

cJ id

'
the ec1uf1vc1lent

R8 t11rn vi.,s:Lt::' offered c1notb.er f:"~ubstitnte for

Here is cinother thing thilt impressecl me i_n 1958:

1,10.0t o?

•

pco1I'cor1L_: 7 :c1-o i"·\c '1 'I. e ,'? \)G
U\1 (
cL: bOf<l(; a

~,

t h_c

r th

the cocu,

J

Y/C

11.C:;_i

J..L-IVC

t:rc,::ti;1e.nt 9

I cc1.n

,

,?-C

J. i:-e1

:_e;,1_i)CI'

tJ_:,i.e

Folk rGti1edies 3re of

three vnriGtics: some of them actually are

s □ mf

s21nc <:1nd c1re found, 1J-1.1Cler learnecl nr1mes, -Ln the phc1I'i118cc11 ,jou:cnc1ls to th:Ls

this? rorne sre

}HJ.re

mc1gic ,~ncl

0re

to be

1;Ja.

tched for

people place in them,
or by
cutting ::1 notch i_n n stw:ill t,.-1:tr~ for

where it will not be disturbed.

8VE:ry

1.-.ictrt ::1ncJ ·buryl:n.g the t\•-1ig

Sometin1es tbe folk remeGy consists o·f

The ulcohol 1 n8turslly 1 kills 8 lot of germs und therefore helps the

sore to net ~1ellu
In s·otte of penicill·tn, Lhe

,':rnlf«f

cJ:cugs, fJalk vc1cc:tne,

c111.c]

t}Je otl101r

1·!6ll-lmow~~-1ondcr c]:c1,gs 1 :Lt i.s still hHrclJ.y Sc1:i.'e i.r1 most crowds to doubt

the e:f'f:Lc::1cy of some :reme~r thut w1:c: hc111owec7 by its be:i.ng used by
one 1s ~,~:cents or grc1nCl~oa:rcntso

1'--Iy students tall me r.v<:;r·y ye.~1r tb.e1t U.1.ey

still see 4~~foetidc1 bags, even arou.nc"i the necks of chi1drGn tt1Gt have
hc1cl 011 the modern .shots ancl h:.:-1ve H T., Vo :i..n tl1.cir homes.,

of ull sorts, cJ:i.es b,1rc1.
·qe ,.ire .stlll pI'irn"it:tve fn1cl n.t£:iy sud-

Tf our electr:Lci.ty :['1i_lecJ 1 our 1.1:-1ter bec.:1me sccirce 1 our or,:portmd.ty to

keep clc<:1r1 ·qere cur-b-1ile6,

\•.Je

mlgbt soon be try:l.ng the most pril':rtt-tve

remedies to t,1!.'·_e tl1.e plc1ce of 1::h~='lt tb.e doctors :::incl the n.ur.'3es hE1nd out.,

over our to·1:1n, there:-) 1.-,ins rin outbrec1k of itch; :-1n(l ir1 Incl-Lc1nc1, in ci
fc1shion.f-lble ,soubl1rb of' IiVcn1svi1le, he~HJ lice hecc:niie so b~:id th.tit st::itE; iJnC::
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--ThEf Down Row

Today I told a student the story of one of my hul't()rous friends
who said that Al Henry, one of our students of many years ago, ought
not to be in college, that all he could do would be to take the down
row.

My story fell pretty flat, as many of my stories often do

these days: my listener had never heard of a down row.
I had that explained., it was time for us to part.

By the time

I tried, however,

to indicate that taking the down row in gathering corn required no
very great skill or even intelligence and that it was regarded. as
a sort of insult to be asked to do this necessary but humble work.
As a boy I felt that there were few depths of degradation below
The only redeeming feature about it was

taking the down row.

that I could be out with full-grown men when I did this work and
could be in on all the big-man talk.

I am sure now that sometimes

the grown boys and men deliberately missed the wagdm bed with the
corn they threw, just to give me the humiliation of searching for
the ears and deposi.ting them in the bed.

That was bad enough,

but it was worse to have to pick up the ears that the mules had
bitten into and slobbered over.

Every time I followed the down row,

I made resolutions about what I would do whlllr I got to be a big
man; none of them included taking the down row.
This same humorous fellow who felt that our student should
take onl~ the down row

recognized that corn-gathering is of only

brief duration; consequently, some busy work would have to be found
for other seasons.

I cannot recall what all the seasonal jobs were,

but the one for spring was the d.r0pping of tobacco plants, another
lost art.

It was next to disgraceful to find a grown man dropping

plants for others to set.

That was a job for the smallest boys,

little fellows who were not big enough to take their places like
grown men and break their backs in this seasonal difficult/ job.
Sometimes an elderly man would be d.raftea for plant-dropper, but
even he felt ashamed that he could not bend over the steaming earth
and set plants like a he-man.

Very rarely I saw a mature man drop-

ping plants, but he was temporarily "under the weather" and just
could not do his share of man's work.

Usually he would apologize

again and again for not being in the setting crew.
I believe that the summer job for our moronic friend was holding
tobacco sticks.

Again, it was not a grown man's job to hold sticks.

Teen-age boys or even younger ones had this job.
the plants, skillfully and rapidly.

Grown men cut

Some of the finest exhibitions

of trainee hands I have ever seen came at tobacco-cutting time.
Some fellows used knives somewhat like a butcher knife but usually
curved up a ~it at the end; others used a razo~like knife that
was fastened to a long iron shai\k, with this iron inserted into
a handle.

I must confess that I never learned to use that kind

but could look at the other man's skillful hands and envy.
In winter this same dumb boy could pick up chips.
tainly did not require much skill or sense.

That cer-

Again, this was

child's work, something to keep the little fellows from under foot
and out of mischief.

I have picked up my million or so of chips;

sometimes until the ones Mother sent me back after were not any
larger than silver dollars.

Sometimes we had baskets and boxes

bulging with chips, for Mother did not wait for the ox to fall into
the ditch; if nece·ssary, she shoved him in, so that we could get him
out and in doing so be kept busy.

A fireplace in our house without
a basket or box of chips near by was the same sort of disgrace as
having a dirty face or nose.
But I cannot recall having seen
grown men out picking up chips; they had to chop wood and tote
in the big logs that we boys could not budge.
Anyway, my former
student could have these four jobs to compensate for his few brains.
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LIKE A BIG MAN
It has been so long since my own boy was small that I do
not know what it is that small boys regard as acting like men.

My

grandson is going through the two-gun stage right now, but will soon
be into some other equally fascinating period of growing up.

It

is pretty easy to think back over my own life and l.e.call how I
developed great longings to appear grown-up or a he-man.

These

are not steps arranged chronologically or psychologically but are

jR-St some that I remember rather vividly.
Every farm boy I knew longed for the day when he could ride a
horse unwatched and unattended.

Sometimes the getting to this

mreat day involved some hair-breadth~tfts from falls and horse
hoofs.

Father or Older Brother helped in the first futile attempts

to ride a perfectly gentle nag.

I was chagrined that I could not

mount my steed without getting on a stump or a pile of wood; my
legs were short, then and now.

By and by I did manage to put my

foot :into the stirrup and climb on, with an inner feeling of being
equa]

to the world and all its problems.
Weari.ng short pants was a disgrace, so far as I was concerned.

Little boys were marked off from grown ones by the length of trouser
legs.

If a fellow Rttempted to 1rnt on long pants too early, he

had to lick some~ big boys who did not want their sacred precincts of grown manhood thus i.nvad0d.

Pants were largely home-made

in those days and fit in various ways: new pants were likely to
be large enough to allow for shrinkage and the boy's growing.

The

next season or two those pants got smaller as the boy got bigger,
until the Texas eowboy and his tight pants was in no way different
from us boys.

'
Just about the time the sk:iln-tight
pants could not

stand another washing without positively shriveling up, our voices
had changed enough for us to wear our first longies and feel

that we had arrived at manhood-.,·
Maybe it was unfortunate for me that I never tried to chew
tobacco, a habit that was a real mark of being a big fellow.

Many

a boy that I knew would try again and again to chew his quid like a
big manJand get sick.

I have draa up many a bucket of water from

the school cistern to pour on the head of some boy who could not
take his tobacco at first.

Or it might be that he was trying his

hand at rolling and smmking a cigar.

Tobacco down my way was none

of tkis dainty stuff that is a first cousin to tissue paper; it
was he-man tobacco, dark stuff that.made the user of it know that
he had come in contact with the real article.

It is thinkable,

then, that some boy who had never tried it might find himself
pretty sick for some hours after making an effort to be a big man.
Another mark of being a big fellow I failed to achieve~t of
owning a fine horse, fine in the view of Fidelity and such remote

J

places.

The horse-bridle-and-saddle tradition was alive down to

my time, but my steed was a little red mule that certainly did not
malte its owner envied by the other boys.

-lo wo.lk 1

Maybe that is one reason
<l

why I preferred~hen and now, unless the diSxnce was. forbidding.
But the boys who had the saddle or harness horses enjoyed their
exalted position and let the rest of us know how insignificant we
were.

For a year or two a boy might be contented to ride his

horse to church and picnics and candidate speakings; the thrill
of having envious eyes turned toward him was reward enough.

B~t

a natural step was to get a buggy for that fine horse and a girl to
ride in the buggy.

Right there my growing up came to a dead stop.

I left home before I ever acquired a buggy; I sold my mule to go to
school on the proceeds; and I was thirty-six years old before I
owned a vehicle of any kind, a T-Model Fora.

It was too late to

triumph over the other fellows, since most of them had long had
their own jalopies.

I missed my chance to be big.

I

I

I ,I

I

I

/
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CLOUD-WALKING COUNTRY

It is always an event in my life when another book on Kentucky
appears.

In early December, 1958, the~ei came to my desk, with the

compliments of the author, whom I have known a long time, TALES
FROM THE CLOUD-WALKING COUNTRY, by Marie Campbell.

Miss Campbell,

now Dr. Campbell, began col]ecting folklore in Kn0tt and Letcher
Counties in ]926, when she was teaching in settlement schools there.
Though a very young woman at that time, she realized the significanne
of the folklore a tout her and set down every sort of story she
heard.

She says that her very ignorance helped, for she was n0t

influenced to take this and reject tm,t; as a result

she has

five volumes of these stories as told in the Kentucky mountains,
of which this is the first in the series.
what the Germans call

11Marcli.'Eln, 11

This volume dea~s with

usually translated as

11

household

tales. 11
Tale-telling is a passing institution, even in.the mountains.
This volume contains seventy-eight tales, six story-tellers giving
them in their own words, which Miss Campbell took down carefully and
as
well.
The volume hasAits chief value this fidelity to actual conditions.

The stories are not dress·ed up, either by having words

above the level of the tellers or by having to0. many folksy words,
such as appear in many of the writings·about our mountaineers.
All the stpry-tellers except one, Sam Caudill, are oldish.
narrator specializes in certain types of tales.

Each

Aunt Lizbeth Fields,

for instance, likes to tell stories about golden things; Doc Roark
t'ells yarns picked up in his professional life as a self-appointed
doctor.

Uncle Tom Dixon likes stories where the events occur in

threes.

The personality of each teller appears in his stories.

Though nearly all of the stories belong to definite types
that have been catalogued, the teller gives his own flavor to the

fail es, as they com-a. to 'life lh his ·telling·. . . If he noes not understand some of the words or expressions he has used, he stops to
explain that that t~;lt/ was the way it appeared in the tale as told
by Granny or some other older tale-teller.

If he does not know

what happened, say, to the second brother in a t(l).e, he says so,
again defending himself by referring to the tale as told to him.
Naturally, the appeal of the book to me, and to others who
have labored to defend the folk, is its truth to the ya:ifi:J-spinner•s
time and place.

This is no imagined world, no Broadway conception

of what Kentucky mountaineers should be.

Miss Campbell was a

very live part of the mountain schools where she taught and would
resent any effort to make demigods or clowns out of her gpod friends.
Furthermore, she is a scho]ar, not a promotar or a mere book-maker.
Kentucky and other places have suffered too much from the outsider
who has tried to make the folk ridiculous or even a bit too good to be
\
I

Our mountain folk are neither saints nor Li'l Abners; I

true.

it!sh people who write about them would take counsel of Marie Camp-

bell and present them honestly.
Rather oddl-y-, in my remote western end of the state there were·
very few of these stories current in the nineties and early nineteen,.
hundreds.

Our settlers had come to Kentucky in a much later mi-

gration and had probably lost most of their supernatural yarns, along
the way.

Besides, there was a strmng

denominational opposition

at Fidelity to such yarns and even to bal]ads.

Most of the

11

better

families" frowned on such primitive things; only occasionally would
there be a break-over, especially when some of us younger ones wou:td
know that some old auntie or uncle knew some magic yarns.

I wish:

I had had the good sense to write down the ones we heal!d; unfortunately, I did not realize the importance of such a passing institution
as did Miss Campbell.
All of us who love the flavor of old yarns
0

and their tellers will be watching for the appearance of the other
vmlumes in the series.
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THE LOCAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
Just before I put this sheet into my typewriter, one of my
former students called me to ask a very
not answer.

hard question that I could

I had ti> refer ijim to another older man, who probably

will know the answer.

Neither the asker nor I h-ad any printed mat-

ter that contained the answer to his very natural question.

Now, in

older days, it was just the thing to refer to the old citizen or th&
neighborhood sage for information and advice.

Books were scaree or

non-existent; learning had to be largely traditional.

Some people

had ancient books of facts that were gospel truth to them and the
neighbors; but much of what was known about the world and all that.
in it is was in some old person's mind and memory.
When I lived at Fidelity, it was hard to sort out the sources
of learning around us.

Some of our informers were excellent

readers and had good memories; some wel'e theorists and made facts
agree with their pre-concemved notions.
we all believed Uncle John Elkin.

On matte-rs of pioneer days·

He was not spectacular or sen-

sational and had a way of verifying his remarks by citing state
and national history; it was easy to find some of his citiltions in
our own history texts.

As I have said before in this column, it

has been a source of respect for Uncle John that much of my own
reading since I left home has prov&d that, in the main, he was right,
not warped by prejudice or ignorance.

The Meador bro':::J;hers, Monroe

and William, who lived up the creek and were rather well-read for
that time, could be relied on for contemporary politics and national
issues.

They were Democrats, as everybody else was in our little

corner of the 'lilrld, but they were fair-minded in viewing big events.
When they told us about Garfield and Cleveland, we had every reason

I

to believe- them.

• Again, it- has given- me- a feeling of - appreciation-

for the two brothers that a lifetime of reading has proved that they
knew their contemporary history rather well.
author1.ty for Scottish history.
through Scott's novels.

Mv father was our

Apparently he driftea into this

But I look back now and recall how often

we had mentioned in our simple country home the events that had
made a big stir back in the days of Eli:lflbeth I and Mary Queen of
Scots.

It was not hard to see how nearly three centuries that had

passed since the Scotch migrated to Northern Ireland had done little
to change the Scotchman's attitud~ toward Elizabeth and Mary.
There was another sort of local encyclopedia that I have so
often written about, what might be called the folk encyclopedia.
Uncle Charlie Stubblefield, the garrulous ex-slave, teld of marveloua
hunting expeditions he had been a part of, he gave us a half-comic,
half-tragic picture of slave life under his old master, he gave rhymEl'S
)

and sayings that he had known when he was a youngster working in the
newground.

Of course, it would be impossible to verify most of what

he said; probably it would be unkind to want to do so.

Uncle Charlie

was our Uncle Remus; we did not want to have him appear to be anybody else.

And Uncle Clark, our valiant soldier of Shiloh and

many another engagement, told yarns about the Civil War that have
never got into print, chiefly because he was always the hero of the
scrapes.

It was fortunate that some of our less-affable ex-Confed-

erates would tell- us that Uncle CJlark was fully as brave as he said
he was.

But none of them attempted to prove the truth of some of

the marvels in which Uncle Clark was the hero.

When we wanted to

get a final say-so about the weather, we asked Uncle Sim.

He

knew

a good deal about weather, but he had theories to prove and would
twist the weather to make his theories prove true.

Still, many

people believed that he and the almanac could do no wrong.
It is wonderful to be a local sage; it is almost as wonderful
to live near one.
Some of his glory rubs off on the neighbors.

LOST WONDER
At the Christmas season, 1958, I again felt that we have
destroyed some of the wona1er that children used to have and to enjoy.
Not only is Santa Claus scheduled to arrive on Christmas Eve, but
he has already arrived on many a street corner and in many a store.
Sometimes he is fat and sassy; sometimes he is pretty skinny to have
b1. ske.\
such a busheJ~e:t tummy; sometimes he is pretty dull; sometimes
he is full of corny remarks.

EVen the littlest child must get pret-

ty tired of seeing him in his many reincarnations.

And, since

Christmas gets started ~fore the last tilrkey hash of Thanksgiving

..,,

has disappeared,i the whole season is \f()rn out before it begins.
All this may b e ~ it should be, but I somehow wish the younger
generation could get the full impact of Christmas, with the first
inklings of it not more than twenty-four hours before Santa himself
is to appear.

Gilbert Keith Chea:terton, the humorist and essayist,

says that Christmas is for grown-ups, that Christmas or Not Christmas would be a great experience for children.

Though there is much

truth in his tribute to childish imagination, there ought to be a
little more left to be comprehended by faith at Christmas and less
of the obvious.
May~ we have advanced to an age when wonder is no longer
needed.

Modern machinery is so complicated and so ordinary at the

same time that we do not stop to wonder at it.

Lighting a candle

or coa"i-oil lampf often brought with it moret actual wonder than
switching on the electric lights or starting the car or some other
electrically-operated machine.

I wish I could actually know whether

small children believe in Santa Claus with any of the strange wonderworship that earlier children had.

I, too, was a child that knew,

almost as soon as I knew anything, that Santa Clausi had no physical
reality, but that intelligence did not prevent my wondering at
the strange events of Christmas Eve, when my new home-knit stockings
got filled to capacity with things that ordinary days did not
bring.

What I got would hardly cause a child of today to look up

from his play, for raisins and peppermint candy and oranges and
apples are so ordinary that youngsters have a hard time imagining
why they were ever scarce or unusual.

And, even in our rather

matter-or.pact world at Fidelity, it was impossible to keep down a
strange, childish glee in the grown-ups at Christmas.

They always

liked to eat, but Christmas things tasted better than ordinary food.
They liked to visit, but Christmas visits had a kindness, a cheerfulness about them that just average visits never brought.

I hope

that this spirit, even though it may be outwardly disguised, still

)

exists in the minds of children and older people, for without it
Christmas is just like any other time.
With daily or weekly lessons in nature study, under different
names, most children are exposed to much of the scientific knowledge of the time.

Capill.ary attraction, embryology, osmosis,

sexual dimorphism-these are usually known in a rudimentary manner
by children whose parents wondered at the strange facts of nature.
I would not have any less known by children but more; howe~er, I
do hope that teachers will not explain away the strange mystery
that surrounds the smallest organism, even after we know how it
acts and how it fits into the scheme of things.
at what he loves to call a

11

Whitman's wonder

leaf of grass" is never out of .place,

in a laboratory or out of doors or wherever a plant is to be found.
And it is no desire to sentimentalize nature that I feel thus;
the b~rest facts that science can find out are full of mysterious
connections with all we are and do.

Wonder is not dead, let us hope.

WHAT CAN WE BRAG ABOUT?
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There was a time when it wasfasy to brag about experiences
that you had had, for it was likely that not many people had gone
very far beyond their little world and, therefore, had seen nothing
new.

At Fidelity we had whole cycles of bragging.

And after a

type of bragging had gone out of date, it seemed positively silly,
because nearly everybody had meanwhile shared in such experiences.
But, also, some' smart-alee cousin would come to Sfend a weekend and
make all of us ashame.d of our puny experiences.

As iong as I lived

at Fidelity, I did not get to match stories with some of these
modern far-travelers.
One cousin must have come to see us once to tell about his
experiences in a big city.

He had gone to a theater and seen

some marvelous vaudeville, though he did not know the name of the
entertainment.

Somec of his tales were slightly embarrassing to the

female members of the family, but he redeemed himself by singing some
of the songs he had heard on this same glorious night.

Some years

later, before any of us had wandered far from Fidelity and the county
seat, another cousin visite~us and spent a whole evening, until
very late bedtime, telling how he had been to California.

Meanwhile,

I had read a lot of travel stuff and was able to trace his Ulysseslike ij.ourneys.

I was also able to discover that he had actually

been to the famous places and had not merely manufactured his story.
I suspect that the best braggarts we ever produced were the few
fortunate ones who actually went to the Chicago World's Fair in
They brought back many souvenirs of what they had seen and
heard about; these were casually displayed in their front room, as
if they were no more important than picture postcards displayed on a
rack were to be a little later.

Bu~ men and women alike® were at

hand to make equally casual remarks about Chicago, as if they haa
spent a large part of their lives there.

We brats whose parents

had never been so far away listened open-eyed and open-mouthed and
dared not say how very much we envied such fortunate people.
One of our neighbors, a singer of sorts, used to go away to
meetings in another state, just across the river, and then regale us
with stories about what had taken place at the big meetings where
he had been.

There was an element of bragging about his quaint

telling of his importance among people in such afar-away place (some
fifteen miles).

But we dared not question his stories of great

things in Stewart County, Tennessee; we had not been there; he had.
After I was a grown man, I came into the Cavernous Limestone
area of Kentucky to spend my life.

My father had been reared in

the limestone arEFa south of Nashville, Tennessee, which is, as you
know, like our B1uegrass Region.
)

In the Jackson Purchase we did

not have caves, for the simple reason that our limestone was very
limited and to be found only in some hills down toward Tennessee
River.

We felt, without saying anything to him about it, that

Father was bragging when he told us of having followed caves for
a mile or more and of having to take a lanter11 to find his way out.
He also told of strange formations in those caves that mad~ us all
the more skeptical: that there were rock formations like icicles
and some of them twenty to fifty feet in length.

We admired our

father's knowledge of history and his fairness in adjusting to
the strange new world that resulted from the Civil War, but we were
badly puzzled about his limsetone stories; maybe he had forgotten or
was just playing-like.

What in the world can anybody brag about

now, when the dumbest as well as the brtghtest has had a chance to see
most of the wonders of the world, to drive to both oceans and into
Canada and Mexico?

A WHOLE NEW WORLD
Tnday in class, while most of my students respectfully listened but
probably thought me remembering incorrectly, I mentioned my first days
in Bowling Green, in the winter of 1908.

The thing that thiiy had most

trouble in believing had to do with automobiles.
were three of the new contraptions in the town.

I

At that time there
If they had been three

I
C

elephants at large, they could not have attracted more attention.
Even though we country students, who constituted the larger portion
of the enrollment, had been taught not to point, for that was a. mark
0f being country, we forgot all manners when one of the horseless
carriages came by.

We pointed or gaped or exclaimed or did whatever

the savage Indians must have done when they saw gigantic canoes coming
we
up American rivers bringing the white men.
In some v1ays/\were
in for as complete a change as those same savages were.

Long before

we youngsters of that time were mature men and women, the automobile
had become a necessity of modern life; we former pointers would have
laughed at any greenhorn who took the modern miracle as other than
necessary.

. ._ t o""'\

One day not long after I got to Bowling Green, I walked/\ a:yiside
street and saw a strange new word, which I spelled out carefully-G*A*R*A*G*E.
~tu @i

I made no effort to pronounce it, but a car was

g in front of the bui.lding--still standing and pretty shabby-

looking.

That car clinched it: it was a place to attend to cars.

in those days were pretty far apart; I wonder

wlb.e1i\:\.111'he

Cars

first garage

man made ends meet, unless he also shod horses as a side line or maybe
made harness.

I am glad that I got that word when I did; i_t opens a

whole epoch in my life and the lives of my contemporaries.
One day at chapel in our school, a man in khaki, which was then

as rare a slght as an automobile, appeared and.was invited to speak a
few words.

He said he was exploring a Canada-to-Gulf' highway that would

pass through Bowling Green and that his car had to be taken to a garage to
be readied for his further journey.
such a highway.

Some of us snickered at the idea of

What, possibly, could anyone on the Canadian border

want with anything away down on the Gulf of Mexico?

A little over

twenty years later I had been over every inch of that road J:i.e talked about,
and in a car--my car!

U.

s.

31, therefore, somehow stands for the

automobile age, when distances seem so incredibly small, when we have or
pretend to have busl.ness in any part of the whole world.
Because of that strange man's visit, I resolved to take his journey
some day, to see the wide-open spaces.

Something of the poetry of

motion seized me, and I once prepared an elaborate evening entertainment

'"'"'

about U. S, 31, beggin~. with its start at the Sault Ste. Marie Locks
I\

and proceeding southward to the heart of Mobile, where it intersects
another great call to the wide-open spaces, U.

s.

90.

Frpm northern

pine forests and the Great Lakes to the cotton fields of the Lower South!
For days I reveled in that dream of a speech I hoped to make.

I even

arranged music for the whole trip and numerous stop-overs where I could
tell my audience about famous geological, geographical, historic, literary,
and folk places along the marvelous highway.

Since it begins in Hiawatha

Land, the actual area where Schoolcraft collected his stories later used by
Longfellow, I planned to have appropriate Indian music as a curtain-raiser.
And down across the Straits of Mackinac, along the eastern shore of Lake
Michigan, through central Indiana, across Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama-every fifty or sixty miles I would stop in my imaginary journey, eager to
give a sense of the strange new world opened up by the automobile.

I

have never given that evening's entertainment, with its assortment of
American bl.story, literature, and folklore; it has remained f0r ma a
summary of the epoch opened sohl._ strangely by that half-crazy man who ad'dressed us at chapel in early 1908.
Where he want, I never knew,
His
road still goes on and on, a living link between Before Automobiles and
After ~utomob~les,

PAYING THE DOCTOR
MY father, the country doctor, was a poor collector of money due
him.

There were many reasons for this.

In the first place, he

was a poor business man, if that term means that he made any money.
He must have taken the Hippocratic
Oath too seriously, for he seemed
\

unable to refuse when a sick person needed him, regardless of what
would ever be paid for the d~tor 1 s services.

But the patients had

a side, too, for money was sea~~ almost unlmown in many homes.

And

then there were those who looked upon the doctor's service as free, just
like salvation.

Then there were some who were as honest as you ever

"'

saw and would do anything to pay their way in the world.

Since money

' to be found, they could work to pay in whole or in part
was hardly
j

for the medicine and the medical care.

It is about these last named

that I want to write.
The very poorest had only strong backs and willing minds and
could, therefore, chop wood or help plow or do other farm work.

Many

a humble fellow worked faithfully until he felt that he had discharged
his obligation to "Dr. Mark."

We children respected these humble ones

and loved to work in the fields or woods with them; they had a sense
of duty that was not lost on us.

Some of Father's patients

were just as strong physically but not so willingt to saw or chop
or plow; for these we felt contempt.
My memory goes a long way back to the elderly widow and her three
old-maid daughters who showed a very commendable zeal in trying to
pay for the long illness of the father of the family.
were almost professional makers of quilts.

These women

Slowly they quilted

a dozen or so quilts for us, quilts that became a storehouse of
cover for each of the children as we married off and established a

home of his own.

Three of the ~ l t s that Mother gave me in 1913

when I got married came from this hoard of honest efforts to pay one's
"just and honest debts. 11

I regret that earthly things have to wear out;

I wish I could say that some of those same quilts are still around.
They were a part of our rearing~ur two children and getting them
started out into life, the same strange old cycle that makes a genuine
But quilts, like strength and patience and other valuable

home.

things, wear out, leaving only a memory.
On a slightly higher level of paying debts was Father's taking
in various things on debts.

One man paid a big bill by delivering

to Father a huge wild cherry chest of drawers, a piece of furniture that
looked tacky to me as a child, today worth a good big part of its
weight in gold or any other money.

On the mantel of my study sits

the old Seth Thomas clock that Father acquired in this same way when he
was a very young doctor, away back in the 187O 1 s;
)

the clock has long

~tt.lA

silent, for even Seth Thomas did not make works that never wore out.

(\

After all, the clock, already upwards of thirty years old when it became
a part of the.Wilson household, is now long past a century old.
Ho1mes 1 s

11

one'-hoss shay" lasted only a hundrea years.

Even

But the woo{of

the old clock, protected for more than half of its life by 1'nnumerable
'
layers of paint and varnish, waited its day of triumph, when a skilled
neighbor removed the paint and showed me what a priceless jewel that old
timepiece was and is, whether it can keep time or not.

-i:'lt:i

Besides these two pieces of furniture, there were other things,
somewhat the worse for wear or even broken down, that came to us on
:F'ather's bills: a complete set of blacksmith tools, a one-rocker
rocking chair, a bushel splint basket, besides such stuff as smoked
sausage, middlings, bushels of potatoes, sacks of cabbage.
Barter was
the basis of much of the country doctor's life: he had the pills,
the others had the ills; and our house was a sort of museum of what
the others did not need or want.

\

\

I

CALLING ANIMALS

I

\

' Again I am an old-timer, one who has to explain what he is talking
,
about-.
I asked my senior class a few days ago, while we were in the midst
And not one knew how,

of folklore in Chaucer, how to call horses.

boy even wanted to know why anyone would want to call a horse,
Chaucer's garrulous Wilife of Bath to illustrate
horse come up from the pasture •
laughed at the old man's antics.
spell the call we used.

One

I interrupted

by whistles how to make a

I suspect that most of my seniors secretly
I even called

11

quup, 11 if that is how to

Anyway, our horses understood and came, whether

we called a nonsense word or waistled an appealing call.
how a whistle or the unspellable word grew up.

I wish I knew

As I recall it, we usually

used both the whistle and the call, and got results, too.
County fairs may still have hog-calling and chicken-calling contests.
Certainly these used to be great events.

Once, many years ago in Indiana,

a radio in a filling station, carrying the State Fair program, stopped
everybody with the hog-calling.

I forgot that I was in a hurry, the

station manager forgot that he was lmJ)posed to fill my tank, and the
flunkJy forgot to wipe off my windshield,
radio and its hog-calling.

Just why

11

We listened to a souped-up

goo-ey 11 or some similar sound

suggests pigs is another problem for linguists,
pig 11 to this nonsense word.

We also added

11

pig, pig,

And the pigs came, just as did the horses

when their sounds were made.
Nearly everybody whom I have known calls cats with a falsetto voice.
"Kitty, kitty, kitty" is, I suppose, almost standard; and cats are still
so common th..1t we all hear this call.

Years ago I tried to find out

why the falsetto but failed; later a scientist suggested that the higherpitched sounds would be more acceptable to a cat, maybe even better heard.
One little Hoosier whom I used to lmow would call in a voice two octaves
below what you might expect from a smc1J.l boy: "Here, Kitty; come here, Kitty, 11
And the cat, from associating that deep sound with milk or other food, came.

but the sound got results, I observed, with dogs, horse~, and girls.
We also used a strange 1 tonguey sound to call hogs, almost the same ugly
sound we used to make fun of somebody.
Pigs reacted favorably to this
s~king, clicking sound.

When we used this sound to make fun of a

younqg~er, we usually crooked our right fore finger, too.
supposed to produce great shame.

That was

I have seen it produce hair-pulling and

fisticuffs.
One of our neighbors, still living and ninety-seven years old, used
to say

11

Steady, N0 ble 11 to his horse.

to have the horse do.
easy. 11

I never knew just what he was trying

Maybe he meant for the animal to slow dovm,\take it

Whether Noble steadied I did not find out.

I wish I had recorded the various things I have heard people say to
their animals, from

,,

11

Saw 11 (probably

could hardly be quoted here.

11

So 11 ) to the cow to various remarks that

One of our neighbors apparently called his

old bay mare what he would have loved to call his wife but did not dare.
Since this same fellow was a very pious churchman, some of the neighbor
boys twitted him about his foul language to a bumb kute.

He said that

these fighting '®rds uttered to his old mare were pet names that she would
understahd.

I am glad that she bad not studied plain English, for I fear

she would have felt badly put upon by heri6 owner.

My favorite ~fall this

kind of talk was uttered by Big Mac, a very large colored hired hand, to
the mule he was plowing:

11

Get up, you _____ or I 1 11 jerk your bind

leg off and beat you to death with it.

1

11

Of course, Big Mac had an

audience; for them and not for the mule was he such a maker of

Vi'\~:,j l,ie,tM •

~em,._

Anyway, talking to animals often relieves one 1 s feelings, good ones and
bad ones.
try.

Very few animals can talk back, but a dog certainly seems to

I wonder what he would really say, however, if be suddenly found

human speech.

He might shock us with his language, particularly if there

were another dog around to hear the language.
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GIDDAP II and "WHOA 11

Last week I spoke of our losing our ways of calling animals.

The

whole vocabulary we once used with our animals is certcdnly growing less
well l:nown.

It is hardly worth the time and trouble to explain to any

young person about "Adam's off ox. 11

In the first place, what is an ox?
Who wants an ox?

And why is the right one called the "off" one?

Who

cares how to drive the hard-headed critters, anyway, when it is unlikely
that anyone who reads this column will see an ox team in this year?
Our mule Beck, which was raised as an orphan by the man whom we bought
her from, had been taught all the signs that Well-bred mulesi should \r.now.
My brother would often show off when other boys were looking by tying the
plowlines to the hames of the mule and plow her back and forth across the
cornfield merely by calling "Gee," "Haw," and

11

Whoa," with a

11

Giddap 11 when

Beck decided that she would resort to idling along like a lazy boy.

I

) have seen many an ox team that were even better trained than our tricky
mule; sometimes I could not understand the directions given by some
soft-voiced colored helper, but the oxen seemed to unde;lfstand; anyway,
the~gee-ed at the right time and haw-ed at the right time.
Do,m Fidelity way we had only right-handed plows; therefore the "lead 11
animal was the one on our left sides as we followed the plow.
came into the Pennyrile, I found plows of either type.

When I

I wonder whether

my hard;.headed Beck mule could have adjusted to a left-handed plow.
I am afraid that she would have felt like Adam's off ox.
Besides whistles and nonsense words used to call animals or shoo
them away, there were and are a lot of clicks, smacks, and other sounds
that every farm boy of my time knew.

One such smack gave rise to a riddle:

"What will make a dog come to you, a horse go from you, and a girl stay
with you a lways'? 11

I regret that I cannot spell the smack that we used;

Of course, everybody knows how to call a dog.
usually pronounced at Fid.e:J.ity without the final

Just why "Here, 11

r,

should be used for a dog

rather than a horse or other animal is another puzzle.
"sick

1

I suppose that

im 11 is equally widespread and equally puzzling to those who might

have stopped to question our funny ways of doing things,

Some dogs that

I have known did not need any formula in the call; speaking their names
rather loudly out the back kitchen door would usually wake any sleeping
dog and get him ready to grab the food prepared for him or to chase rabbits
ln the fields or~ake the other livestock stay within bounds.
I\

Sheep are not as well known to lots of people as are dogs, cats, ahd
even horses.

"Cush-sheep" is the way our words sounded, but writers

spell l t in many ways.
stories I have read.

I never heard

11

Co-nan, 11 which appears in some

Generally we affected a falsetto for sheep-calli.ng

just as we did for calling cats.

I do not know whether sheep have a high

range of hearing or just why we did this.
we

11

Like Uncle Remus, I suspect,

gin it to others as it had been gun to us. 11

These and other ways of

calling animals are, according to the Linguistic Atlas of America, now partially finished(for New England and the Atlantic States), good signs
of the origins of the people in any given locality.

You can take a Scotch-

Irishman out of Northern Ireland, but he and his descendants seem destined
to call the animals as Pa and Grandpa called them.

Scholars rejoice when

they find any considerable variation in these nonsense calls.
call the remaining animals that you have?
11

get-up 11 or take a certain direction?

11

Haw, 11

11

Whoa, 11 "Sook,"

11

How do you

And how do you make them

Are we going to lose

11

Gee,"

Sooey," and the rest of these picturesque words?

MAN AND HIS ANIMALS
Without a doubt mankind is losing contact with the anl.mals that have
been c1 mc1instay in our long climb from prlmitive sc1vages to what we c1re,

~

Mechanization achieves many more results and more qui.ckly, but there has
been lost something that we older ones cc1n recall with strc1nge, nostalgic
-,eelings.
The tractor, the cc1r, the truck, and many other inventions hc1ve made
the horse practically useless.

The horse is still around, more as an adorn-

ment of our civilization than any very vital pc1rt of it.

Lost are the

many skills that boys and men used to have, skills in breaking horses
to the sc1ddle, to the plow, to buggy hc1rness, to becoming the "old family
nag," trusted and loved by everybody.

From the lives of the present

generation have been taken awc1y some tendernes& of care for the horse.
Mc1ny a youngster is growing up without having plc1yed with a colt, without
having had a share in converting this ssme wild young thing into a useful
fsrm ant.msl.

Pnd it almost creates a laugh v1hen I mention the genuine

affection the family felt for the old stand-by, the old nag thc1t helped
rec1r the family by being a creature of all work,
Cows are around, l.n droves.

And the very fact that droves are here

removes the "bossy cow 11 from a warm spot l.n family hearts.

Bossy is now

likely to be registered and pedigreed, almost like some great people,
are kept a,bout her value to the owner; she has become

8

Data

mass of statistics.

There are, on many of the fc1rms I \mow, too many calves for any one of
them to be loved and spoiled by the boys and girls of the farm.

This lit-

tle fellow is destlned to be a regl.stered animal, worM.I its weight in gold,
or, if it is r1c1rdly up to standards, to be prime veal,

Why waste affec-

tion on i t7 !t will merely hel11 your heart break when the little fellow
has to be given up, on the livestock mc1rket for beef or breeding,

Now,

the calves used to have nsmes, and everybody on the place \mew which was

f

i

which,

These were not aristocratic names, such as the pedigreed ones

bear now, but homely, somewhat standardized names that reappeared on many
farms.

And the cows, too, bore names that plsced them in a certain civi-

li:zation: Bossy, Spot, and every variety of tender namet,
Imagine now
calling
¢,(J'Xtvli Hildegarde Evelyn St, Genevieve IV '1,¢/¢,(l-X ae::r to come to be milked.
Of course, we users of milk prefer the royal-sounding names of the
registered cows and their tested milk; but the boys and girls thc1t are
growing up with the pedigreed cattle are missing some of the pleasantest
associations on the farm,
I fear that hogs are also being mass produced now and hsve lost some
of the affect ion that Old Sally or other fami.ly pig used to have,

Pi.gs

are for mest, and meat is for sale; why worry over any sentimental nonsense?

How many pounds did the hog in questi.on gain i.n the last period

of feeding?

How well does the strain of hogs stand up?

sny money in raising them?

What about a pet pig?

to be fattened, slaughtered, and eaten.''

Is there

U

"Phooey, pigs are

Even so, a pet pig is an

experience that most of us past fifty would not want to give up,

I do

recall that pet pigs used to be slaughtered, too, and something was taken
out of our lives when this happened,

So it may be better to regc1rd the

pig as purely an investment and waste no feeli.ngs on him,
Even chimkehsi used to have some individuality.
was not merely a potential Sunday meal.

A rooster or a hen

This proud Chanticleer could

crow better than any other chicken in the neighborhood.

One we once

owned added an extra "doodle" right in the midst of his crow.

When I

would wake up in the night and hear the roosters announcing the;passing of
II

the hours, as old people used to call it, that old fellow seemed to know
his skill.

He would come in with the chorus a little more often than

some of the others, just ordinary roosters that had no operatic voice or
whatever it was that he had,,
Imagine knowing by voice the chickens in
a chicken ranch that turns out its thousands each yearl
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TURNED OUT TO DIE
·)

At Fidelity it was the greatest condemnation possible when someone
accused another of turning an old horse out to die,

We did not know

about the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, but we felt
that a faithful old servant of the farm family deserved to have a few days
or even years of retirement when the days of usefulness were over,

Oc-

casionally some neighbor would wonder why some farmer, none too wealthy,
would treat an old f11mily mare like something aristocratic by buying special
feed for her or m11king her a comfortable stall; the critic, however, would
not have done otherwise,

Community feelings and his own tenderness of

heart would have made him equally silly in ministering to the needs of a
broken-down old animal,

One of the saddest rites in our area was the

coup de grace that ultimately had to be administered to even the most
faithful animal,

After even years of tender care the old creature finally

had to give µp the struggle.

Some morning she would be unable to get up

on¾ her staggery feet or would fall down again when helped,

A set stare

would be in her eyes, a sign that her career was over and that it was only
a mercy to ease her out of the world.

No member of the family could do

this or could even look on while it was being done,

Some neighbor boy,

no harder of heart but merely not so sentimentally attached to the old
animal, would be called to end the misery of age and sickness.

Many

times the women folks would barricade themselves in the house and would
put their hands over their ears to keep from hearing the f11tal shot that
ended Old Maud or Old Nelly.

It sometimes would be d11ys before 11ny of the

family could or would even mention her name,

Even this necessary cruelty

on the part of man was pitiful; when the owner refused to take care of the
old creature in her declining days, he was regarded as lower than a horse
thief.

In aristocratic places like the Bluegrass, t,torses are buried, just
like folks.

And mEmy of them have markers, unlike hosts of people you and

I have known.

At Fidelity and similar remote places, burying a horse was

out of the question; such an act might do for a hog that had died of disease, but there was not enough labor-saving machinery to dig a hole big
enough to hold a horse.

Rendering plants were unknown then.

Consequent-

ly, the old anlmal was dragged away to some remote place on the farm, a
sort of cemetery for dead animals.

There the blhzzards had their day

until only bones were left to bleach in the remote pasture,

I,,, my bird

study I often come upon just such places, now with rather aged bones, since
most dead animals now find their way into renderlng vats.

I often flnd

myself wondering, like another Hamlet gazing at Yorick's skull, just what
famous animal this might have been, how intlmately a part of some family
it may have been,

However, these open cemeteries are no more pathetic

than the resting ppaces of the dead owners, now so often grown up in briars
and sassafras or persimmon bushes and formlng an unplowed area in some
big farm field.
Some of these old animals that had been turned out to die apparently
got some renewed strength.

They often becc1me rogues and, though old,

could push down ten-rail fences and eat up the crops of their owners and
the neighbors,

One such horse I saw after he had satisfied his hunger a

bit too much after his master-imposed fast.

The old fellow lay dying at

a haystack, rolling his eyes in such a fierce manner that I still recall
how they looked, and that was back in the early 1890 1 s,
meal after being abandoned by his owner was his last.

His first full
And he went to

join the other piles of bones on the far side of the farm where he had
eaten and was full,

No wonder that I grew up to regard such an owner as

one of the world 1 s worst pec[ple, one who would actually let Old Bob
starve to death or die from his first full mealJ

WARTS AND SUCH
Recently I have had my freshmen writing short papers or making short
~peeches about some superstitions that they have encountered.

Most of

them were the regular crop of such beliefs, almost standardized in form and
significance: bll.i!lok cats, Friday as an unlucky day, walkinfll under a ladder,
katydids as weather prophets.

I was amused that nearly every one told

of some belief in removing ,~arts.

Since warts are a very common affliction

of children and seem positively mysterious to many grown-ups, it is quite
natural that superstitions have arisen about them.
Wart remedies fall into some three categories: medicincll, touching,
and magic.

Milkweed sap is a standard remedy, k-11own and approved t<Terywhere.

An assorted WPed col le ct ion, properly crushed, is fairly wi.d ely !mown; the
number of weeds to be represented varies but most often is three or seven.
The manner of the application is also hardly standardized; $ome people
,,/

crush the weeds and apply only the juice of the three or seven weeds.
Some apply the weeds themselves, properly mashed.

I have never found a

list of the cictual weeds to be used, but most people say that any will do,
provided they are applied in threes or sevens.

Any ordinary weed, perfect-

ly harmless or neutral in its effect alone, becomes a pc1rt of a king-cureall when associated with two or six others,
More of my students wrote about wcirt-removers, people who touch w1.1rts
and make them vanish.

Some of these wizards are rather poor, ornery

people, but some are leaders in their communities,

A famous judge,

a brilliant lay leader in church, even a preacher or teacher mciy possess
this remarkable ability to charm aw.,y warts.

Sometimes ths wart-chaser

says hocus-pocus words; sometimes he merely rubs his fingers over the
warts, and that is all.

Several students actw,lly witnessed the magic act that 'lliased the
wart away,

One boy told of having gone with a friend of his with a stolen

dishrag that had been rubbed on the friend's offending warts; the two boys
stole i;rway to the creek, where the po:i.soned dishrag was thrown i.nto the
current,

Of course, the"'warts, as warts have a way of doing, disappeared

in due time 1 or in time, anyway,

~nother told of seeing notches cut on

a small twig, one notch for each wart; this twig was buried und~r the
drip of a barn, where it would soon disintegrate,
the better the cure,

The younger the twig,

Most often the twig must be of the current year;

otherwise no cure isg' guaranteed,

A new form of an old superstition ap-

pea red in one of the papers: split open a raw Irish potato, pick each
wart until it bleeds, rub the cut potc1to on the bleeding places, put the
two pieces of potato bc1ck together and tie them so they will not fall
apart, and then bury the potato~f, properly smeared with wart blood,
I forget what happens next, but the warts will ultimately go.

Maybe
Of

the potato will rot or will grow; either way will bring a cure,

course, everybody knows that a grain of corn smeared with blood drawn
from a wart should be fed to a chicken.

That ends the wart, but I do

not know what price the chicken pays for curing a human being.

Maybe

chickens are immune to wart blood anyway.
It has aways seemed to me a very poor organization of society that
will allow such disfiguring and unpleasant things as warts to continue
when sure-cure remedies are so ready at hand.

If the doctors would

only listen to these remedies and then practiee them, there is no
telling how few warts and how many ri.ch doctors there would be.

Maybe I,

in my old age, with so much knowledge gleaned from the folk, should set up
as a remover of warts and wens and moles and freckles,

I already know

enough to make my fortune; I,am just afraid the medical profession would
demand that I exhibit a license, forgetting how many yec1rs of folk
training I hc1v0 had.

(

I

I

I

SIR ROGER'S COAT
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Many times in this column I have mentioned !§r Roger de Coverley's
c. .,,_-f

tt't

I

coat, which, because he d i.d not change the $'hy:J:.el\ was in style twelve
ti.mes and out twelve before he came to the end of his life.

One of

the advantages of livi.ng a long time is to see things come ,md go and
then come back ag11in, sometimes in such regul11r cycles that it is 11lmost
possible to prophesy when the next reincarnation of the style will be.
Since I h11ve spent more than a h11lf century in the schoolroom, I h11ve
naturally w11tched wi.th glee the ardent reformers in educc1tion,

About

'"'

once/\every ten years there has been a brcind-new idea th11t hcis tll:a:en the
educc1tionc1l world by storm: the 11nnual stcite meetings, even the most
remote g11thering of educ11tors, hcive been given over to the epoch-m11ki.ng
discovery.

Then it hc1 s gone c1long for

c1nother educc1tionc1l

faa.

8

while, to be succeeded by

And, in due time, here it h11s come c1g11in.

Now, 11t Fidelity we rec1lly stressed the three R's,

And the

poorly-educci ted teachers we h11d1 c1ctually, without knowing c1 word of
progressive educ11tion, made learning interesting,
to mc1ke figures on the pa i.nted school

WR

It was fun to count,

J.ls, to add long columns of

numbers, to solve some intricc1 te problem,

Of course, only a few of

us got the joy of cill this, but we few got it, whether we should have
Being able to cypher was 1111 honor,

or not.

WA did not get any

newspaper publicity because we liked figures; our pictures did not appear in pr6minent pl11ces as if we were somebody merely becc'iuse we could
add, subtract, multiply, and divide.
Rec1d ing

WR s

our stand-by.

but we did it, any,,rny.

Much of it was mechani.cal and si.ngasong,

Some of our teachers c1ctuc1lly helped us to ap-

preciate re11di.ng c1s literc1ture c1nd not merely something to call the words
of, one

8

t a time.

I c1ctuc1lly learned how to scan ppetry in c1 one-

roomed country school, th01 t pitiful, t·r21g1c
· little ·11-c1ce
'L"
of educEttion
thEtt sentimentEtlists hEtve cried over and modern reformers have
regarded as little better thEtn a pigpen.

And in that same school

I learned hundreds of lines of the best poetry and can still say them
to myself; frankly, that is one of the ways I calm down after the hard
day's work; I do not count sheep.

And, nearly everywhere we went

at Fidelity, we heard reading: church, the neighborhood literary society,
at school on Friday afternoons or on the last day of school, even in
homes.

I had older brothers and sisters who read dozens of the best

poems and stories and essays to me and to the rest of the familj!j.
Before I could read with any degree of pleasure, I had heard read
enough good literature to last

c1

lifetime.

You see, we took our

three R1 s seriously.
And we wrote, too.

Most of us never learned to write in a very

literary way, but the person who got our letters could read them.
W,, clciltted our i 1 s and crossed 1Dur t•s and loopeddour h's, b's, and l's
above the base line and our j I s, y I s, and z I s below the line.

Some-

times we actually had a writing school of two or three weeks and still
further learned how to write ''legibly and speedily. 11

Not long ago I

saw a letter written in 185'5' by a youngish man whom I !mew in his
extreme old age.

He was out in Kentucky prospecting, hoping to bring

his family from east-central North Carolina.

He did that very thing

and was one of the patriarchs of' my early boyhood.

That old letter,

now more than a century old, is so well written that it looks as if it
had been prepared for publication, just c1s it wc1 s penned with c1 goosequill.

You see, wri.ti.ng was an art, the mc1rl, of a literate person.

Here at the end of' my teaching career the emphasis on the three
R's is coming back.
If I wore a hat, I would take it off to the
strange, new, 011!.d customs that are beinj?) revived.
Success to the
boys and girls who will learn again the magic of readi_ng, writing, and
arithmetic!

!

I
i

I

!
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A MOTEL A'.r FIDELITY

One of my students, who has just visited at the weekend with her
great-aunt at Fidelity, came i.nto my office today to announce, gleefully,
that Fidelity now has a motel1

Now, what do you think of that?

Even

the young woman saw the fun in the whole idea but proudly announced that
the new business was making money with its ten un:tts.

Lots of things

make me pause and think, but somehow this announcement is the most si.gnificant one lately,

Imagine Fidelity as being important enough to

justify such an investment!
But my old Fideli.ty di.d not need a motel; the very word wouo!d have
been strange.

However, i.t had, as I said long ago in thi.s column, a

hotel that was locally and widely famous for its ham and chicken dinners.
11

Drummers II proudly spread its fame wherever they went, and they 11nd

other drummers came to eat at the Knight Hotel.
}

When it was the

task of a day to get from New Concord(Fidelity) to Murray and bac:it,
there had to be a stopping place somewhere, to recuperate and stoke up
a bit.

The horses that pulled the

11

double-rig 11 needed some corn and

hay; the driver and the drummer needed chicken and ham ancl all the
country trimmings,

And, according to the locRl ~ they were 1111

stuffed with plenty of good, homely food th11t is now almost aristocratic
in our newer world,
If I were R pRtient histori11n, I would love to chronicle the coming of modern things to Fidelity.

Even in my childhood the m11il got

to coming six ti.mes R week rather than two or three tfums~.

Some few

people, encouraged by this drastic improvement, subscribed for a daily
paper.

v

Long after I left Fi.deli ty, gravel was dumped, thinly, on

the ro11d out.

And by 1913, when I was bringing my new bride to visit

my folks, my sister's old family m1g re11red up 11nd waved her forefeet
in air when we met an

tA "'to ""' • bi I -t.

· S

chug-chugging along.

The c11r obligingly

stopped while I led the old mare and the buggy in behind a small house
.)

until the noisy contraption could get under way again and out of hearing.
Pretty soon some more gravel was spread on that r0ad, so that cars
could run in the winter time, if any one wanted to be so dEi ri.9,g as to
venture out.

Jfter years of loose talk about putting a damfacross the

lower TenneeSs-E!. River, Kentucky Dam was finished, and Kentucky LEike
appeared, sending an embayment up Blood River bottom directly north of
where our old house had stbod, and only a half mile or so

away.

And

then things bag1m to happen fast.

I do not know the order of the various happenings, but probably
the making of our old trail road a numbered state highway, Kyl21,
was most important,

Much of it was rerouted to shun the Jimmie Stub-

blefield Hill, which had cost manjl' a horse whole years' growth while
trying to pulf load up its poor, winding road.

R, E. A., long a

fixture in most o1the state, wE1ndered into the are El some years ago.
The embayments on Kentucky Lake attracted fishermen, even before the
roE1d was much improved<~

The stores at Fidelity began to put in stocks

0f fishing tackle and campers I needs.

A bric~fronted eating place

appeared suddenly to keep the fishermen happy.

With R. E. A., with

black-topped roads, and with two fine embayments not far away, where
boat docks Eire avEiilable, what more could you expect than a motel to
house these avid fishermen, who would prefer to remain somewhat nearer
the lake Eind its bays than the county seat?

Since fishing was a sort

of mania around Fidelity lot11g ago, it now has had a chance to break
out afresh, both locally and as a part of the whole T. V. A. world.
I might come down some fine day and occupy
Success to that new motel!
one of its rooms between spells of chasing birds over the area where I
first becE1me interested in them.

That would be a fine point of departure

for the places that I used to wander over more than a half century ago.

11

JUST FORTY YEAHS AGO"
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Two weeks from the time this is being wri. tten I am to make my first

195'9 commencement address.
first one

11

And i.t is easy to remember that" I made my

just forty years ago, 11 as the poem in our old school reader

used to say in its refrain.

I would be a poor chronicler of past

and passi.ng things not to be tempted to burden the readers of this column
with a few reminiscences on such an occasion.
The public high school system of the stc1te owed i.ts origin to

RD

enc1ctment of our Generc1l Assembly of 1908, which decreed that ec1ch
county must provide/ii' at least one high school as a pc1rt o.f the public
Most good-sized towns hc1d c1lrec1dy developed grc1ded

school system.
schhols, c1nd

11

few, relatively spec1king, had estc1blished high schools,

Now the so-cc1lled
cc1tional efforts.

11

county 11 high schools begc1n to be

R

pc1rt of our edu-

Though exceeeingly slow about getti.ng started,

the county high school finally became a sort of rage.
crossroc1ds had one, a two--yec1r or

El

Just about every

full :four-ye"lr school.

Wai:n,en

County, for exc1mple, at one time 1had thirteen county high schools,
not to menti.on the three inside the town of Jliowling Green,
now under the independent graded aystem.

then and

Graves ~unty went Warren

one better by having .fourteen high schools at one time.
counties could boc1st .four to eight such schools,

Even smallish

Now the efforts to

improve the curriculum and the teaching force have resulted in a huge
cutting down of these sm8ll high schools; many a smallish county has
only one high school now, and hosts of' counties h8,re :pared the number
My native county still has four outside the
down to three or four.
county seat town, but three of these schools are below standardization
8nd may go out of existence soon.
large, faces extinction,

Even Fidelity High School, never

Wh.ile they lasted, these smc1ll high schools

did a great work, the chief one being their calling c1ttention to the

need for high school education.
In my more than 300 high school commencements I have been just
about everywhere in the state, with experiences enough to fill a goodsized book.

Two of my high school dommencements

lavished all the

enthusiasm of the occasion on one graduate; one of these turned out a
girl, the other a boy,

More than a third of the places where I have

spoken are now out of existence as high schools and many of them as any
sort of school.

In the early days the graduating class was often

wholly of girls; only recently have the boys often outnumbered the girls.
It was many years of the forty that I have been a commencement speaker
'before there was a class of more than thirty or forty,

But I must say

that some of the most enthusiastic audiences I have ever known were in
out-of-the-way places that had never had a commencement of any sort
before,

I gave the first commencement address at Fll!delity, for

instance; I doubt whether I have ever felt so strange anywhere else,
Imagine me givi.ng a commencement address at my own Fidelity!
Traveling to and from commencements, or from anywhere to anywhere
else, used to be a big job, a sort of spring pilgrimage.

My very fli.irst

commencement was only forty-three miles away, but I spent a day and a
half getting there and back, for trains did not make connections well,
Eight years later
I traveled more than 200 miles on that round trip,
-fiye
I spoke at a river town only twenty/\mi es away, but I had to start, by
mail boat, by daybreak to be on hand for the evening address and managed
to get a daring boy in a Model-T to drive me home the next morning,
Bv hard chug-chugging and putt-putting, we made the twenty-five miles
between 8:00 and 11:30 A. M.

In these and. many other journeys I

began to feel something of the nature of Kentuckians and of Kentucky
itself.

However remote or prtrnitive the place might be, it was my

Kentucky, a part of my civi.li:z,ation, not somethi.ng i.n a book or f.V\
fi.cti.on.

Thus the whole 300 adlilresses have brought me nearer my state.

• I

\

'

\I
'

I

'
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"BLOOD KIN 11

In the years since I wa/sixty I have often found myse1{s,eaking
a foreign language among my younger students, as I have so often said
in this column,

In trying to explain myself, so that I would not

r

appear to be a false prophet speaking in false tongues, I have
come to the conclusion that my predicament is not so different from
that of any older generation when in the presence of a younger one.
The only thing that makes my position unusual is that so many changes
have taken place in my lifetime that I have spanned two or three ordinary generations and have had to adjust proportionately.
Here is something to make you think.

The people at Fidelity who

were as old as I now am could remember the 1B20 1 s, that is, the
people who were in their sixties when I was ten Emd under.

The very

oldest, a few of whom were left, recalled the coming home of the
J

soldiers from the War of 1912 and bad often seen old fellows who had
fought in the H,,volution.

Why, one of my Rl?volutionary ancestors

lived until 1840, not too long before my own father was born.
the adjusting to

11

Imagine

modern 11 things that those old-timers had to dol

Steamboats were as amazing in their day as jet planes are now.

The

whole new vocabulary applied to canals and steamboats and ships grew
up within a generation and must have laquired a lot of trial-and-error
memorizing on the part of our ancestors.

Tra i.ns came in, too, with

elaborc1te terminology and unbelievable speed.
finds itself compelled to learn the new vocabulary and the new attitudes or be labeled

as

''old fogy. 11

Here are some vocabularies that I have lost or nearly lost:
1. The words pertaining to ox teams,

I still know

11

Gee 11 and

"Haw," but I would have a hard time recalling the names of the ox
yoke, the ox wagon, and the semi-professional jargon of that era.

i

L

2, The words about cooki.ng on the fire,

It has been many a year

since I was served sweet potf1toes cooked in Bn oven that h8d coE1ls
-tl,.,-, 0 ~ .. "'

of fire under~Bnd on the lid,
from the S8me oven!

And those quick-cooking biscuits

My mouth is WBtering; I h8d better go on,

3, Words Bbout house-raising, log-rolling, and threshing whec1t
with the old horse-power thresher,
you "carry a corner 11 ?

What is a ~ ?

And how would

I have not wholly forgotten these and similar

vocabularies, but I feel pretty rusty when I attempt to use them.

4. Words relating to horse-drawn plows, hcirrows, cind wagons.
I ,hink I could soon relec1rn all these words, for I once learned them
and used them as glibly as I could talk 11bout turnip sallet and
hog 1 s jowl; but I have not had any occasion to recall them lately.

?, The vocabulary of' the loom and wec1ving.

I used to help

in this primitive and useful work cind could have rattled off' dozens
of expressions that were meaningful; but what do they mean now?
';

6, Words about slaughtering hogs in the old-f11shioned country

i

ways,

I have held my he11d up at hog-killings with the best of' the

farmers and hired hands, but now I would be pretty awkwBrd with a
butcher knife,

This awkw,irdness is not merely because I hc1ve been

sof long away from the f'arm; the farm today is, in the opposite sense
of the old song,

11

not what she used to be. 11

How many who read this

have helped kill hogs this calendc1r year of 19~9?
Years ago I sometimes employed to help me around the place a
little middle-aged colored man who had drifted into our town with a
circus and stayed,

He was from the New York City area and cerOne day

tainly talked quite differently from others of his race.

he told me th8t he had come from 8 family of' slaves imported from
Guine8 and th8t he could speak several langu8ges, including Gink,
,..

'1

Rink, Bnd Portugee. _·

.

flpmetimes, his wife, 8 Kentucky woman, would

w k,,;f tA-t

!}0mo!iJn~

k....( sa.1 <{

ask h i m ~ and he wciuld say, with a laugh:

just talking Gink. 11
younger generation.

/\

11

0h, I was

Sometimes I feel I am taking Gink to the

HOW FAR HAVE WE COME?
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0f Indiana University
Dr. Albert Kohlmeier, emeritus professor of historyAand I© were
recently discussing the almost f8bulous career of a world-figure,
Dr. Hastings K. Banda, the leader of the African lhatives in Nyasaland.
Dr. Banda, now some fifty-five years 0ld, was a naked savage until he
was a boy of twelve, when he entered a mission school in his native
jungles.

He soon felt that he must become a physician, to help re-

lieve the tragic conditions among his :li\a,,t,?ve people,

After finishing

his first years of high school in his mission school, he walked for
thirty days to reach the nearest ste8mboat snd came out to civilization, ultimately enrolling at Wilberforce University in Ohio to
finish his high school work, at Indiana University to do his premedicBl work, and on to great achievements in the field of medicine.
fit Indiana, where Dr. Kohlmeier and I knew him, he was among the
ten per cent highest in schvlarship and kept up this amazing career,
One of my schoolmates at Indiana toQd a group of graduate students
Bfter he'had heard Banda lecture that if thst colored boy was a savage,
what we call civilization is a mistake.

It would not be an exagger-

ation to say that this mild-mannered physician today has the same
standing among his black people in Africa that the late Ghandi had
among his followers in India.
Though the· case of Hasting5K. Banda is an extreme one, it differs
only in degree from thousands of instances that anyfhinking person
could remember.

We oldsters have seen a whole generation of back-

ward boys and girls, when given a half chance, rise to greatness in
every known field.

A half century of connection with my college

has brought so many illustrations of this that I sometimes wish
I could imitate the writer$' of the Book of Hebrews And sing an epic
song of heroes of faith that I have known.

The youngsters that I

have known and tAught did not have as far to go AS did Banda of Africa,

but, relRtively speRki.ng, they h.9ve trE1veled a long, long way.

Some-

times, when we hRve run across young people who fall to see the
romantic <(lurements of eirising and goiifing, like Abraham from ~
a distant lRnd to Rnothe:.. hze1t'.!l'Jl/~Promised Land, we get disconcerted
and resort to the age-old lament:

11

Whc1 t is this world coming to?"

Within the week that this is being written I have hc1d llllRI- tw0
experiences thc1t hc1ve heartened me to believe still in the vision of
modern AbrahRms, who still know that there are Pr~mised LBnds beyond
the desert Bnd the munntBins.

One boy, now a distinguished scholar,
,
world-renowned for his grR sp of educE1 tioD ~vthe re motes t corners
of the world, sat in my office and told, in a sim~le manner, the

'
way his ,deas
developed from the' days of his following the plow
in one of our Kentucky counties until·i'!ti s todRy, when he is one of
the great names in scholarship.

It all seemed so natural, so easy,

thE1t I could hardly help wondering how or why a boy with such simple
and discouraging backgrounds could ever have walked out, not thirty
days, like Banda, but a few miles to get to college and to his life
work.

The other incident, hardly so spectacular and going only a

few years back, concerns a very successful journalist who- came into
my class of below-average students just after the second World War.
That he was needy is an understatement; he was not even aware that there
was anything to learn that he had not already known.

He floundef'ed

pitifully, he almost fainted when he had to make a speech, he had to
do much of his work over, for hi.s backgrounds had been poor.

The

strange thing a bout it all was that he stayed on, that he refused to
give up.

Few more unlikely prospects hRve been in my numerous classes

in my long years of teach:lng.
I rejoice that this boy found himself and has come such a long way.
Since he is still a mere boy, to
me, he hRs many more achievements ahead.
This article has hRd one pu~pose: to indicate that a chronicler
0f old things however aopealing they may be, believes that it is
the future and not the past 1 however 11ppenling the J.ntter mny hcive been,
that must engage our attention.
This old man, for one, has no inclinn tion to sigh for imagined glories of some older time.

"WERE THEY ALL QUEER?"
Several times 1in my long years· of talking or writing abou:h ~ e
::a;;!;:'

Fidelity_Jpeople have asked me whether all the folks I used to lmow

were queer.

Now, I cannot answer that question directly unless I

retell that story of the old Quaker who declared that everybody but
himself and his wife were queer and she was a little queer.

Of

course, they were all queer as viewed by any modern standardization
of dress and conduct.

Living away back in the remote places, with

few chances to touch elbows with people who knew more or cared more,
it was natural for them to acquire some eccentricities.

But, so

far as we of that olden time were concerned, they seemed as natural
as the hordes we have Jr,nown in the bigger world.

~.,,e..

There/\so few of

them in my acquaintance that I just learned more odd things about them
than I know about the butcher, the baker, and the candle-stick maker
of my lc1ter life.
The country store, the Fourth of July picnics, the Confederc1te
reunions, the protracted meetings, c1nd the procession of the sicij ones
to the country doctor, my father, brought people agc1in and again into
view.
Country people, then and probably now, mingled a world of
kindness with what the unlmowfing world calls gossip.
I 11 that way
everybody lmew just about everything about everybody.
live under a bushel, in Scrjlptural phrase.

We did not

My brother, for instance,

knew every horse in the neighborhood quite as well c1s he lmew its owner.
When someone rode or drove down the

11

Big Roc1d II a couple of hundred

yards from our house, Ruthven Wilson could tell at a glc1nce whether

{"ow'

it was a close neighbor, some one up the creek or out in the
A

Flatwoods, or a sihranger from fc1r away, ten or twelve miles away at that.
Somehow I never learned that strange skill, any

f

more than I have

learned to spot someone's car and be rec1dy to give the model and
the probc1ble price paid for it.

Here is another reason why many of my old acqwiintances were
queer: many of them were inbred; what had. been a queerness in one
branch of the family was doubled.

And this intermarriage of r"ther

close relatives had occurred on all social levels.

Most of the oldest

peonle I lmew had been born in North Cc1rolina and had come in huge
family caravans all the way from there to the Jackson Purchase;
many of the families were inord:i.nately proud of this background and
must have lrnpt up some of their queerness because that was the way
folks acted back in God 1 s Country.

My family, at least as far as

Fidelity was concerned, was a set of lone wolves; for we had no
relatives near us and could not call every third person we saw
C6usin This or That.

Naturally, we probc1bly seemed queer to the

closely-knit clans aro1..md us, where ne::irly everybody was some sort
of cousin or in-law.
Of course, isolation p'(obc1bly had the greatest influence in
~

maldng and keeping flll us queer.

Wq_
some ti.mes knew that we were
n

queer, but most of the relatives who visitei:\ us were no better off
than we in queerness, even though they lived ne11rer the county seat
and were not at all hesitant to remind us of the big things they had
seen or known.

The area east of where the railroad was finally

built was settled rather slowly, but after the first complete settlerrre.nt, there was little changing of people.

Members of big families

by the dozen moved ~ out, '< but some of the original stock stayed, and
f ew new ones cc1me ".111. ,,

Fidelity was a great drawing card for the

former inhc1bitants, especially in the summer: they cc1me on visits
to the end of my days there and long afterwards, somehow eager to
get back 1Mere everybody was so queer.

And I rarely live through a

year without heciring from somebody who, though separated, even like me,
by a whole lifetime from Fidelity, does not recall vividly the
strange, qu~ er days.that we all_ knew and the strange, queer ,,eople
~~~i8:ve lived on in our memories long after they have left the
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GETTING SET

Reformers and such like have many theories as to why we have

1

so many cases of' juvenile delinquency.

Most of' these critics of' our

times hc1ve some very clear-cut vmys they would stdJp youngsters in
their mad career

and bring c1bout a millennium almost over night.

Nobody deplores criminc1l tendencies in young people any more than I do,
and nobody wishes c1ny more sincerely for

,#

some good

WRY

to engage the

young in such c1ctivities c1s will make them refuse to go wrong.

But

I am not going to show my age by sc1ying thc1t it used to be nec1rly
perfect, c1way bc1ck in the Good Old Dc1ys, when wverybody was so worth
while.
too.

Believe it or not, we had juvenile delinquents in those days,
They did not get into the newspapers quite so often c1nd were

not mc1de into heroes quite so much by the youngsters who did not hc1ve
the chance or the disposition to imitc1te them.
One of the things thc1t sc1dd,ned my childhood c1nd almost made it
a trc1gedy wc1s the sight of disec1sed c1nd injured young fellows who
came to my father's /q_ouse for medical trec1tment.

A skin full of corn

liquor and a fc1st horse could do almost as much harm as the same
inside dose plus a fc1st cc1r today.

When

8

buggy turns over on

8

rocky

hillside c1nd spills c1 wife and children into the roc1d, bones can be
broken quite as easily as when a car, in newspaper terms, 11 lec1ves"
the road and wrc1ps itself around a convenient tree or light pole.
A bullet fired point-blc1nk across a crap table can cut as neat a hole
as any modern g1m could wish.

Public property vandalized was not

unlmown in the days before the c1utomobile came into being.

Steps

were taken in those days to stop crime, sometimes with a fair success.
Every would-be criminal I knew at F'idelity, and I lmew all of them,
had his defenders, no matter how puny seemed his excuse for wandering
away from the "straight and narrow."

And every one was able to con-

vince some girl that matrimony and reform would go hand in hand.

In general, the results of this phi1osonhy were not obvious enough to
re,commend it ci s fool-proof.
Then cind now the ciduJ.t delinquents mciy have had a lot to do with
what the youngsters did and do, though this is certainly not a very
good excuse for the youngsters, a mere rati~nalizatioisuch as any
wrong-doer is cc1pable of mciking.

Some of our loc<1l old men were

horrible examples of what not to be, at F;_deli ty as at any other
location.

One old boy, who was said to have been the bravest of the

brave at Shiloh, somehow failed to have enough bravery to behave himself in less trying times.

I once hec1rd my fcither say thcit this old

fellow, who hcid a decent and highly-respected fc1mi1y of boys and
girls, wc1s a menEJce to the morals of our remote little corner of the
world,

Maybe the y01mger generation profited by looking at Grand-

pap and shuddering.
Often I hEive spoken in this coilJumn of how many times we have had
to c1djust ourselves to rapid changes.

Mc1ybe some of our delinquency,

juvenal and adult, hc1s resulted from our constant change.
how 1.mstc1ble morals c1nd mc1nners cc1n become in

8

some similar upheaval of our own historic times.

great gold rush or
Horse-and-buggy

education, horse-c1nd-buggy i~i&iiXt.i6i mc\Dners, and horse-and-buggy
outlook on life hc1ve often had to ad.just, violently, to a fc1stermoving world.

Some can ad.just, like you and me, let us hope.

Others

want to jump from one era to another without going through all the
Maybe the reformers should see

intervening yec1rs of adjustment.

how perilous our time is in its boundless attempts to explore spc1ce
and its less boundless efforts to keep us calm and going honestly
about our commonpJ.ace duties.

We need em equc1l number of social c1nd

morc1l c1d.justers to help us keep us with the procession and still be
calm enough to live honest lives.

1257
OLD MEN'S YAHNS
/

When I was a child, a good bi. t ago as time runs, we youngsters
used to enjoy the yar11:s' told by the old men I but some ti.mes, just among
ourselves, we felt that the aged ones had slipped a few notches in
Because of our parental control, we did not often openly

memory.

q·uestion these oldsters, but when only younger ones were present, we
i.rniti1ted the yarn-spinners c1nd were probc1bly pretty disrespectful.
Of course, no young person ever dreamed that he would live to be just
such c111 old fellow, respected but doubted,

Now I c1m in that strange

period of my life when half of my friends are afraid that something
~
"
hc1s broken, or slipped, or come untied in my bral.n,
VI,

'l'he oldsters I knew were mere children, in generc1l, beside
my three score and ten years.
is four times as much

EIS

,,._,I

ljl0 t\c1nd

But I was pretty young then, c1nd forty

ten c1nd sixty is six times this number.

Old Uncle This or That, c1lmost too feeble to carry on c1nd certa:i.nly
living with one foot in the grc1ve,

WEIS

probably under sixty

and, in rc1re instc1nces, hc1d twenty years ahead rather than
the period we children had allotted to him.

El

t the most

~

few hours,

Wi.th few or no teeth, with

c1 patriarchal be,1rd, with rheumatic joints, the midale-aged men of my
youth were old, actually, no matter what the calendar and c1lmanac saia.
Naturally, their memories of three to five decades of events seemed
lUrn c1 tre 11sure house of hi.story its elf, even distorted history.
Our

11

old men" told stories about times that seemed remote as

Columbus, 11wc1y back in the e8rly 1800 1 s.

Since I arrived in Kentucky

in 1888, someone who got here as early as 1820 was a patriarch, sure
enough,

Such an oldster could talk glibly c1bout having seen Revolu-

tionc1ry War sold i.e rs,

c1 bout

.

fighting in the Mti!:tcab and Ci viJ. Wars,

about ec1rly pi.one er days in the J,1ckson Purchase, about slavery as a
strange present reality.

Wiae-eyed and wide-mouthed, we listened,

not quite sure whether to rank the entertaining yarn-spinner with

well-known nei_ghborhood li-~rs or wi_th the h,1lf-rnythLcal Santa Claus.
I.- feeir that the younger generation eire still in the

SEHne

quandeiry.

What used to be is just eis streinge to my ch:lldren eind greindchildren as
anything thei t my parents told roe eibout.

It is not heird to see how

small a line distinguishes the thing we call history and the rather
indefinite thing called folklore.
All honor to the oldsters, whether they are eictual historieins or
just cheerful liars.

When they can recreate for us the backgrounds of

ourselves and our families, they hc1ve done us a useful service.

It

is hard to ~~~ft.the stiff, serious-looldng immedic1te ancestors of
the tintype pictures with laughter and ordinary life.

"rhey seem

hc1rdened into some sort of prehistoric fossils or even something that
never had c1ny life but c1ccidentally resembled something that did.
When my Great,Aunt Hc1ry told some funny sc1ying of her father, my
grec1t-grc1ndfc1ther, who wc1s born c1way bc1ck in
ward the old man; he actually seemed human.

1799, I felt c1 wcirmth toEvnn when Mothe( told

how the same old boy rc1n c1nd lec1ped over the picket fence c1round our
yard long c1fter he was eighty, I c1gain wishetJ that he had delc1yed his
clepc1rture a few yec1rs so I could have known him.

Even when old/sters

said that I looked exc1ctly like him and thc1t he was the ugliest mc1n in
Cc1llowc1y County, I longed c1ll the more to shcire my o,•m humiliation
with him ana probably blc1me him for my looks.

As I got older, I

felt more c1na more that Mc1rquis de Lc1fc1yette Wilson, ardent Yc1nkee
•
in a sol_J-d Southern community, must have been something more thc1n a
hc1rd-featured old rnc1n in a stiff tintype.

vJhc1t I 8Ctually know c1bout

him is scant, probably no more thc1n you know c1bout your grec1t-grahclfc1ther.

But the few anecdotes of the olcl man 1 s agiJ_i_ty, his ur;ly

fec1tures, his m1rd-hec1ded championing of c1n 1JJTponulc1r cause, h11ve mc1de
him fc1r more rec1l th,rn some of the men I hc1ve actually known.

The

stories of the oldsters who !mew him macle him live far beyond the rc1nge
of his eighti,-eight yea:rs.. But for this unwritten hlstory, he would
would be only a stc1tistic in a fami1y Bible or on c1 deed or will.
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CLOTHES AND THB ).;AN

"Clothes make the nwn" used to be c1 wc1y cf saying that we are
pretty lc1rgely

8

con1posi tti of our out1c1rd ,1ppenrc1nce,

concl1Jsion c1bout man c1nd his outer gc1rments.

8

very unwise

Too often we think thc1t

there is something profo1md in thc1t and similElr SElyings, forgetting
how much we would. hate to be taken for the wciy we look at any given time,
Most of us feel that any given photogr,cph of' ours does not show enough
of our personcilities.

l\.nd cert8inly we are often rebuffed when looking

c1t n:i.ctures of other times, for we dwell too much on eX,_term1l appe8rE1nces,
This is a rounc1-8bou t w.~y of s11ying trw t the his tori1n or the
folklorist is 8 mc1n who sees the bc1si.c l:mrmrnity of everybody c1nd is
not too m11ch impressed by tt,e cut o:f the clothes tJ:rnt were fc1shiom1ble
E1t any given time.

It used to be

8

source of grec1t 81,msement, c1t

Fidelity ancl elsewhere, to look through the old fnmily 1lbum ancl feel
a sort of superiority to t' e people who were dressed so outlc1ncli.shly.
Here is Grc1ndpa, stiff as a corpse, staring into the old-fashioned
ca'W1erc1 11ncl thus into our fc1ces a half century or more afterwc1rds.

At

thc1t moment Grapdpa certainly looirnd uncomfortable and must hc1ve been
a man who di.cl not get much ,joy out of life.

It hard~y seems possible

that he, so smartly dressed for that time and so prim of' m,31111er> could
ever have smiled or a cte cl like a normal modern person,

We let the

conventions of the old photographic st(ld1.o and the still older convent:Lons of dress maKe of Grandpa something only s1:Le:htly related to our
world,

We c1re thinking of how he 1wuld look in our nol'mal society

if he, li.ke i.'mother Rip \fan Winkle, coulcl suddenly ,-1c1nder i.nto our
e£1sy soci.ety,

If such a happening could occur, Grc1ndpc1 would prob,ibly

be c1s much shocked c1ncl ,1mused as we.

One of the fu._nniest cc1rtoons I

bc1ve ever seen :1howed a ragged, bec1rd ed, dirty Hevolutiorniry Wc1 r soldier shcMing up at the meeting of the D:1ughters of' the Americ8n Hevoluti.on and be in(; g:ce@..ted, but not v1c11°rnly, by his f'em.,110 de scernfan t,

All my nni ture lLfe I h,we lived with books ,,nd like to fEJG 1, somettmes, th, 1t I 1wulcl twve felt at ease with tileir :-1uthors.
0

frequently come
Tl-iey were not

tl S

8S 8
11l1JCh

It Iris

shock to find mJ.thentic portniits of my m1thors,

like me as I had exype~1, but I fet:ir that the

chief cl ifference consisted in the way they combed their h::i ir or wore
their beards or the cvt of their suits.

Certainly these are minor

mc1tters, not the real Longfellow or V.~1ittier or Emerson or Thoreau.
Unfortunately, it is hard to accept Wordsworth as tall and skinny,
Lm-,ell. cis short and big-headed.
Many of our early fol.klor:Lsts emfhc1sized too much these outer

"Is not life more than mec1 t Emel the body

gc1 rmen ts of our humini ty.

than raiment?"

Consequently, the common trEli ts o:f us c1ll c1s hunmn

beings often appear c1s oddly, even comically, dressed up in such gc1rb
as would hc1ve been out of place in the time of our ancestors as well. as
The cartoonist breed of folklorists are determined to
a-find only among the oddities of humani tyA deep folki.shne ss that is
of our time.

just as apparent i.n us .all,

To be superstitious, for example, does

not me,cm that c1 person must live in cl tumble..,down shc1ck 1111d tal:0 baths
only at rare intervals,

Some of the most superst-Lti.ous people I have

known live :Ln good houses, associate with learned people, ,3nd drive
fine

Some o:f the most intolerant people have had every opportu-

CHI'S,

nity to learn the ways of the world and to make al.lo11mrnzes :for differences,

Some of the greatest worshipers of i1m1gined f,unl.ly greatness

are actually descended from famous people and should rise to higher
levels because o:f this but, instead, sink to levels that antedate the
:f,Hnous people themsel. ve s.
too heavy

8

Maybe having a great ancestor is a little

burden for pem,ple to bear c1nd still be normal.

It is

un:f.Air to c1ssume ti-wt only the ignorant, the unwashecJ, the untrc1veled,
the neglected are folkish,

I
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''BRil~CaFG IJ\l rrn SHEAVE,3"

As I

WEIS

W8Shing my car today, I suddenly was aware that I was

whistling "Bringing in the Sheaves," certainly a well-known church
song of my earlier days,

But the thing th~t most impressed me when I

recnlled the words wns ttrnt not anybody today except some oldish people
can form any sensible idec1 c1bout bringing in she('lves.
8re still Rround who hc1ve

tied be~ind

8

A

fe,{of

us

man with a cradle, but even we

certc1inly did not bring in sheRves except in wagons,

We hc1d seen

the pictures in the family Bible showing gleaners with sheaves in their
c1rms or on their heads, and those pictures seemed as strange to us as
they must seem to the youngest ones today,

I am cifraid that it would

take s preacher a long time to explE1in the exc1ct me11n:i.ng ofhe song
if it. were sung todciy.
j

JUst c1s I sometimes h8Ve to ex11lc1in the

telling figure of speech i.n some well-knovm poem, the prec1cher is
beset with exegesis of both the 8ncient 811d the modern tongues,
Prob,1lJly there is nothing so convtnci.ng
relc1tionship first appears to an observer.

88

c1 comp,~rison when the

He experiences something

very v:i.viclly cincl inst8ntly finds that it pElrallels some humc1n experience
in the re EJlms of thought 811d mor81S.

He either expresses it orally

and often creates a hcippy moment for the listener, or, very r8rely,
he writes it clown in some form 8nd hss s ch8nce of preserving
his compcirison for

8

longer time.

•rhe ornl. comparison 1m1y last 8 long

time, however, in folk simile, even until people hc1ve quite forgott,n
why a speckled puppy or a mud fence or a W8Shing of so11p conveyed
El

vi.vi.d impression.

Whole bo8ks hEJve been written to explai.n some of

these very comparisons: one such book, A HOG ON ICJ?, gives the history
of do7,0ns of simi.les th8t would otherwise seem clumb.

Even the hog

on ice turns out to be 8 term from 8 gc1me and does not refer to
or ice, in thllt usu11J. me8ni.ngs o:f the words.

8

hog

In L 0 >,rnll I s "The Court in 1 11 the imagined New Englc1nd back-country poet
concluded his vivid account of how Zekle won Huldy with
ttAnd all I lmow is they were cried
In me~ting, come next Sunday, 11
Only one student in a dozen in my classes hai&\/ the remotest not'{lon of
wh11 t'' being cried in meeting "would mean.
Episcopc1lian

An occasional Cc1 thoiliic or

~

~11c1ll;i,

enlightens the class, who are as surprised by a

custom like publi.shing the banns as by the quaint New England dLalect
of this excellent ballad.
A few days back I mentioned Ad8m I s off ox and got a chilly stare
for rewc1rd.

A let the clc1ss wc1it

B

short while until I expl11ined

11bout plowing c1nd the le11d 11nd the~ oxen.

Mouths flew 0pen 11t

the str11nge t11lk, 11s if 11 c11ve m11n h11d reappeared ancl explained some
·of his cc1ve-man philosopp:y.
seen it done.
j

Now, I never rilowed an ox, but I hc1ve

I have also riclchn on 11 log wagon drm,n by oxen, which

could, on a bit of urging, make 11 mile or two an hour.
same clurnb brutes, however, knew

11

Some of these

Gee 11 and "Haw" and could be driven

with no guiding lines of any sort.
Fortunately, it was not so h11rd to explain a few clays 11go 11bout
11ncient runners, who trained with gre11t handicaps 11nd then "r11n with
patience the r11ce set before them. 11

When one of my best students

won 11 trdlphy in 11 track meet for throwing the discus, I got a chance to
link us again with other times, times long ago.

In f11ct, if the Greeks

c11me b11ck to us, they prob11bly would feel more at home 11t a track meet
th11n anywhere else in our complex world.

Our 11rguments would seem

tri.vi11l and disconnecte~, our religion would seem too ether0al, our
democracy, :i.n spite of our getting the very word from them, would
scare them; but they would probably bec1t us on a cross-country race
and would excel¾ us in wrestling 11nd discus-throwing 11nd similar things.
M11ybe St. P11ul would have less difficulty, 11lso, in explaining what he
me11n-l; by finishing the course, 11 good word for 11 runner.
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NATUHE AT FIDELITY

Though there were mcmY thlngs at Fidrlity that were good then
and ,vauld be good 1n any civU.ization, I must confess that there were
certain others or certain lacks the-it would not be good c-inywhere.

One

of these, which I have often spoken of in this column, was a feeling
that a love of miture was sissy or crazy.

Certain old ladies in our

neighborhood loved flowers, in spite of hearing nearly every Sunday
that loving an1thing earthly was dangerously worldly.

These same old

ladies early lec1rnecl that I, a boy, loved flowers, too.

And from their

flower gardens I built up mine, not a very pretentious one but one full
of blooms fro~the earliest daffodils in spring Jdni;!'.l' to clematis in
the fall.

A few shrubs, several vines, a number of c1nnual and peren-

hial flowers made a spot next to our vegetcible gc1rden something more
than c1nother plc1ce for vegetc1bles.

I stayed in that spot mc1ny an hour,

cultivating my flowers as if they dependee upon me for li.fe i.tself.
Boys of my own age did not hesitcite to laugh at me, even to sneer,
When

for being so unmasculine, though that is not the word they used.
I

took bouquets from my li.ttle garden to sick folks, I got some rare

thank-you's that are still alive after more than a half century.
I

When

tool, a miscellime,ous bunch of blooms to school, I re call that the

teacheif4ways put them into a jar or something that would hold water
and placed them on her desk.

Maybe folks were afraid of being

caught loving flowers c1nd really would have liked to be as crazy as I,
But it was not often enough that any grown person encouraged me in my
crc, zy love.

Ancl when I took long ':',ilks in the

thc1t something inside my brain had slipped.

-.iooM
~

alone, they knew

It was torture then;

it is almost funny now.
Wherever I go in my summer vacations, I see people rapt wi.th
wender c1t the same things that I knew and loved and c1t other things
that I had dreamed of, like mountains and seashores.

You see,

it was not I th,1t was crazy, but some of my neighbors just hc1d not
cf
cc1ught up w1· tl
· 1. t'·ne proces•sion
.
, humanity in :Lts uncie,rstandl.ng and c1pI

prectatilmn.

Ages before my day there had been lovers of natural bec1uty;

these same peop 1 ewe r e, most

Oln

them, silent so far as books are concerned,

but one in a thousm1d wrote down, in prose or verse, his reaction to
flowers Eind trees and sunsets and snow ,a:i;id flights of birds.
I was
vJ y- 1111"-'\_J
fortunate to have found some of the s~ in my ec1rly J.ife, poems thc1 t
opened new fields of bec1uty, essays thc1t led on c1nd on through the
woods or c1cross the plains.

Fortunatet:y,L"J[l;ain, I memorized the poems

ec1sily Emel quoted them out of doors, right where the flo,,ers and

e,,Jse

autumn lecives ::rnd snow or l.tliitever
lmow then that I would live into

c1

c1ctually existed,

I did not

time when these things would be

the bcisis for recommending hundreds of .plcices where uerple
" . +- cc1n come to
commm1e with nature.

Imc1gine today a summer vacc1 tionS'/'thc1t mc1de no
I\

effort to tell cibout its nc1 turcil benuties; imcigine, for excimple, c1
,!

cottc1ge by the seashore tl111t 11mnte(; to cittract visitors and did not

\

know the advertising vcilue of salty breezes cind combing brec1kers.
So even money-seekers hcive found i.n nc1turc1l bec1uty c111 cittractiveness
thcit too mc1ny of my neighbors overlooked.

I ccin recall how

8

hc1ughty

e,ousin of mine, vJ.sJ. ting us :for the weekend, turned u,J his nose when
I waved my c1rm toward ou±t r,rnge of hills anc1 spoke of their beauty,:
11

Hill! Qem1ty! Ugh!"

And then he told how hc1rd his horse had to

strciin to get the buggy up those same libw hills, for my cousin lived
in a flat area where no hills existed to ctmllonge man or brute,
It is likely thci t most people ,:rho rec1d thi. s column will doubt
whether ciny such benighted neighborhood existed, but maybe those sc1me
readers were born ,1fter the c18ys when it was thought c1 wec1kness to
love rn1turc1l be-mty.

It is cilso to be hoped thc1t they lived in

arec1s where c111 sorts of folks regarded their sunsets and se::isonal
ch::inges c1s pc1rt of

c1

wonclerful sy:stem of orderliness and be::iuty.

fortumite,1'
How could those S£rm(l° peoJ1le
and not felt the dignity and wonder oft
hills?

le~ o-.q V

How

ave rec1d t~1eir boo;, of Psa+ms
starry skies and che mnss1ve

J,
.

I
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OUR IGNORANCE

I

'ile folks who twve been to college som<1ti.mes forget how much

we do not know.

For d,: cade s we hc1ve studied books, big books, c1nd

wo rec11.ly ought to know something.
folks, we do,

Ana, judged by other bookish

We cc1n pass examinations and wri.te learned papers ancl

make dull, le11rned tallcs.

We cc1n belong to learned societies and

write initi.als c1fter our names.

All this is fi.ne c1nd costs money.

In some circles it gives grec1t prestige,
had heads just

8S

But some of our ancestors

full as ours crm ever be.

'rhey believed in sciences

thcl"l; 11re now cliscredited, but those sc1me sciences hc1d an elc1borate
series of' vocabulc1ries and even more elc1bornte set of' tests and
measurements.
For yirnrs on end I have taught Chaucer and loved him.

He !mew

intimately c1J.l sorts of' things tl:wt I merely know a few dry fc1cts
about.

Astro1ogy, now so aiscretited, wc1s one of' the things he could

tc1lk about the longest summer I s day.

The stars were not merely

plc1ne ts; they were influences in human lives.
sided over hy
concerned.

c1

Dvery hour ,ms pre-

stc1r, lucky or unJ.ucb7, so far ,is a human being was

If you imew the exact hour of your birth, you knew

what times to be aware of,~at times to plan h8ppiness.

A great dec1l

of astrology, dresdfully ,veakened by time ,ind man's further c1dvances,
lc1sted on down into my time.

Some very ignorant people, so far as

books were concerned, !mew the plane ts in our soJ.nr system c1nd could
tell just how their rising or setting would affect things as different
c1s getting mc1rr:Lea, s1c1ughtering hogs, or pJ.c1nting grain.

My mother

used to tell me o:f hor fc1ther's po(b.ng out Mars and Venus ,3nd Jupiter
as casuc1J.ly c1s you and I would poi.nt out the Grent Dipper or the Milky
Way.

And yet this grc1ndf'ather of mine wc1s a pioneer child, prob11bly

b;<1rely able to rec1d or write h:Ls own name.

When stc1rs 11re thought to

iltost- f"-" pk

hi:ive di:iily c1nd even hourly i1,fl1,ence on people, -'~y had better lec1rn
the nc1mes c1nd influences of the heavenly bocJies and not trust to some
mere bool\:i.sh fellow who lo:1ows only whc1t he trns re,1d in n big book.
Chaucer's medicines c1re c1s folkish as hi.s astrology,
the two were so joined th,-1t it tc1kes a bit of wrestlinr; to sep,11•c1te thelQ?,
First,

doctor hc1d to know your ruling strir rind its

fl

consequent good

c1nd bad c1ssociritions; tmm he could bleed you or give you a powerful
emetic or purgc1tive or could blister you until the outwc1rd pain relieved
the in,rnrd c1gony,

Medicine, in those dc1ys, was no sissy stuff;

you took;tna lived or died, c1nd that was thc1t.
I\

Hosts of medicc1l

prc1ctices of Ctl.c1uc0r 1 s own de1y came down into my time,

I lived through

the period when it seemed necessary for doctors to explain carefully
the germ theory of disease, to be cautious in telling about it to
keep from hurting one's feelings, _since Pap and Grandpap had believed
otherwise.
;

Do not doubt me when I sc1y that the old-time medicine men

c1nd the grc1ndmothers who ridmi.nistered teas and such li.ke had heads full
of' lmowledge; it nrny not have been the sc1me sort that doctors arc now
taught, but it had to be lec1rn0d carefully c1nd followed eq_ue1lly careThere must be whole Darl-c Conti.nents of brc1in cells that you

fully.

and I are not using b1,t were used by our immediate ancestors.
In mc1tters like history, do not imagine that there is not a whole
canon of history that no books will tell you about.

Most of' us were

\\l"eared on tradi ti.on; some of us supplemented this folk lec1rning by
reading books e1nd sometimes adjusting our thinking to the boold.sh point
of' view.

Many others did not tc1ke that trouble.

in my childhood the folk versions of' the Civil War.

I wish I had collected
Some of' our ex-

Cpnfederates had a fair show of' lec1rning c1nd could f'it their tiny view
of' the four great years into the great plans of' Lee and Grant.

But

some of the bravest survivors had little or no conception of the whole
war.

Their little outfit, almost their own little company, was the

Wf1r.
Gut they had intimc1te detc1ils in mind and could ~create their
Their hec1ds were not
narrow but vivid story of' how it all happened.
em-oty but as full :cis some of the learned beads.
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SOME JvIOHE IGNOHANCE
Last week I spoke of the vast lmowledge thcit people tiften cc1lled
illiterate or ignorant have c1lways had.

Sometimes, by contrast, we

who merely lu1ow books seem to be the ignorc1nt ones.

I c1m reminded of

this quite often when I c1m throvm with some uninhibited people who
have worked out or have had handed to them a full understc1ndi.ng of
the pJ.ace of everything in the world.
times a week whc1t something is for.
student or an older person.
should know the Rnswer.

The asker may be a child or a

Since I ,1m supposed to be eclucateo{,, I

Most frequently

I do not and cannot answer

Back in the Middle Ae;es no such

very glibly what any thine; is for.
doubts existed.

Sometimes I am asked a dozen

Everything wc1s here to give some specific benefit to

nlElnkind: food, clothing, shelter, warning, reward.

...

Ii' something was

particularly puzzling, some wise,1cre came up with the idea that it was
to test our faith or to make us realize that life is short and filled
with danger.

Why :cire mosquitoes'?

Why is typhoid fever?

·falling h::iir, or an ingrowing toenail, or termites?

vlhy is

Why are age and

d0ath and poverty and unrealizable dreams?
One of the best sources of amusement for people who have read
medieval bestiaries is the theory tl'rnt every animal symbolizes i.n some
way holy cind spiritual things.

If the animal in question cloes not

Rct in a certain way, he is made to do so, in order that the approThe male lion, says the Besti_flry, drags
his tail to obliterate b.is tracks; this is symbolic of the Devil and his
sly way of covering up his s°.{,.emes.

The whale, probably bored by his

huge bulk ,rnd the consequent necessity to find food in unbelievable
qunnti.ties, sometimes comeJ to thesll!:cfEJcc o:f the sea ,'1nd pl'etends to

bo nn island.

'l'he shipurecked sailor soes the huge bulk, is e,osily

fooled, 1imcls, f,ills asleep, and is forthwith drowned when the cleceitf'ul
whale dives straieht for the bottmm.

'rtiat, says the fascinating lit:tle

book, symbolizes the Devil c1gai.n, who often offers a solid exterior
,•ind entices people to trust in him; then he, like the whale, clives
straight for helJ., taking the lvckless sailor with him,

And on and

on the little book goes, showing that everything is tagged with a moral,
that noth:i.ng exists for its mm sc1ke.
In my early dc1ys of teachinr; literature I often rc1n :i.nto students
who were sure that all c1u.tumn cl::1ys are melancholy becc1use Bryant so
regc1rded them c1fter his favorite sister died i.n c1utunm.

I sometimes

hc1d students c1lmost rebel when I Sc1id that we must regc1rd the morc1l of
c1ny poem T.n terms of the person who usecl it ancl imwt not 11ccept it c1s
the only poss:i.bilre one or even 11 desi.rc1ble one.

I said that we should

try to get the eff'ort of the poet to make as real as possible
invisible, idealisti.c

~1

as a sl.mile or metaphor.

someti-i,4

by using some tangi.ble, f,nn:iliar object
Slowly througb.rthe yer1rs I may have con-

vinced a f'ew students of this way to look upon poetry; m,rny, however,
preferred to stc1y with their chi.J.dsih conception thnt what the
poet said was undeni1.1bl0 fact rather than poet:i.c in11.1gery,

A few ti.mes

I have been deliberately shocking by referri.ng them to the great Psalm
of tham all, the Twenty-third, with its imagery of sheep and shepherd
life.

When I h1.1ve suggested that the psalmist says we 1.1r0 sheep,

they sometimes see the po:i.nt, but 1.1re c1frc1icl th1.1t I am about to undermine their religion,

Years ago I was dalighted with an exegesis of

this famous Hebrew song by a shepherd from Lebanon who cc1rries out the
idea of the sheep frohl one end of the poem to the other,

After we

see the quEi:i.nt and simple figure of n11.1n as 11 helpless and trusting
sheep, the psalm t8kes on even more beauty 1.111d e:ffectmveness.

It

becomes 11 true figure o:f speech, a symbol of one poet's conception of'
man in his dependence on Deity.

The poet:i.c language is then justified,

ancl. c1 mere li.teralness of worcls seems foolish crnd pri.mitive.

A greci t

poet !mows how to see J.ilnmesses or imc1gi.ned likenesses in the world
and how to help the less imagina ti.Vl➔ to tie up the timgible and visible
with the int,1ngible ancl invisi.ble.
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One

of the renders of this coJumn Jv,s Gsked

\1,'ll!.--\• 1hy

I h,1vE1 not

written about what ceople used to cnll(and still sometimes call) various
pieces of money,

Her es·ooci.,11 reni:1.nder 1·ms nbout whnt ne,irly ev,1ry-

body now calls a penny,

When she wc1s G lmttle e;:Lrl, she use cl to be

a favorite with her e;randdaddy, who sometimes gave her what he called a
copper,

Do1m our 1,1,iy that coin wc1s

rnen tioned

1•1'L

thout the ~cond

\WJ

d.

El

copper cent, occas:i.onnlly

When I saw the word penny in

stories, I was not sure whether our "little red cent 11 was meant or
the English penny,

As far back c1s I can remember, I lmew the

English had pennies and, for value, pence.

One of our neighbors

was called as a boy "Four-pence," which ultimately ceased to have
,my meaning; hence his nickname in my day was "Dime. 11

I suspect

that not one person in ten !mew what his name actm1J.ly was and
would not have thought to associate A.

c.

Smith with Mr. Dime Smith.

It had been a long time since people could have lmown 8t first
hand much about English money, but immigrc111ts to our little world
with Scotch-Irish ancestry held on to lots of other ways of saying
and doing things,

Hy mother's mother, for insbmce, always celebrated

Christmas Day on January 6,

11

01d Christmas Day,"

Suppose that the

calendar had been changee by the English people in 1752 and she had
not been born until 1811; that is not long for old-timers to hold on
to discarded customs.

Probably her folks joined or w1111tecl to join in

the procession that bore placc1rds saying "Give Us Back Our ~;].<Nen Days!"
when the Gregori.an Calaul.ar went into effect,

Just look around you

and see how a suggestion about changing a time zone arouses most of' us.
Another remmmt of older money was the calculating parts of a

riolJ.ar in bits:
Ti1io bits(t1J0nty-five cents 1or a quart,ir), four bi'Gs,
six bits--I heard them even oftener th,111 quarter, half a dolla1°, etc.
But I never heard
11

11

e ight bits. 11

I wonder how many recall ''a half dime,''

silver coin worth only five cents and very small.

Many neople I

knew kept one ciround as a sort of keepsake, probably c1frc1id thcit they
might not find another one when that one w1s spent.

Another lost

coin was the two-cent copper piece, called a big cent or a big copper.
I do not know whether people c1ctuc1lly receive! it in change after I
could remem·ber or merely, as with the silver five-cent piece, kept one
.for exhibit,

'rhat two-cent piece was a good-sized one and was always

mentioned as the coin offered to the half wit, for him to choose it
or a nickel,
folk y,un.

He always c)j.ose the larger coin, ciccord:Lng to the
When challenge!, he said that i.f he tool{ the ni.ckel,

nobody would offer him any more money.
While we are discussing money, I wonder aga:Lnwl'lether any of you
know about the bad luck attached to a two-dollar bill,

I cannot

remember having seen one in so long that it must be bad luck to own
one.

The last connection with such a bill that I recc1ll came on

my honeymoon, forty-six yecirs ago, this fcill.

I bought railroad

ticlcets for my vi:Lfe and myself, getting a two•dollar bill in exclvrnge.
The brother of a prominent village doctor warned me 8gainst accepting
such a badJluck sign.
he was afraid of :Lt.

I did not offer him the money to see whether
Iv!f.lybe

1rwuld

have.

Anyway, :Lf that bc1d luck

wc1s ever coming, it seems it should have done so long ago.

v/hen this c1rt:Lcle reciches the newsp,n1ers thnt use i_t,

:r. 1:1ill be

a retired schoolteacher, or, if you prefer the legal terminology,
professor of English ·who Hill be on
,,,'.□

~

8

ch.:1ne c-of-st~ tus progrrnu.

I recid Ch11rles Lcimb's :L'cimm1s essay c,1lled "The Super,mnm1ted Nnn 11

c1nd felt, even then, that I HouJ.d prolx1bly fc1ce such n crisis some cl11y
cincl be some,,,lwt surprised cit my being 11n ex-professor.

well, here it

is, cind I have become ci 11ving pc1ss:Lng inst1tution.
But I must confess ttl8t I do not feel any older th,1n I did cit forty 7
I can chc1 se h:Lrcl s over the rough-

five ,md ::im very vigorous :rncl c1 ct :L ve.

est terr,1:Ln, I C,8n sleep on the ground in

8

pup tent, I cnn e,:,t my o,,m

cooki_n[; i.nclefini.t ly, ,incl I cc1n wc1lk down most fellows h8lf

old.

Why

I lrnve c1lvmys w,rn tee! to step out before I got so cl ovm

retire, then?

c1nd out that I hc1d to be removed on a stretcher.
seventy ye8rs; I woulcl h8te to negc1te :Ln
hc1rc! to do for

8S

8

lifetime.

So I

8lll

c1

I hc1ve enjoyed my

few yec1rs 1,,1hc1t I hc1ve triecl.

ret:Lr:Lng, c,c1Jl it wJ-mtever you like,

with grec1t joy, confi_clent thc1t my successor wll1 do better th::rn I J:wve
done, thnt my college will grow ancl grow under younger lec1dership, thc1t
my generation did not exhc111st' the goocl things thcit humm1:Lty is cc1pc1ble
of doing.

But I c1m not retid.ng to
hc1ve enough pl,mned;t: to lr.ec;p

8

mEJ

sleeny gc1me of thrn;1b-twidcilinu;.
busy until I actually get old.

J
Hy

column :Ls to conti.nue on c1nc! on, I hope to chase birds over cill ,rnrts
of terrain, nnd I am worki.ng mightily on a word study of the gener,l

years 811c1 much patience to finish.

Livin1; just c1cross the street from

the college I have been a pc1rt of so long 1 I C8nnot im8gine bei.ng very
much bored wi.th life,
Nc1turally, you would expect me, as

8

cln·oni_cler of p8ssing :i.nsti-

so2t of teJrful

rc1,1e 11 to the schoolroom.

the schoolroom i.s not p0ss:i.nc;, the teacher is not pc1:-si_ng; it :Ls only
,,.

·\.

/

ld calls old who j_s stepp:Lng asj_de to let some
half'
younger person tiko up the task,
Hy more than a century as ,1 teacher
A 1wu1

\•lb.om tho

1;1m

0

I\

has been a wonderful e:xper:i.enco; my c1ct:i.ve ret:i.rement should b0~uc1lly
wonderful.

I shall not go back Emd tell clg,iin ,ibout the old family

hag and~c1ow her w:i.tb some sort of hunwn sadness c1t h, 1v:i.ng stepped aside
0

from her prominence to let the shiny new m:ttomobile or trc1ctor go by.

I shall not sing the praises oJ.' homo-knit yarn stockings nnd homewoven cc1rpets .~nd hornc-rmide brooms, ,ind the front room and tho open
fireplace c1ncl tl1e family cilbnm, of meeting c1ll clAy c1nd dinner on tho
p,round, of spellinr:; bees and singing schools and c1ll the rest.

'They

hc1ve hc1d their dc1y, it seems, and so have I,
sturdy, coarse old soul that she wc1s, sc1id something that we c1ll need to
I

SHY c1nd think in wc1tchtng the procession of pc1ssing tnstitixti.ons,
including ourselves:

0 1,:,~1011

I think cibout my youth c1nd ,111 my joy, it

tickJ.i:fth me c1bout the root of my hesrt; l bc1ve hc1d my cfay in my time. 11
l;Jhy should I envy the younger fellows 1,1ho are ooming into nl'lces now
being vci(;atec1?

They are due their fling c1t life, so thc1t they, when

three score c1nrJ ton overtc1kes them, ccm sc1y w:Lth me:

11

I 1 ve had my :fling. 11

If you re::ich:rs, 1·1ho have cc1usec1 ,1 colrnnn that wc1s meant to run c1
year run now into its twenty-fifth yec1r, will s'rny wi_tb me, we 'ili.11 go
on to chronbile;I other passi.ng insti_'cuti.ons, probnbly some that seem
very much c1live today.

And there Hi.11 be no apology f'or our hc1ving

liver' ,ihen we di.cl and known the now-p,rnt ,joys of' our youth.

I clo not

own a fandly n,'lg or even the pi.cture o:C one; my homo-lrni_t y:irn stockings
and socks long

i1£;0

is f'acled c1ncl sho1:1s

got threc1dbc1re; my tintype picture, 1:.9lcen tn 189 1I,
ci

bc1c1J.y-scc1red little boy Hho f,1ilecl to see c1ny bircl:i.e

:fly out of the photogrc1 pher I s black box.

'.rhc1t little boy is seventy

now, but the same little boy looks out on lif'o c1nc1 f'inds it wonderful.
_·___
·'-l .. old-t-L,uers <incl, some who ,ire not yet :i.n that f:r.itornity
~~~1 iY,~'~h 0 rhJ 8 ~gc1iri c1hd clf;cl.Ll1 ·co look upon our :f,1sc1na ting folk herit,1ge '?

I
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1.1;;0

I discuss0cl In this colu:,m some Cozen of our most un1.1.m:1al

foll( heroes and how they hod become . ~ 01 perrncinent pE1rt of our litercd;ure
our
as wall as ofntradition8l or or.31 lore.
F'or nmny years I hnvc tc1ugl1.t
a grnclu,1te clc1ss dealing with our Amcricc1n folk heroes, believi.nf:', that
adv;cmced stuc1ents should lmo1•1 some of the ideas that have i.rnspirecl or
:1nn1sef!

p:eneratLons of people in America.

~~

Pi.rtunately, in my lc1st

summer term I rnn tec1ching th::it course, ::is c1 sort of f'm:ewell,

scholc1stic,1lly, to one of my f::ivorite fields of re,icli.nf:', ,md study.
One of the oddities ::ibout our American fol}:lore is thc1t some of
it hc1s c1 hc1bit of recurri.ng c1fter interv,11s.

Dr. H:Lchc1rd Dorson,

cha:lrm,9n of the folklore di.vi.sion ,1 t Indic1nc1 University, has remc1rlrncl
thc1t he triad, unsuccessfully, some thirty ye,irs c1go to get Hollywoocl
interested in Davy Crocke-ut.

The time was not ripe for a new reincar-

nc1tion of the ::ichrnl or the imc1ginecl Dc1vy.

Later the whole worlcl has

had D::ivy Crockett for brec1kf'ast, dinner, and supper.
the new-old tr a di ti.on, it seemed to me, was my see i.ng

The acme of
El

f'ul1-b1ooded

Tnclian boy on c1 reserv11tion, dressed in c1 full Dnvy Crockett costume.
Th,i t seems to me to be ::i full cir·cle of folk influence.
gr::iclually p,issing out of the picture now, but he w:Lll come back ,ig::iin,
whether the c1ctuc1l flesh-and-blood D::ivy or the imagined DE1vy of the
DAVY CHOCKETT ALMANACS c1nd the movies, I do not knm-1.
Other 1icl' 101:1;) heroes hE1ve come back and agc1in gone tnto a semioblivion in my long c1ssocintion w:Lth folklore,

The old-time E,outhern

Negro, the faithful old retainer, breezes across the pages of ficti.on
in some new nc11110 every five yec1rs or so, c1s fresh a folk chnr11cter
c1s he ever vms.

I grew up in Joel Ch::indler Harris 's late d11ys ond

Them I rec1d ',is Uncle Remus stories in books c1nd renewed my mernorie s of
similc1r uncles who lived c1t Flclelity and everywhere in the South c1nd

Lin the border.
-some new edition of Uncle Remus •ind his stories hc1s c1pp€arEd-, with the
,,1e1lth of gre:1t :Lllustr11tors to help mnke him perenninlly new,
reputc1tions hnve been built c1round severc1J. men, like Dr. Ri.chc1rd 'Cl1omc1s
~che, who specic1J.ized ~n telling Uncle He mus stories to i.nnumer,1ble
m1.dienc0s.

Tremendous strides hc1ve been made by the Negro c1s a person

and the Negro as c1 race; but sentimentally1 hordes of people everywhere
1
turn back to the kindly old man with the white hnir, the endless f,1bles,
the wholesome attitude toward life,

Uncle Hemus is as much alive today

as he was in the Gay Ni.neti.es, when I read weekly stories attributed
to hi.m, fresh i.n the pages of' the C0NS'l'I'J'CTI0N,
The cm·1boy, too, lives 1.n mm-1y new incarm1tions.

I~ spite of'

barbed-wire fences and the passing of the free range, in spite of' jeeps
and even airplanes to oversee the vc1st ranghes, in spite of ranching
today as a cc1refully-watched b:Lg business tl:1,1t hc1s to compete 1·ri. th
green-pc1stu:ce programs i.n the more eastern pc1rts of the country, the
cowboy Emel h:Ls horse l:Lve on, ,just as they li.ved more Urnn cl 1:rhole li.f'ev

t i.mti c1go.

MCJv:Les, TV shows, r,icHo sho1,-1s, records galore, songs,

murnls--where would they go but for the cowboy?

:ind who woulcl 11dver-

tize, for the younr, fry, cereals and every other sort of' stuff tlwt
growing, red-blooded k:i.ds demand?

From the dc1sh:Lng cowboys of' the

old Chi.sholm Trail to the latest picture of' some contemporary cowplmcher that ,idoJ:V\S a box of cereal or c1 carton of mi.llc, the tr1,1e old
breed lives on.

W:Lld Western sho1•1s m1d the ec1rly sensa ti_onc1J. movi.es

may have p,1ssed, but the inunortal cowboy r:Ldes across the sagebrush,
not i.nto <bbl.:i.vion but :Lnto c111 ever-new world, for new boys c1re
constantly be:Lng born i~u-ic~-1"-~, no m,itter hm,1 humdrum this same
world may seem to some who have outgrown boyish drec1ms of r:i.cl:Lng
the wide-open spaces.

r
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Lc1st 1·rnelc I pc1id cl tribute to some of our heroes, like the scout,

I\.

the Negro, and the cowby, 1,1ho, periodic,1lly, spring ag,1:Ln to life c1nd
have a second or a tenth career almsot as vivid as the one of long ago.
continue
This 1,100): I would like to ~%' this l:Lsti.ng of' somG :folk horoes who
[1re not clectd but merely sleer}'.i..ne; until some new fnsh·i.on brings them

h'lck, l:i.lrn King 1rthux from h.i.s Islc111d Vc1lley of Av:Ll:Lon.
l•/1'1.ere :Ls the nell!ghboorhoocl liar or boE1 s ter '?

He mE1y lrnve suffered

11 sort of Gcli.pso :Ln some pl11ces, but he :Ls still ,irmmd.

i\mong other

re:LncE1rnc1tions, he is the barker for tourist tr11ps of 1111 sorts.
most talented Bc1ron Hunchc1usen hctd noth:Lni:; on
of our dc1y.

IJOme

The

of tho cidvertizers

The world loves to be humbugged, said cl gnrn t h1.•mb1.1gger,

the great P. 'l'. B(·1rnum,

"A fool ls born GVary mi.nute, 11 ha scii.cl, c1nd

now he could r8ise hi.s sights, for thera cire so 1118ny pc1rents in
Americ8 that probably four such crec1tures nppear every minute,

And

what woulcl a vac8U.on be wi. thout ou:r listening to wilcl yarns ,ilong the
wc1y, ycirns about pioneers, rncli.m1s, gold-seelcers, village :i.cli.ots,
poor boys who beccime fcimous, rich planters who lost their •11 in the

for the trc1veJ.ers cilong the Nc1tchez Trnce or across the plcii.ns?

And,

locally, who wc1r1ts to he8r the "whole truth and nothing but the truth"
about probably very o:cd:1.n.~ry :neople who settled Podtmk ,incl J:'icleli.ty'?
Who c8res ,ibout the c,1s1wl ,;ettJ.ers at :l":Lclelity when F'eli.x Holt cc1n tell
c1bout Big Eli ,mcl Li.ttJ.e EJ.:L, c1ncl Burt L8ncaster cind his comT1nny c,rn
m::ih:e c1 movie c8lled THE KIEFTt:CKIAN, wh:Lch brought bctck nwny of the

thrills of pioneer days that some might have thoucht dead nnd forBotten?
Did tha J.occ1J. l:Lc1r lec1ve no successors,'?

Look about you; I suspect

thAt no race suicide of this fctm:Lly will ever occur.

The last scor·e of the br.eecl ln my h.ome toHn 1:.ic~ce

recognized

8

s such £ind s0dly buried in the city cemetery when the

long procession of years overtook them.
you do not see the mustache
But i.n f:i.ct.lon he lives
8

pen or
e

vll'.' it e

renrsented
,. I\

on

c1

011

(111(7

If you go clown to1-m toclc1y,

go0tee of the Colonel

and on.

011

every corner.

Just cibout anybody who

Ccll1

111ield

ty·pe1,vriter cnn recreate for us some old fellow who

a once-numerous rc1ce,

In spite of comic c1nd cynil:c::11

efforts to destroy this stahwrt citizen o:f tho Old ,South, he somehow
rec1sserts himself periodicc1lly :i.n books ctncl movies 8Dd songs c1nc1 .stories.

And who scii.rJ th0t the Poor Boy Who :r3ec,3me Famous is d2c1cl'?
l1c1ybe, si.nce THE AifiERIC/\N HAC}A6INE suspended publication, we clo not
hec1r so often of some fellow who, from

8

pi.ti.ful start, went on to

But loo]I over your loc0l newspaper, the very one

big achievements.

in which this ,wticle will i1ppec1r, ,incl rec1d the names of lc1wyers ancl
doctors m1cl j,oli.tic:i.,ins and business men ancl f,crmers whose )li!ifyl.p.';t
rise to prominence has some1•1hat cJupli.cated the spectacul:1r c;,:ceer o:::'
Ben lcr;,nkli.n or l\brahc1m Lincolnj.
would you t,llrn me'?

If I were to visit your town, 1•1here

I w:Lll bet th,1t maong other s:Lghts woulcl be the

moclern mansion//of the poor boy \·'ho hnd a grec1t .idea tmd cashed in on
ttJ10 7 ess pretentigus cottals(e of
,
it or At1e boy who rose ~rom humble ci.rcums-c::inces to be ,1 ncigl1bo:rhood

lnstitut:i.on.

I woulcl expect to find several such fellows at the

City Hall and the Connty Co1nthouse, I know thc1 t some woulcl hc1ve

M. D. after their names, some others would be sitting in c1ir-conditionecl
clep0rtment stores on the •u~re.

We love all of our folk heroes, for

their zecil in doing well, for their fearless attack on life, for their
good humor or qu::1 int prc1nlrn.

We p:cob0bly honor most the ones who

mc1n0ged to climb to the top c1nd o,m the best house i.n town, especially
if they also have been t:.~e..1....ero1i.s
1•11.·th ~hci·~.
1ni
•
•c
"" •
t
"
...
1<.ney :tor
communi·t.y
tn:rfll~cs.
0

.i.

11

Do you see th0t little :fellow strmcl.inp; in the cold ,,m:Lttng for th,, ,:,c',.,o,J.

bus ? 11

11

yes. 11

"Just 1ilait; he 1 11 be your boss ,oorne clay."
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:i.n I<'oJJclo:co tn Amer:Lc,m Lito:c:1h:u:·e 1

nry

students tl.10t I
Two of the students
co11ectec1 e.no'l1g·h fo11.<-mecJ"i.cinc: beliefs to offset all th.e nntltoxlns

nncl v:::1cc:Ln.es ;::-1ncJ othGr eilforts oJ· rnc\11 to combnt d·tsense.

It ts strE1ng0

tl:1E1t ,.,..re helve so Jong :neg1ectecJ· th.e s:i.nr0le rer-11ed:Les t1:cound us <:1nd p:-1iCl

high pri.ces for shots and st11f'f.

sure :trnno1·ttility :t.tselfo

Only 8 :fev1 mi.nute H of 0clvlce from.

I suppo::e ·c\wt we l:m.1<1cm betng;; nre just

.
., '
p l.. cl J.r1.
cumo,

In the c1nys of :isolnt:i.on it 1:.1;::-1s to be 11.(pected. tb.At !1l.8ny peoJ1le

especially· those
thr1t bolovacl oldors t:custecl ir.rlJ)J..7-.c:i.tly.,

I 11scd to heJr some oJ.dster

of E1.n.lit:ht1nent open .L'or a,rerybo6y, it ·i.s both pt1tb.ot1c .:ind cor11icnl

f;:-1,shlono

c1 111ctic1J.l.01.1s :.1ccount o:C in:L t:L0tion -t.nto voocJooo
somc~ci1nes ·1:Ynt ~1 1·-mcl. of coh(•.,ebs or

::1

thls

At :l 1'idolity people

mc1Ss ol' soot on 8 1:_1olJ.n.cJ to stop

otb.cr J:)l:1ces

8uperfici7lly

tAka on tl1e outer 8Spects of c11lturo 8nd learninc.

\re

do seem to

It 1:lOFlc] be in;..

··1ro1J.n(J u.s r1re i1In-J0I'dly st:i..11 l:i..tcrc1l1y treVi·b1in.e; ln tLtcir boots 1n

or"Ler1tnl coFntX'Y c~lsm:lsnecJ severi-11 o:t' hl;J 1·1Lvas c1n.cJ even \:u-1(1 the
b.nnc]s of' :-Jo1ne of th.em cut off bcC,Jl1SG th.c;y- hc1cl thro1:.1.n objects ::1t n

. . J.. :CZ<,l
.
''
CJ,V.1.
"C\'J.OD;

i.naybe

l:1;::1cl

\·Je

his rich ol]. hoJ.din2s furnish him \·11th more 111oncy th~n

better tc1l<:c ctock of' ,sone ot

01J.1'

crn<L- retnrn.s to nn

enrli.ei: ii:fulll@.
Lt::ivi:ing

l1,ec1):d oi' r'.ln·-,one 1s be.i.nc; oct1 nlly ,:1ccu.sed
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1
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THE BARKER
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Iii CAROUSEL Billy, the barker, while dreaming about the boy whof
is to call him dad, wonders what the boy will do in the world.

He men-

tions such matter-of-fact/likelihoods as being president of the Uni:tted
States but dismisses that idea with "But he wouldn't be that unless,
he wanted to. 11·

Later on he suggests that the boy might be a barker

at a carous.el and adds, significantly: "It takes talent: 1io do that we11. 11 ·

I am sure·many a younger person had a hard time interpretting the position and prominence of a barker, as shown in the opCU-etta.

Now,

some of us older people could enlighten them a bit, for it was likely
to have been one of our secret ambitions--to be a barker at a cireus
or a tent show.

Dressed in some loud clothes, smoking an expensive

cigar,, walking with a well-feigned swagger, the barker struck envy
into the hearts of many a country boy who had a half dollar to spend
1recklessly at the circus.
We could not have been told anything abou1i
-Iov-t-l4 q 'red- fe,i la-.AJ
of
the
barker;
ae- seemed in the very heaven of accomplishthe hard life
1\
men'lt.
But it was not merely a show or a circus that had a barker.

Res-

taurants often had a very great one to stand outside and advertill,e.,
especially res"ttrants that were located near a rail~ depot.

One at

" 14,sed1o advertil,e the Blue Front Resta'lilrant in a way
Cairo, Illinois,

that would have given Rodgers and F0ammerstein new ideas about creating
a character for a typical barker, even a better one than Billy Bigelow.
This barker had a gong, the very prince of noise-makers.

He pmulde.d

I

that gong and said his sptel; people went into the Blue Front, too, partly because of the high-class barker outside; I was one of them and can
.still remember it after all this half century• "'ii!iliia;;l

~Vl!l'c::U:[,

"'tlil£!l.\f. 9;::~H.L..

.Another famous barker advertized the restaurant at the L. and N.
station at Bowling Green, a long time ago.
,

·::,_

l

When I first arrived

here, in January, 1908, the noise of the train was drowned out by the
gong of the colored man who added his own voice to the invitation of the
It would have taken a man very full of go0d food or possessing

gong.

a very strong will to turn down the inviting sounds of the gong and the
barker.
But barkers were to be found everywhere.

My generation seems to

have thrived because of them, or they because of it.

A Sunday School

picnic just had to have a barker to advert~e the fine home-made, ice
cream and the,, cigars and the chewing gum.
handy for the adverti-a.er.

I think the very best one I ever saw was

at Sulphur;{ Springs, not far from Fidelity.
more at ease, while he said his say.
11

Again, a cigar came in
No circus man ever. seemed

I was working, sometimes, in the

stand," selling the wares he cried so loudly and so musically; I would

gladly have traded my menial job for his much-more-important one.
Maybe I could not have done well, however, for I never learned to smoke

,¢

cigars; no one would have wanted to resuscitate a barker who had

passed out while trying some of the wares he was praising.
Long after I was, grown and a father, I attended a P. T. A•. in another
state and got ipany an insight into older days, such as a minstrel show,
a barker for the bazaar, several excellent impromptu clowj(who ordinarily
wel'e bankers or lawyers or doctors).

One of the end men of the min-

strel show was, after the paint was removed, a barker par excellence,
after a much-cheered role of Mr. Bones in the age-old team of Tambo and
Bones.

In private life he ran a dairy, but he could have made a name

for himself in either a minstrel show or ag a walking adverti~r of
things to be bought.

But even barkers are no longer so well known;

a dairy certainly can furmish some life-giving food, whether people
have any entertainment or not.
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E'ATING AT THE HOTEL

Today at dinner my wife and I got to discussing how eating at a
hotel used to be the mark of a great fellow.

Ordinary folks in

those days could eat at a restaurant or at a lunch counter at a
5

,.,..J., 11e~,

grocery(chsese and crackers, oysters and pepper sauce, and the other
"
standard menus), but if you ate at the hotel, your name might very
well appear in the nE)xt week(s county paper, showing that you were
a

11

guest," whatever that was, at the Podunk HotelJ

A fellow could

almost afford to go hungry for weeks at a stretch in order to achieve
such distinction, for it was r.eally a distinction.

I confess: that

I used to read the list of guests at the hotel in our county-seat
town and often marveled that some rather poor fellow from Fidelity
had his name among the high-falutin names of drummers and other
gentry who made: the hotel possible.

While I am confessing, I had

better add that my small amount of money and my stinginess,. a la
Scotchman, prevented my name from appearing on the guest list until
long after

r

had left Fidelity and was back at the county seat for

some educational gathering.

Maybe the distinctive list had been dis-

continued by then, anyway.
;'lk'"1.',We used to have a neighbor who barely, and sometimes not even

7· ,:_,_-;\_t/,-·

/ <that, made ends meet.
0

on a,bet.

But he would not have eaten at a restaurant

He walked into the dining room of our main local hotel

like a titled nob~man and ordered his dinner with a swagger that
showed how very important a man he was and how very important an
hotel
Whan
institution a,~~/was as compared with a, restaurant.
I read Mark Twain's THE GILDED AGE and his later THE AMERICAN CLAIMANT',
where a swaggering; self-important man from out in Missouri made, his
appearance•in public memorable, I knew my man; I had lived near him.

The only thing in our small world that was as distincyive as having
eaten at a hotel was to have put your horse into a livery stable and
Folks that were folks did tha tr the buggy

parked your buggy near by.

got a chalk mark on it for identification.

For weeks that mark

remained, a plain advertisement that\the owner had domiciled his
critter in a liver1table, even though he himself might have had to
come back to the stable to eat his own lunch out of a shoebox.

I

suppose that this chalk mark in its day gave the same sort of uplift
that decals give today.

Some cars that I know are so plastered with

stickers that they remind me of some very famous soldier or athlete
and all his medals for saving the country or dear old Siwash.
Is there anything, however, that can give today the distinction
that small things used to confer upon lucky people who had "been about"?
Just any old rattle-trap car~ have been to Canada or Mexico; Pap
and Grandpap, after being born and raised out beyond the end of the
dirt road, have been everywhere worth mentioning; the merest shack
has a TV antenna raised above it.

And who wants a buggy or horse today?

In a recent 1000-mile trek across our mountains I saw and made a record
of two teams of mules,, not on the road but in fields beside, it.
(_,horse-drawn vehicle did I meet or see.

Not

EVen in some rather remote

places that are reached only by gravell'ed roads there were only
cars, most of the time much more expensive ones than my own.

What

can boys brag about, especially when they want to overawe their pals?
Nobody seems to care whether or not your daddy can whip the other
fellow's dad.

No boy that I ever heard of ever bragged about his

father's intellectual prowess.

There must be something still around

to excite ~nvy comparable with what we felt toward the fellow who
had eaten at a hotel or been to the Chicago World's .t.''air or done
some other feat like these.
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IGNORANCE AGAIN

My two recent articles on the ignorance of so many of us who
refuse to believe folk knowledge have attracted more ttention, I
r~(.e

,,_t

believe,than any similar two: in aaellelftyears.

L

Many people have told

mer er written me that they had often thought bow much ignorant people
knew but had just· never said so.

That is one of the purposes of

tbssearticles: to say what a great many people have thought but did
not' take time to write down.

That is about all a folklorist. is, any-

way,, just a putter-downer.
Folk knowledge. or imagined knowledge i's more bighly)egarded
by the folk than the most abstruse learning is regarded by the schola~.
The scholar often knows that learning is wholly a relative thing,
and he certainly knows that what is acceptable now may soon be supen~
seded by greater knowledge.

But the folk believe an~ow that what::•

they think is the r~al_thing, not a matter of temporary knowladge.
Some new medicine, for example,. is,avowedly, an experiment that
only the wildest-eyed scientists would regard as the ]ast word in
medical research; but the teas of Grandma, the pills made by some
neighborhood quack, or even some magic worked by wart-removers or
cure([!'S of thrl;ish just remain permanent, as if foreordained.
In other sphe:L"es besides medicine this same sureness· of the folk
lboks·bright and actual by the side of scientific assertions.

Histoey,

for example, is a very different thing ~ d e d down by father to son
as compared with genuine and painstaking research.

Almost every day

some item in the newspapers ,. particularly the Point of View columns,
1

shows that there are certainly two histories: the one the writer belives in and the other one.

I am surprised that there is not a more

vocal attack on the airplane, the atom bomb, and the other accomplishments that man has to his credit in late years.

Maybe the chief

enemies of these modern things are not given to writing but could

a~gue you down at the country store and prove that most of them are
non-existent and the others are signs of man's depravity.
There ,used to be lots of fun in comparing the rural fellow who
went to town and saw the sights and the complacent city fellow who
lived right in the midst of ".tionders and never batted an eye.

From

extended travels in Kentucky and neighboring states in regions where,
we used to feel that humanity was slightly behind the procession, I
have concluded that there are probably more of these backward people
in the good-sized towns and cities.

Rightly or wrongly, it is a

c.." ~ "''fy"'

pretty shabby~cabin that does ~ot have a TV antenna sticking above
it; probably the rest have rad'!los, anyway.
I~ talking about folk ignorance 1I am in no sense limiting my
remarks to the poor or the illiterate.

Some of the so-called educated

people whom I have known in my more than a half century in the
schoolroom have been just as unconvinced and unconvincible as the
remotest outlander of other days.

Long ago in this column I mentioned

"young fogies"' as a reminder that even young people often come to
college with their minds already made, up on all/ subjects.

They are

determined not to learn anything, in any subject, that differs from
what they learned as very immature children in some cross-roads
high school.

If the truth were told, their teachers probably had

similar ideas and warned their graduates against imbibing new idea~
at college.

I have- heard, in well-to-do homes,enough arguments

against col~eges to make the government close the whole sorry spectac]e·
of education and be done with it.

I used to think that my generatio~1

of college boys and girls had the hardest time ever in trying to ovel''come a general hostility towal'd learning; but I have come to feel that
even the youngest students today have _still a big battle to fight to
acquire or keep an open mind.
is always assured and positive.

L.earning is always modest; ignorance

STANDARDIZATION
Life iis a struggle between individualism and standardization.
A person who leans too far to one side or the other is likely to be
regarded as queer.

With all our varied origins, it is amazing how

standardized most of our folk customs are becoming.

Even younger

people have urged me to chronicle the passing of so many of our customs
because they feel that it wil3/soon be impossible to recreate the
immediate past, not to mention times lohl; ago.
things, some standardization is imperative.

In the very nature of
Our population is constanntly·

on the move; it would be tragic if everybody had to remake his customs
whenever he moved away a few miles.

But it is refreshing to find

people who re,lfuse tb, give up all individual ways of doing things.
Today it is possible to be outwardly standardized but inwardly as
individualistic as any pioneer might have been.

People who have

ple•nty of money often spend some of it in acting like themselves and
letting the other and more standardized. people do as they please:,.

It

is difficult for ordinary people, like you and. me, to be individualistic;
sometimes we run into conditions that would threaten our jobs or our
local standing if we did not seem to fit in.

On the· other hand, some

of our contemporaries are so leveled to the standards that they are al•

most indistbguishable as people and seem robots or automat~'1 S,
/\

Since the tourist traffic has become so great, local areas have
found. that customs and foods and other folkways sometimes will bring
more money from travelers than just standardized things.

Imagine:

Ftorida or California or, Texas or New England with only s;andardized
foodsJ

If you have traveled in New England and not seen sea food dinneTs

everywhere, you must have been blind.
tropical foods!'
Louisiana.

Imagine Florida without its

Years ago I stopped at a restalhrant in the swamps of

Most of what I orde:rred was just commonplace food, which I

.have forgotten.

But for bread I had a bun, which tasted like nothing

else I have ever eaten.
another one some time.

I should have asked what to call for to get
Many people whom I have talked to have

same bun,: but they, too, forgot to find more about it.

Ill:!

t the

When I think

of the Mississi:ppi Delta,, I can taste that exotic bun and wish for morEr.
I must confess: that my plan to have a codfish dinner went awry at
Gloucester, Massachusetts, sime years ago.

I had felt that I could

not pass up that town wit~\genuine fish dinner.

But long before I

got to a restaurant, the odor of fish satisfied my
actual fish dinner; I ordered a stteak/

cravt•fP

for any

I was not s:b squeamish at
The day, I

Astoria,, Orego'l, when I was visting my daugblj;ser there.

arrived, she had caught a 39-pound salmon and dressed it herself.
The next day I satisfied my hunger with great slices of fresh salmon,
mjoying the idea somewhat better than the food.
)

I am a bit ashamed to

confess that I did not like i.t better, but, after all, outside, folks
have to learn to like our Southern cornbread and we to like the Northern
sweetened type.

It is so much easier for restaurants and sue\ places

to serve a standardized menu that many fail to advertize their local

.

deJIJ;cac:ILes.

But those who dare often acquire a big name.

Of course, clothes,· are so standardized that business: suits are the
same everywhere.

Only play clothes might differ somewhat, but the dif-

ferences are being done away with every season.

The stiff formality

of some years ago seems strange to my younger friends-; they cannot
undera11and why a restaurant would forbid any gentleman to enter unless
he was properly attired, especially in a coat and tie •

Only onCE,: in

my life, in New 0rleans many years ago, did I suddenly notice that
people were staring at me.

The temperature was 99', there was no

air-conditiOfling, and I did not even have a coat with me on my journey
to the grave of the original of Evangeline.

Nobork,- said anything,

but I concluded that my clean shirt was just not enough.
however, interfered with my downing a huge Creole dinner.

Nothing,
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DIGGING FISHING WORMS
In early September, 19,9, I camped in the Great Smoky Mountains for
a number of days and learned again how ver~ damp things can be over there.
One night as we were setting our tent we moved some flat stones and
I

I

uncovered a double handful of night crawlersJ big, fat ones that any
fish would risk his life to get a nibble at.

My ~artner and I at once
GL-

remembered the places where we used to dig worms, back on-. farm in
what is now Mammoth Cave National Park and away at Fidelity, down in the,
Jackson Purchase.

Even though he is only half as old as I, he recall!s

the fine worms we used to find around the chicken trough.

Ih my zeal

for collecting strange things, a zeal that contents itself with the idea
and not the things themselves, I have wanted to collec't'
troughs or other similar things.

p chicken-watering

In Fidelity neighborhood a standard
t{,ttW-v\

chicken trough was the ash container of an old wood,1stove.

When the

s,tep stove gave way to the flat-topped stove, the old battered-up 1
disearded one was often relegated to the back yard or the shedroom of
the smokehouse.

I have smoked many a year's meat from parts of our old

discarded step stove,

The ash container of this same stove served

all of my later childhood and maybe for years later as the chicken
trough.

Why we called it a trough I do not know; everybody did.

Chickens have a way of splashing water a lot when they come to

drink.

That kept the ground wet around the trough and guaranteed a . ( ) ~ sup/p+Y of fishing worms.

Sometimes we got pretty greedy and so exhausted

the supply that it would take a few days for enough other hungry worms to
come to take their places, but the actual supply was never gone.

Then

we would turn over flat stones that had been collected to help in building
and add to our can of worms.

A, few left-over backllbgs at the woodpile

could be counted on the yield some additional ones.

But the biggest,

the fattest, the very best wo3ms somehow found their way to that

splashed-over chicken trough or else fattened on the moist earth around it.
Another collection of things could be made if we would pool our
memories of what we used to hold the wriggling worms that were destined
to be bait for the actua~fish we would bring home home on a twig or
the very large ones that got away.

Since Father was a doctor, we had a

variety of cans and bottles for our worms.

One preparation of quinine,

that old stand-by in malarial countffles, came in wide-mouthed bottles,,
which were useful for worm containers and for just about everything else.
Another form of quinine came in a small square tin box, just right for
a one-man fishing expedition.

When Father and I went together, we

would each have a can of worms; when he would catch more fish than I,
I was tempted to steal some of his worms out of the magic can.
0

Father as I did, I just did not do anything of the sort.

I hope the

Puritans were wrong when th~aid that our punishments in the Hereafter
.would be just as severe for things we wanted to do as for those
we actually did; maybe some very hot fire is awaiting me for wanting
to raid Father's can of worms.

In the cartoons the worm-container is

always a tin can that had been left over from the kitchen.

fin cans

down our way were often treasured possessions and were not pcb,lluted by
a hahdful of wri~ng, smelly fishing worms.

Various siz'8~ used to

help out in the kitchen; some three sizes were for biscuits, according
to whether these same biscuits were for hungry boys or less hungry
grown-ups or fashionable company.

But that was not all, for cans were

saved to hold salt and other things used in cookery, for garde.n seeds,
for fried-meat grease, to be used later in seasoning.

MY mother hatted

to see any tin cans thrown away without having any further use.

Imagine,

what the world would be today if we did not have our cans hauled off
every few days l

In my collection of worm containers I certainly

could have mal&y a shape and size of can or bottle.

I cannot recall

having seen any such collection, any more than the suggested collection
of doorstops, from covered tin cans to padded bricks or even especially
madeE-pottery doorstops.
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PICTURESQUE LANGUAGE

Civilization has a way of making us all alike, ironing out our
slight differences •.

It is easier to get along with folks in this way,

but we do lose a lot of picturesque individuality.

Since I have taught

grammar all my grown-up days, I have an apology that I could not have
given.Ar to most of my classes: I somewhat hate to uproot old ways of
saying things merely because the procession of civilization has pasaed
by.

We call such words, rather learnedly, Obsolescent or obsolete,

according to whether they are going out of use by the correct ones
in so_g,iety or are almost entirely gone.

It is just these words tllat
0

seem most full of flavor to a folklorist or philologist.
When I was camping in the Smokies in the summer of 19J9, we very
foolishly left outside one night our small camp icebox.
it and raided it.

A bear discovered

His noisiness waked us up, and our yells at him

waked up many of our neighboring campers.

In spite of losing some

meat and chllese and bujiji:er, we had a good laugh at our antics.

The next

morning,. among the various campers who came by to talk over the raid,
an old man, camping with his son,asked my partner:
him by the year and whup him? 11

11

Why didn •t you ketcbJ

That sentence was worth all the money

we had paid for our lost groceries, including the two fried peach pies
that the bear apparently had for dessert.

Over and over we enjoyed

the old man's picturesque language, an echo of what m-y; partner and I

V'-~

~oth known from infancy.

It is probable that we will remember the bear

longest for the words of the old man rather than for the loss of our
food.
Always I have tried to impress upon my students in my advanced
courses in the English language that unadorned, unconscious language is
far better than some stiff, dressed,up diction that seems as unreal
as dyed hair.

To me there are two kinds of good language: the kind I

have tried to teach is corr.act according to the best users of our time

and is the trade mark of the well-educated man or woman; the other kind
is .~he perfectly unconscious kind, used by the unschooled but keenthinking people whom I have known in such numbers all my life.

The

prim,.over-correct type that some so-called educated people use is
just nauseating, like false modesty or false morality.
kinds express well what is to be said.

'.llhe two good

One kind, the kind that we are

forever seeking, tries to say well and simply and smoothly what is to
be said, not necessarily ornately or learnedly.
is useful for getting things said.

That type of language

It often has·a tendency to avoid

figurative expressions and may become almost too plain and common-sense.
The other type is often colored with homely comparisons, with quaint
crld pronunciations , with unconscious fflfld
pronunciations and old meanings.

hl

uses of old words and old

If a person has been kept away

from this native lingo, ha may regard it as crude, too frank, too ful]
of similes and metaphors.
\}

W8 others, and that includes most of my

contemporaries, grew up with this old type of language in our "years"
and have no more difficulty in understanding it than we do in undars:tanding the ordinary language of educated or even bookish people.

We folklorists must confess that we glory in this folk language and
are ashamed of ourselves often for not being bold enough to use it
in the same way as the ]ess well-educated.(. speak it.

Among ourselves,

when we know that all the listeners are attuned to the folk lingo that
we all know, we let ourselves go and trust that there are not present
any severe ;!'itics who might imagine that we do not know any better.
Not

('t~~~; people

here are at ease in two entirely different languag8's.

In Europe, where there is such a wmlter of languages, it is necessary for
even average pe0ple to know one or more besides their own.

But there

are thousands or millions of us who are perfectly at home in our 1tws.
own

tw languages, the one we have painfully learned in school and society·

and the one that we recognize and enjoy from our natural, picturesque
friends who have nave r had our opportunities but who can talk and talk
under~dingly and well.
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Strl.king

~

Balance

Recently I have been making out a sort of balance sheet
as a 1"ad
at: Fidelity and my other young years.
.___,

for myself

When I was young, I

felt that I had Iacked many a thing that seemed valuable, judging by
the endless candidates that I heard talk.

For one thing, my parents,

though poor, as they were supposed to be in any success story, were
honest and highly respected, even reverenced locally.

That would not

have got me very far in politics, for it indicated that I did not have
much need of office.

Then I was not born in a log cabin.

There were

p~~ of these earlier houses around, and my father as the local doctor

acted for the stork in bringing probably half of the population to log
cabins.

No, our house belonged to the next-highest form of structure--

the boxed house, with ceiling and weatherboarding added.

That gave

added distinction, but I still felt pretty small when I contemplated the
few frame houses I knew and the one lone brick house~

They brought

so much distinction that I felt plain wicked with envy.

No politician

in my youth had half a chance unless he was born in a log cabin.
I did not have to walk two or five or ten miles to school.

Next,

It was only

a scant half mile across the small hills, "through the wo(l)d s, 11 to our
one-roomed little schoolhouse, a distance that meant nothing as co::)nparecU
with even one game of Hare and Hounds played at the noon recess.

Some

of my fellow-students at Fidelity did walk a mile and more, but I cannot
recall that this added chance of fame ever brought any of them anything.
A fu,rr-ther condition often referred to by famous men was the inadequacy
of the teachers; mine had plenty,inadfl,qua cies, but they were men and
women far ahead of the average heads of families in our school district
and were therefore highly regarded; there was not a drunken brute or
tacky person in the lot; most of the teachers taugtrk a few years, married,
raised families, and died at the proper times, still respe~ed and

I

loved.

One became a well-known physician, another a Methodist preacher,

another a lifelong educator in Texas, where he went shortly after he
taught me.

I am afraid that I could not get a vote ~ sympathy from

any of this •
When I became a larger boy, I lacked lots of things.

With a weak

back, I did not do very well as a wrestler or a diver or an acrobat on
the acting poles at our school.
anybody, politician or other.

Now, there was a genuine loss, for
I have always wanted to show off as did

the other boys at Fidelity and would be glad to risk a hospital bill
if I could walk on my hands, even at this late date.

Still later,

after I was beginning to develop a grown-up voice, I wanted to "carry a
corner" at a barn-raising, to wield my ax skillfully and make the other
fellows sick with en:iry; but no such chance ever came to me, a puny
stack of bones until I was grown.

I left home at eighteen to go to

school and teach, and my chances of carrying a corner migrated to the
J.

""
~r. lex:e,,J
Limbo of T~ings,TaaJfli\lQ,..,pretty
full, I imagine, of similar longings and
outlived arts.

Now many a boy of my acquaintance owned a rubber-tired

buggy and high-stepping horse; I didn't.

MY only animal was a little

red mule; I was all of thirty-six before I ever owned a vehicle of any
kind, a T-Model Ford.

Many boys, too, owned a pistol, which they

toted in their hip pockets; I didn I t.

In fact, I did not want to,

for I dreaded Father, who sternly opposed pistol-toting; besides, I was
too Scdltchy to spend money for anything that was not absolutely necessary.
In spite of all these lacks, I grew up, went away to other fields,

<i.tAJ

began to lose some of the envy for the other fellows who had all these
blessings.

Now I can say that I surrender all my native rights to

a log cabin, to a rubber-tired buggy, to a pistol, to carrying a corner,
even to skinning a cat gracefully.

I am not wholly satisfied with what

I have had as substitutes for all these things, but a fellow cannot
have it all, even a high-stepping h0rse,

But who, now, wants a horse?
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FORGOTTEN FAMOUS PLACES
Every year some place that used to be prominent in the news drops
out of people's thoughts, just as some actor who used to be in everybody's thoughts dies practically unknown by the younger generation.
R9 cently I spent a whole day with other bird students in the neighborhood of Cheek's Tavern, onee famous as a stage-coach
old Louisville and Nashville Turnpike.

~1

on the

The present building has been

restored by the well-to-do owner, a building that was erected in 1838 to
take the place of a still older one that was already famous--or infamous-in 1810, when Alexander Wilson, famous ornithologist, stopped at it
long enough to visit its well-known cave, where the tavern-keeper, a
Minorcan, by his own account, was accused of secreting the dead bodies
of guests that he ha~dered.

As on a previous occasion, I entered

the cave but found no bones or anything suggestive of earlier and wilder

)

days.

I suspect that there are hundreds of people in Robertson County,

Tennessee, where this old tavern stood, who haver heard of the place
and who would be surprised that legend had once attached t<D such a
beautiful spot.
Today I picked up a very dusty, dog-eared little book when I was
rearranging some of my possessions, recently transferred to my home from
my office.

It bears this rather overdone title: 1t NEW SYSTEM OF

GEOGRAPHY, ANCIENT AND MODERN, FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS, ACCOMPANIED
WITH AN ATLAS ADAPTED TO THE WORK, by Jedidiah Morse, D. D., and Sidney
Eawards Morse, A. M.

The date is 1828, but all the data seem at

least ten to fifteen years older than that.

There were seventy-five

counties in Kentucky then, as compared with the ultimate ]20.

Lexing-

ton was listed as the largest and wealthiest town in the state, though
the authors suggested that Louisville, the second town in size and
wealth, was likely to be a future metropolis because of its river
trade with Natchez, New Orleans, and St. Louis.

(The 1820 population

of Frankfort was 1679; of Lexington, 5'279; of Louisville, only 4012•)/
Such moderm good-sized cities as Paducah, Owensboro, Ashland, Covington,
Newport were not even mentioned.

Of course, the Jackson Purchase was

not opened until 1919; hence Paducah could not have advanced very far.
Smithland, however, at the mouth of the Cumberland, is listed,. as are
Years ago someone in Paducah

Maysville, Russellville, and Augusta.

told me of a letter that some elderly Paducahan owned that was addressed
to someone at "Paducah, near Smithland, Kentucky. 11

Thus time passes.

It is interesting to know what things were stressed as early as 1820 in
the state: the odd cc1vernous limestone area and its numerous caves( 11 In
the southwestern part 0f the state, between Green river and the Cumberland, there are several wonderful caves.

One, called the MAMMOTH cave,

is said to be 8 or 10 miles long~ 11 ) ; its two great colleges that still
exist, Transylvania and Cemtre, though the latter is not given that name;
the great fertility of the central areas of the state; the numerous salt

'J

springs( 11 Salt is obtained from them in sufficient quantities to supply,
not only this state, but a great part of Ohio and Tennsa'See,(11 ) ; the
cliffs along the Kentucky and Cumberland rivers; and the new canal
that was about to be opened around the Rapids of the Ohio at Louisville.

\' \J..v

Alr of this sounds~a strange mixture of things we know and distorte:)'J
legends and memories of aged people.

The tides of life rise and fall;

sometimes we are right in our guesses of what will happen next;
sometimes we show how human and ignorant we are by betting on the wrong
horse in history or economics as at the racetrack.

An eminent woman

lecturer in Kentucky some years ago wrote about famous places that
are still known, but she failed to check on her more recent books and
articles; some of the spots she mentioned are completely gone, even
though they once did attract, as watering places, for instance, great
crowds of pleasure-seekers.

It always comes as a surp11ise to find that

some torn-dovm old shack is all that is left of what used to be a
fashionable resort, patrobized only by the elite, the wealthy.
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SOME FOLK RICHES
Last week I somewba t cynically lis tea the things that I did not
have, in my boyhood at Fidelity, things that politicians used to make
Now I want to enumerate some of the folk riches that I sha:rrnd

much of.

with my generation, riches tba t will seem, possibly, quite as valueless,
th✓ngs

as some of the

I listed last week.

Though we lived the other side of nowhere, I bad a little red
No rich boy could have been any

wagon that Santa Claus brought me.
better off.

Somehow a little red wagon gave distinction, so much so

that I have never known a man ;.ho had owned one who was not proud of his
priceless treasure.

One of the saddest things I ever heard said was

hcJ-__

by a middle-aged man who confessed, almost tearfully, that he ha nevell'
His father, a very practical man, said that bis boys could

owned one.

make themselves a wagon if they wante~one; they did just that, but what
is a bome-mc1de wc1gon by the side of a little red wagon?

This same

man sc1id, proudly, tba t each of his children in turn bad owned a red
wagon and would not have to grow

up

to feel ashamed of themselves.

Though there are hosts of people who will not feel that I should be
proud of the next blessing, I am proud anyway: I attended a one-roomed
country school.

There was nothing else to

attend, but I feel that I

was blessed by being born when and where I was.

'At such a school you·

are thrown with all sorts of children, of all ages and all var ie ties of
intelligence.
your own

You can

take the me a sure, not only of the children of

age but of everybody.

I can still recall very vividly

something from each period in my growing up in Fidelity School, from my,
first dciys as a timid, spd>iled little boy until I should rove been thr@ugh
high school, if there bad only been one.
might have been called

11 teacber I

For most of those years I

s pet, 11 for I decirly loved that little

pitiful school and stciyed around it until I bad memorized my textbooks.
Not long after I started to scboo+,since I bad learned to read by some

,___

me ans besides being taught, I was asked by each successive teacher to
help teach smaller ones.

Goliath was a giant, but he did not feel as

big as I did when I tried to instruct some little fellow a few years
younger than I was.

We did not have grades in those days; so I cannot

talk about times when I was in this or that grade.

We had readers;

anybody knew where we were by our telling about the four th or fifth
reader.

What we learned in that one-roomed school may not have been

what we should have learned, but it was usually presented enthusiastically and eagerly grasped and reviewed with the folks at home.
S'ince we lived near a creek and near extensive woods, I waded in
the creek arid climbed trees and picked up hickory nuts and gathered

.,..,

blackberries and made bark whips and whistles and ••• i fame what a
country boy who lived at the edge of the woods could do, and I did it.

I did not have to walk a long distance to be with nature; it was right
at my elbow ..

When I got big enough to work on the farm, I rode, my

mule to distant fields and made note of what was going on.

Wild

flowers and birds and such wild animals as we had pa ss·ed in reviww before•

mvr.

Scholars have made much of the definition of a college as, a

professor on one end of a log and a student on the other.

How about

the credits that we country boys made in morning air and sunsets, in
snow and ice and frost, in woodchopping and hay-making?

Peets have

spoken of dr:iwing home the cows; ours came of their own accord,. since
they ran in boundless, unfenced bottoms.

But we rode our horses to the

creek or the spring, soQnetimes attended by a miscellaneous group of
other colts and mules.

Going to the spring was almost like going now

to ~super-market, for you were likely to see other boys with their
stock at the spring and excharG'ge neighborhood gossip or the latest
funny yarn.

And, always, the- weather and the plants and animals

were around, just as they are everywhere but not so
life as of the country boy's.

Say, wa~q,•t I rich?

much a part of one 1 s
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HISTORY, GOOD AND BAD

)

Every day I run into something or somebody that makes me realize
that there are certainly two kinds of history or maybe many more.

Sup-

pose that you, gentle reader...-as old-time writers called the ones who
condescended to read what was wri tte~could not read, had nave r a ttende-0
even a day of school, and that your ancestors for miles back were like
you.

What would history, something written down in a book 1 mean?

How much of it would you believe?

Hspecially, if Grandpa was still

living, equally illiterate, wouldn't you believe him in preferance to
any book put out byi city fellers?
In my long life I have known just about every aspect of literacy
and illiteracy.

Hosts of the estimableCc-til~ of the Fidelity neigh-

borhood could not read and write, but, for that matter, long since I
came to Bowling Green, _th~w~re mpre than 3500 people in Warren County

,/,rt€Jy oJiL
ijl<,Vezz. Le at Fidelity the ones who could
1
not read and write were usually silent, but among the children, such
in the same boat.

~

A,m:orrg I\the

as I, with my big ears wide open, they had their own private mpinions of
what the so-called educated ones called history, just as they had their
opinions of what the doctors prescribed or what' was sold at the local
drugstore.

What was an actual date, such as the opening of the Jac~son

Purchase to settlers in 1819, when Grandpa said that his pappy settled
there before 1800 and could prove it?

Once, many years ago, I heard,

at the annual meeting of the Kentucky Folklore Society 1 a woman of a
famous central-Kentucky county declare that her ancestor was a:Cready
settled on his own farm in the Bluegrass in 17691

None of us said

anything, but we longed to page Dan 11 Boone and get his opinion of
a,settlemint that early in Kaintuck history.

And yet this woman was·

reasonably educated and was in no sense breaking down mentally.

She

just knew, she said, that many of the dates of Kentucky history were

false.
The line of demarcation between history and folklore is a tenuous
one, so l'·enuous that most of us average people could not separate the
two in doubtfuicases, even though we regard ourseibVes as literate
and even somewhat scholarly.

If a historian writes without knowing

this shadowy realm between fact and fiction, he will never present his
'

folks properly and honestly.

I have read histories written by able

and patient scholars that could have been written about sticks and stonesc
rather than about people; laws, datable events, big names that could be
authenticated, all were there, but the great American people, living
and trying to think, had been left out.

In a way, those histories

were as distorted as the folklore versions of the same happenings.
Fortunately, I have also read some excellent histories, somewhat more
recently, based on the theory that history also must know something about
the folk mind, must record events that can be dated and suggest events
that may or may not have taken place but were powerful influences in the
very serious aspects of history.
One such recent history, dealing with the Old Northwest, is careful
to document every possible reference, in the manner of a great scholar;
it also opens, with no apologyt the doors to folk thinking, folk theories,
of our history and government, folk blaming of crop failures on the
political party in power.

Even this type of reference is documen tad, t©©,,

for the undercurrents of American history have had their exponents, to0,

i.\

though often laugl!:ed at l\the time of their writing.

Imagine some of

the historians I have known if some one had suggested that quaint folk
characters like Bill Arp and Petroleum V. Nasby and Artemus Ward should
have their say about the Civil War and its problems!

But it would be a

historian hardly worthy of the name if he failed to realize that these and
other folk creations expressed some of the basic beliefs of the time and
should be li.stened to in our making a final judgment of our history.
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YOU CAN Si\Y TH/\T AG/I TN"

"Should you c1Sk me, ,,1hence these stories?
Whence these legends ,ind trc1di ti.ons
•
•
•
With their frequent repetitions."
And thus I might hrive

Thus Longfellow beg,rn his HIAWATHA.

begun this column twenty-five yec1rs c1go, for it is ec1sy to see thc1t
I, too, l:Llrn the grec1t poet, often repec1t myself.
ec1sy to see why.

And it is equaLly

Every year comes around with similar seasons:

seedti.me ~nd harvest and cold c1nd h0c1t and winter and summer.

And

it is a mc1tter o:f course to h:1ve cert,1in thoughts at certc1i.n sec1sons.
For exc1mple, it is winter as I write this essc1y, and winter brings
a more restricted li.:fe for mciny people,
fires, and, most of all, Christmas.

8

grec1ter love :for houses and

Just now the new chimes on the

tower o:f Cherry Hall, our Western class-room building, were being
tried out wi.th snatches o:f elhristmas carols.

How eE1sy to drop bE1ck

decE1des E111d see the "Christmas like it used to be," or, what E1mounts
to the s11me thing, our memori.es of it :from experiences :formed when we
were little tads and not the big grown-ups that we now are,
While the chimes ring, suppose we do go bc1ck and see the strange
brightness o:f our Christmas in whElt

WEIS

reE1lly a pretty drE1& world.

With all our :fE1iling memories which prompt us to imagine tmt life
WEIS

once much more poetic than it now is, let's be honest and see how

our ch.ildhood worlss ,·Jere so small that El ti.ny li.ttle thi.ng l:i.ke
a sh:lny new red WElgon or an exceptLorn1lJ.y long Homan cE1ndle or a
better-trmn-11verage lump o:f cc1ndy seemed like hec1ven itself in pure
enjoyment.

L-i_fe

WEIS

far from being the an.:Lmated thing we have now,

:for it was in no sense child-centered except cit ChristmE1s,

At other

times we h0c1rd a lot about humEln deprElvity and the we,uy lot o:f us
all, but even our remote Fi.cleli.ty warmed up at Christmas and c1ctually
seemed to forget :fo1° a while that

11

eE1rth's but a desert drecir,"

I

Just any boy with a little help could maim himself' a wagon, with
wheels sawed out of a log and cc1pc1ble of m,'lking :Lrregul,ir trc1cks in
the dust 8nd mud; but it 111as beyond the rc1nge of c1nybody I knew to
With all the values that I have learned

make a little red wagon.

about in my more than the proverbial three score and ten, I still
feel that a little red wagon measures something that lifts mc1n above
the brute, that adds artistry and comfort and social prominence.

How

much I pity the poor children, boys, e spe cl.filly, who never had a red
wagon.

If' you got it when you were small, you could be pulled in

it by o1de r brothers and sisters, who probably were far too big to
ride l.n i. ti,i 1myway.

And no boy that I ever saw wc1s too small to

pulJfis wc1gon a little rind load it up with things that he liked and
owned.

It was a mean older brother who interfered with Little Brother

and his little red wagon.

Then, as the owne(il of thisf abulous

carriage grew lc1rger 1 he, too, might be the horse-powe~ as he drew his
wagon, with some smaller or more favored passenger.

There l.s nothing

like being a man with a carriage rec1dy for a girl friend, whether
that carriage be

8

little red wagon or the mpst recent creation in

a car, American or foreign.

If' I had to choose among the many,

many thnijJs thc1t Santa Claus or some of' his helpers have given me cit
Christmas, in sl(

f

the years that I can remember, I know that my

first choice would be my little red wagon, which arrived, unless my
dates hc1ve got iirossed up from being so numerous, at Christmc1s,

1893, the same Christmc1s th8t brought my little linen ABC book,
ALPHABl~T 01" A]llIHALS.

Olhe red wagon lives only in memory today,

a very tender memory, but the ll.ttle book, with still some coJ.ors in
its pictures printed on linen, retains a show of' color that helps to
di.stinguish the zebn,, ttthe 111st in the show," from the elephc1nt,
11

which you may ride. 11

But I would be too big to ride in that wagon

if' I had it and do not h8Ve any or4s'tandchildr,m near enough to be
passengers.
I\
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' JUST WATCH ME
~

R~cently I have been thinking about things we used to do to atNo human being is ever qui.ta free of

tract attention, to show off,

this rather childish fault, ,rnd it does not hurt us to lErngh at
I

humEmity and ourselves c1t th~same time.
Somehow there is no institution today quite like sittiili§¢till
bedtime, partly because this event allowed young c1nd old alike to
"strut their stuff."

I early lec1rned to do stunts vJith strings,

Llke mcikLng a crow's nest,or a J,1cob 1 s ladder, or other things that
I can still do but c,rnnot nc1me.

I never learned card tricks, but
style
some of our neighbors could made a card vc1nish quite in the mfi4

of 1-nc1gici.c1ns I sc1w later, after I had left FfudeJ5ty,

I was pretty

11.mber 1.n my early life and could pick up a broomstraw with my 11.ps
from the floor, without using my hands, either'.
my thumb back flnd touch my forearm.

And I could bend

But my crooked legs made me

fr1irly burst with envy when Uncle Carroll, Mother's brother, could
twl.st his le gs into

all sorts of queer-looki.ng shapes, locking his

foot c1round the other leg.

I could not stc1nd on my head or vmllc

on my binds, but otlrnrs coulcl 1 rnflking me vioL,te the Tenth Commandment violently.

I !mew Jots of riddles c1ncl. c8teh quesU.ons that I

would spring on the less informed, fllwflys with fl sort of triumph
becflUSB I could do something they eould not do, they with their
flbil:i.ty to Wfllk on their hcmds and st3nd on their hefld,J cine\ turn
cartwheels.

Once one of my brothers mflcle fl sensa ti.on by fi.11ing fl

gl~ss with wflter and then emptying lnto it a whole nocketYull of
nfli.ls w:i.thout cflusi.ng the glass to over;l;low.

1\ncl he e ouJ.cl wick up

fl boiling teakettle from the fireplace and hold his hand under it.
I never tried this, even though I kno1" now the seeret of the nwp;ic
flct; I dreaded anything very hot or very cold,
bucket of'

WEI

But I could whirl a

te r Emel not spill n drop I im spite of Mother I s fr igtrlr~111ecl.

~ooks and c1ctions,

Sometimes ,•1hen I SEiicl, "Just vmtched mey 11 .I Jost
'
my nerve ancl mc1de a spectacle of myself,
All of this was kid stuff, of course, but our elders often
joined us.

'.rhey showecl us some pretty clumsy tricks of sleight of

hancl, they involved us in tonguc,-twisters, ancl they sometimes entered
into our ovm more youthful g.cimes and be8t us r1t our mm contests,
much to

our joy that big fo,:).ks would help us out.

hEls other things with which to show off.

But grown-ups

They could and did bring

out all the scary tc1les they had ho,1rded up, stories of haunted houses,
panthers, ghosts, Elnd era zy people.

All the br,1very I had had when I

was showing off began to cool, and I beg,ln to draw up my feet from
the floor into my clBir, to protect them from seen or unseen critters.
i3esicles scary stories most of our elders could tell great yEirns ::ibout
their elders, most of \hom seemed to h::ive lived in more virile times,
when a mRn w11s a 1m1n-when he 11msn 1 t

8

sort of clemigod.

Uncle This

or Gr,'lndpc1 Th::it rec1lly clid some gre::it Hercul0c1n t::isks, the equ::il or
superi.or of c1nything we h::id read cibou'c i.n our books.

Usu::illy the

neighbor who w::is most mouse-like hc1d descended from some heroic
ginnt of cl fellm, who put the Injuns in their pl::ice or, more recently, prEicticAlly ::innihil,:,ted the Y::inkee Army ::it Shiloh.
we younger ones were not

8

Since

t Shiloh or in the pioneeT cle ::iri.ngs, we

could only believe that what we hec1rd was true history, unwritten but
deserving of being in every textbook.

Some of the neighbors would

also dr8g out some forgotten ::incestor who might not hRve been 8 regu1::ir Dm1'l Boone but who w::is somebody in the early dE1ys, who owned lots
of land, lots of slaves, And
C8ro1in8.

11

big fine house--away b11 ck in Nor th

I h::id not been in North Caroli.mi then,::ind, Eigcd.n, I

could not dispute his words.

I only hoped th,~ t I

b ,id h::id some such

ancestors, also b::ick in North Carol:i.n::i, where the Robertsons and the
Wilsons had lived before coming to Kentucky rmd Tennessee,
St::inding
on your he8d and bn1gging ,1bout grec1t ancestors are pretty much ,1like;
not everybody can do either very well.

l?il7
FASI!ION~i3I/? i\ND UNFASJUOI1JA:3LE AILMT,NTfl

In my yc1,7rs of be1ng ,1ssoc~,4)fil!d dc1:Lly with sci_entists: I hc1ve
hec1rd of new mimes fc(:r dis0c1,rns c1bout c1s fcist c1s theY, were given.
It h,1s been c1 11.ttle h,ird on me, though, for I fe8r I hc1ve forgotten
wh8t the,;e sc1me high-fc11utin c1ches used to be called, back in F'ideli ty :cmd Podunk.

What hc1s become of

11

b:Llious colic 11 '?

It used to be

common and could be tc1lked about, even by refined lc1dies.
it nnd lots of other c1ilments were trec1ted with ec11omel.
is cc1lomel itself?

Of course,
And where

I do not recall hc1ving seen 8ny reference to it

:Ln contemporciry cirticles in yec1rs and years.

There are not even

dire things prophes:Lj~ for the users of :Lt, as used to be true bc1ck
in the days when every doctor prescribed it for nearly everything.
I sunpo,rn that 1~risings 11 still r:Lse, but they have so many nmnes th8t
one word would not do for them,

Maybe there are just not so many of

them) c1nyway, since so m::my new drugs hc1ve been 1.nvented to rub on
or swci llow or l,,ive

11

Cc1 rbuncle s, 11

too, seem on the wc1y out, but they stayed c1ro1:md long enough :for me
to have, some twenty-five years c1go, a series of them until some shots
discouraged them.
word

EiDd

One of our small boys at Fidelity heard thcit big

promptly .cnlled :Lt "tarbuckets, 11 a name it bore all the rest

of my dciys there.

I he1ve stood by

8

number of times e1nd vnitched my

fc1ther l,3nce a rising or a carbuncle and felt no especial sympc1 thy
for the sufferer, for everybody hc1d them,
\vhere i.s "toe itch, 11 trrnt uncomfortc1ble di.sec1se of b11refo0ted
boys?

Wns "dew poison" the s,11ne thing or another ailment?

either one ahold of you there was not'J'hing funny about it.
itch yields quicldy to n home-mc1de remedy,
r1rounc1 the ciffecibedi/toe and

WEi:l t

With
Now too

Just tie a y,7rn string

for results; of course, you could

medi.c,cite the strln1 but that is not necessary.
A sore toe used to bo a
1
sort of bcidge of bei.ng c1 boy,
Not to have one prolx,bly meant thc1t

f

you might be a sissy.

I cEm remember how people EJSlrnd srm,11 boys

about their sore toes ,md sometimes took a look c1t the progress of
the disease or cure,

A typice1J. gc1g of the time was tba t some boy

would pr{~m:Lse to shov1 his sore toe to somebody who would clo something
for him: "Gimme thc-1 t a ppjl\ e core!and I'll show you my sore toe. II
Since shoes c1re so common, do boys hc1ve sore toes or even toes?
I must hnve been nenrl.y grown before I actm1lly knew of a case
of appendicitis.

In gener,11, internal operc1tions were feared so much

that they just did not exist,

The only early one I recc1l.l was a

last-d:Ltch st:cmd to save the life of our local
first lieutenant in the ConfedPrate Army.

11 Captai.n, 11

really a

Doctors from the county

seat volunteered their services free, for the old gentleman
highly regard0d though dog poor,

8

WEIS

.
_,,j"'-S ['
tt en t-ion~
:·ar too late,

and the o1}_fellow died the next clay after the :Lnterrnil operc1tion that
c1ttn1cted(attention c1ll over the Ji"id, 1:i ty nrec1,
0

I fear tbe unsuc-

cessfuJ. operRtion c1el1yed :for ye,,rs many an c1pponc1:Lcitis opor.9tion
thc1t would h1-1vo saved lives or health.

AJ.1 sorts of nci mes were com-

mon for wh,·1t we would call tnc1ay acute appendicitis, from pl,iin stomach-"
ache to c1bscess, but the fec1r of tl1e doctor I s knife usually prevented
any operation.
"Janders" :Ls what lots of people c,:,11.ecl iti

'rhough never com-

mon At Fidelity, it did exist, as it still does under the more dignified pronunci8 tion of

II

ja:ruidice.

11

The fi:r·st case I ever saw was

a very adv,mced one, wi. th the most unm1 tural ye 11.ow color of
young fc1rmer that I have ever seen.

·~Cv

We used to say tlw t it even

hc1d colored h:i.s h8i.r yell.ow, but I c1m i.nclined to bell.eve now that
his long, scrc1ggly locks hc1d merely sunburned.

What Fc1ther g,we hi.m

for hi.s janders I ao not know, but I 111 bct it wc1s calomel,
Anywc1y, hc got well ,ind l.ived to be
J.i.ving.

An

8

t least.

old m,in; he rnr.1y stLll be

But few peoplo tod,1y would know what "y:iller jnnders" monnt.
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OU'rWARD OR INWARD'?

A grec1t mc1ny people who write c1bout folklore fc1i.l to understc1nd
thc1t folki..sh people often hc1ve tr0c1sur0s within thc1t c1 mere outsider
cc1n never know.

Often folkis/'A. people live i..n ctrcums:t;crnces

whc1t mcly be the norm of their times.

Some writers hc1ve

below

tendency

8

to overplcly this condition ernd inmgine thcl t only dull or even pcl the tic
lives could c1rise in such cl setting.

I fe,ir thclt cl lot of

good

sympc1thy is often wc1sted on our contemporciries who seem to hflve less
thfln we in money Elnd trflvel and wec1l th and philosophy,
In my long years I hclve known many, mEmy people who could be
called the folk, and most of them were not to be pit1:e_d,

It is true

that they lived in a world quite different from the accepted one of
people of better houses c1nd books c1nd lclnds.

There is no doubt

that some of the folkish ones c1re genuinely cynicc1l because of their
lot in life, but thR t pe rcentc1ge must be smclll if0my experience with
them is normal,

You and I read books ,,nd discuss things thc1t we find

there; we listen to c1ccepted clRssicRl or other dignified musi.c Rnd
feel cl little propd of ourselves thRt we !mow music clncl can speak
clS ones having authority; we know many of the grec1t liten1ry stories
of the world c1nd re,joice at our having acquired them.
good ,md in many WclYS evc1J.ucltes our education,

All this is

But the folk have

their stories c1nd thei.r songs Emel their heroes, nwybe not so tclngible
as ours but nevertheless genuine c1nd li.fe-1ike to the i.nmg:Lm1 ti.on.
I wonder who of your 8CQuc1intc1nc0s is clS rec1l to you cis Bc1rb:"rc1 111011
is clDd has been ·to thousc1ncls of people,

History cl s we know i. t gets

somewh,1t distorted or w,gue in ballads and folk tc1les, but it often
gains a symmetry thc1t we associclte normc1lly only with y{ftI1ec1t works
of art, in which the artist is c1JJ-owecl certain privileges of rearrclnging his m::iterials c1fter his own hec1rt's desire.

Wlrnt does c1

folk si.nger do if not just thc1t in singing hi.,s version of some we11-k11ow~

I

ballad, VHrying it ever so little but still giving it his own stamp,
as plainly

as a rnusicL1n of world renown colors his musi.c to suit

his purpose or, maybe, his own herirtbreak.

We pra 1s e thls :Ln a

sldllecl musician or ,, grecit novel1st or a great clranl8tist; 111hy not
in a great folk singer, even though he may be an artist on a slightly
cliff'erent level?
Many a time I hc1ve listenocl to n story told by an elderly person
i.n inimitable fashion and envied her artlstry, which w11s prob11bly
utterly unknown to her.

And I never falled to get the high points of

the story, the dram11t:l.c scenes, the pathetic ones ttrnt often drew
tec1rs from the teller.

I twve also ,;een singers who so 1:Lvecl in

their songs thc1t they, too, rejgmmed0'or wept at the right plc1ces, with
no c1pparent consciousness of their being so lost in their songs.
Maybe to you and me the song :Ls ,just a ballc1d, somewh8t li.ke hundreds
of others we have rec1cl or he8rcl sung.

•rhe singer nwy fincl it .q bit

of rnovllllhij history, which to her mc1y seem as r·enl as her own sorrows.
When I hnve henrcl Negroes sing blues, not the rnusi.c-hc1ll v::ir1ety but
the kind we heard in the cornfields at Fidelity, I :felt like crying
as I hoed my tobacco or followed. my mule Emc1 plow.

Before we th:i.nk

that the Negro was merely showing off ,,rncJ pretending

8

not c1ctuc1lly feel, just swc1p pJ..qces with him c111d sing

sorrow he did
11 Nobody

Knows

the Trouble I See" or some of h:i.s blues.
We hc1v0 history, c1rt, music, 11 tera ture --eve ryth:i.ng thc1 t :forn18l
learning c.111 bring.

1'he :folldsh person hc1s some of these, of course,,

but he prolx1bly )ms ten ti.mes as much legenclc1ry, trad:Ltio:ml lore as
,111 thc1t he has J.e,3rned from books or bookish people.

It is not fair

to rule out his depths of feel~ing ,mc1 his ,irt:Lstry merely becE1uso
they do not seem to fi.t our pet schemes.
"So runs my song, but what am I'i'
An infant crying in the night,
An infant drying for the light,
And with no lc1nguc1ge but a cry. 11
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"THE JIJOHTH WIND D01.'H 13LOW 11
Often it hc1s seemed remc1rkc1ble to me how much wec1ther lore,
good c1nd bc1d, the peo;:ple of Fidelity knew or believed in.
c1ll their lives on the fc1rm, interested in plcrnting or lwrvesting
their crops, e,iref'ul not to lose their mec1t by butchering it in wec1th011
not proper for preservlng it, they watched the signs, they tflllrnd
1Jmong themselves, but chiefly, I susnect, l11Jnded down customs thc1t
were ancient when America was settled,

:3ome of the lore was sound

and scientific, thoup;h they would hc1rclly have !mown what was meant
by that,

Some was just folklore, no better and no worse than

most of the :folkt remedies practi.ced among them,
There was a time when sophisticated people :felt that talking
about the weather was tacky, a good evidence o:f the srrnllowness o:f the
Some o:f this smart-alack attitude was an outgrowth of rebr,J.lion cigfli.nst some local prognosticc1tvrs who were
revered in snite of their rather poor bcitti.ng c1ver11ge in telling wham
was going to happen,

Some of it was an effort to get away from the

pere1111L1l topic of conversc1tion, such c1s any ignoramus could and did
const,intly use.

Now, a generation later, the weather is in just

about everybody's daily exnerience,

Millions watch their radios and

TV's for an i.nclicEition o:f what the day is to bring :forth, not only
when they pl.1n a trip or some outside work thcit rai.n or snow mi.ght
interfere with, but on all sorts o:f other days,

There seems to be

a great thrU.l :for necirJ.y everybody to know that our little locc1l
weather pi.cture is just a smnll p11rt of a big sweeping
is moving across the country,

11

:front 11 that

It ls not regarded as low-brow frJ~

someone to mention that tile temper.•1ture yeste:cclay was 36 below zero

.,

at TnternAtiom,1 I•'alls, Minnesotci.

'rhcit retninds me o:f the :Lnterest

we hAd in ha8rlng :from up the creek or out in the Flatwoods when a

;iig snow ccime or the temperciture skidded below its usual winter low.
~~11ere wns a sort of disgust m1ci envy when we hec1rci thc1t up on
McCullornc;h's Creel<: Uncle Briggs Witherspoon's thermor,rnter regtsterod
two degrees lower tbAn the one at the f'idelity postoffice did, in the
cold w1.nter of 1899-1900.

WhA t right d i.d Uncle Jriggs have to

cheilt us out of being the coldest plc1ce in 011r part of the vrnil'ild;?
Of course, nobocly would c1dmit th,~t his thermometer, if he even l:mcl
one, m1.ght be chec1p rind unreli1ible; thermometers were mysteri.ous
things, :1nywc1y, rind k1rdly to be cri.tici:z_ecl.

Hight now, in my

sophisticated good-sized town, people comp11re notes on their
thermometers wi.th something of the ;;,ea]. thc1t 1,10 used .iway back in the
sticks and c1lso c1wc1y b8 ck in the twentieth cenhiry.
My mother astonished me by telling me that her filther could
nc1me 1~(...of the planets as he saw them Emel nmny of the constell,1tions,
So fc1r as I !mow, he couJ.cl not rec1cl cincl write or rnc1ybe bcirely so, for
he wcis c1 pioneer child who moved with his pcirents early from North
CaroJ.ina into the wildest parts of Middle Tennessee for a very few
yenrs and then, in 1819, on into the Jackson Purchcise.
any schooling, where clicl he get it?

Also, where did he get his

knowledge, such ;.is it was, of the stirs?
was

8

If he got

Agc1in, I suspect that this

cc1rry-over from astrology cl1-1ys back in northern Ireland ::ind

southern [3,,otlancl, where the family had come from,

Know i.ng the

pl,inets w1-1s merely good sense in those clays, for everything m1cl everybody wc1s under their influence.

It p,:ii.d to know your wciy ciround.

If you pl,:inted your crops under the wrong sign, you p,-iicl for your
dc1ring or ycrur ignorance; that shoulcl not happen again.

No wonOer

your pork spoiled; you b, tellered your hogs under the wrong ,olgn.
Now, long c1fter the n1c1ss of hurn,1nity has ceased to
troJ.ogy, people still Hatch the wec1ther as

11

believe l.n c1s-

sort of fascinc1ting

clai.ly show, sometimes pitting their folkish guessing against the
lmov1ledge of the pc1icl and trc1 ined we, 1ther observers of the government,
0

I

·r,ong ago, when I fi.rst begcin to pr8ise foll, Lndustri.es, some of
my :folklorist frtencls looked 8t me as :Lf l

:lng that rn8ki.ng

8

split 1x1ske t or curing a country ham could possibly

have ,mything to clo with folklore.
W8S

had gone crazy for im8gin-

'.ro many of these people, folklore

something published in a book, us1.wlly about some primitive

r8ces 8W,y off on t'.,e edge of the world,

By def[rees the folk

schol8rs h,3Ve come to see the vc1lue of folk: hand:Lwork: and to assess
i.t along wi.th songs, stDries, myths, and such like.

Lying in front

of me as I virite, by our front door, is a section of a rcig cc1rpet th,:it

I helped weave in 1904 or 1905.

Tlrn t is , I he 1 pe d by ti, ci c/4ing

ccirpet rcigs, helping M0 ther clye/ nmny of them with locnl dyes cis well
as with "boughten" dyes, helping "put in" the cc1rpet from the setting
up the spools of twine for the wc1rp:Lng to the e1ctunl running the first
shuttle through the di.vicJed. strings, :1ncl, ns a sideline, wi.nding
the bobbins or shuttles with the r,3gs in the :-ipproved fashion so
the r:1gs would be most easily unwound ns M0 ther or my older sister
actwilly wove.

Where did we learn all this?

In a book'?

Not

my mother, who had woven or helped to weave enough y,1rds of rc1g car-

pet to cover what seemed to us like cicres of spcice.

Her mother

tnught her, I suppose, and so on bnck to the primitive mother who
first co~nceived of
fire in

cl

8

rug to put on the bnre gground in :front of the

cnre or out ln the gusty open ,,,tr.

Infinite numbers of

people were standing, shadowy, behind the loom ns I poked tl1.e
threc1ds through the eyes, people who had helped in this long proc(JSff
weaving.

Some of the srwdes might h:1ve rnnrveled cit the up-to-dc1 te

thm,gh home-mcid e loom on wh:Lch the carpet was to be woven, for they
pro.:::bably hc1cl to work out something far more primitive in the ec1rly
days of civllizat:Lon.
omizes

c1

Thcit section of rag carpet just c1bout epit-

whole Ch1pter in civUiz,c1tion,

c1

folkish chapter cit that.
r

ffverywhere along our roads 11re s i.gns telling us that

8

t this

or that place genuine country hc1m 11s served, or whole Kentucky hnms
c,1n be bought.

Some people whom I lmow nrnke their living by buy:Lng

up country h_;1ms And selli.ng them to tourists.

It is

8

profit1-1bJ.0

bus:(,ness, for hundreds of the purchc1sers c1re ec1ger to kn01i1 whcit this
country ham

ci,s

c1dvertized is like; others c1re ex-country pElople who

li.ve in the city but still love the memory of the hc1m thc1t they cite
cis children; some ,ire tc1king hams bc1ck to skeptics i.n other pc1rts
of the country, who doubt whether ,rnythi.ng edible cc1n be as good as
c01J.ntry-hc1m fc1nc:Lers sc1y th:Ls Kentucky product ts.
h8 ms'?

And where did the lmowlEldge come from·?

meat-packing houses cJevelop
the experts'?

l1

c1

c1

Why c,rnnot the great

genui.ne cc:Cuntry ham that would fool

All of us who live i.n or near the country lmow dozens

of peo_::;ple who cure tl8ms by no recipe wri.tten
by

Who cured those

custom/ handed down in the fE>mily from

cl01'111.

,EIW8Y

in a book but

bc1ck,

When I was

child, I c1m sure that I would have laughed outright nnd crudely if

cinyone had suggested thnt curing h8ms was 11n art.

I di.dn't especially

like twm,anyway, and somewhat shame-faceclJ.y c1te my lunch :cit school
when a slice of it was p~aced properly inside a biscuit.

And everybody,

1 i ter11lly, knew how to cure mec1 t; mc1ybe I thought thc1 t such knowledge
was born with you and did not have to be le.~rned,

lladn't I helped

with the meat from the hog-killing to the fried or boiled servings on
our tnble?

It was simple process, easy enough to do, c1nd only

hc•lf w:Lt would hc1ve made c1ny mist;ike in doing it.
only skilled hcrnds can do

A

No,1 wq !mow that

such things well, th.11 t no amount o.f mere

bookish \mow\~ge of curi.ng hams can take the place of the traditi.onnl
knowledge tlrn t Lither gave to son, from the days wb.en h:,ms were
first cured even to this very day.

I wonder at this fc[.lk art

more and more as I grow older, for it i.s Rn art, a very great one.

l
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,' STANDING BETWEEN TWO WORLDS

'I

Whan we at Fidality,sixty and fifty years ago, contemplated life,
we did not realize that we were standing between two worlds, in Matthew
Arnold I s phrase •

To us it seamed that things were as they bad be en

for a long time and would continue to be.

In some ways we had advanced

very little beyond the days of the early pioneers.

Even what advancement

had been made was pretty wall stopped in its tracks by the Civil War.
My own mother used to tell how she and her sisters had to learn the
household arts that had been common in their mother's day but had
somewhat passed away.

Shut off from many of the 'le!, neeassities,

~q..k...,

people had to learn to start with nothing and~ out.

Mother carded

cotton that had laboriously been freed from its seeds by hand, as in the
days before Eli Whitney.

People had to seek out salt springs and

try to get enough salt to save their winter meat.
1

Grandfather even

dug up the floor of his old smokehouse and dissoOed out as much salt
as he could in his frantic effort to protect the hog meat that stood
between his family and meager rations.

After the war was over, many

of these revived primitive things 1 and many others that did not show
signs of passing,lived on, down into my own time.

The spinning wheel

was as much a fixture in most homes as the cook stove itself.

Many a

home still had cooking vessels to use on the open fireplace; I have
eaten many a meal thus prepared, even after most people owned a step
stove.

Farm mahlinary had slowly changaJ, but far more corn was planted

by hand when I could first remember than planted by drill.

I can still

feel the wonder of seeing a mere machine dropping the grains and covering them up and of seeing one of the earlier reapers, which cut the
wheat but left it to be bound by men who followed the strange new invention.

Of course, there were better machines elsewhere, but they were

slow about getting into our neighborhood.

About the last year before

I left home, 1906, a sure-nuff binder cut wheat in our area, causing

And, along about the same time, I ~eard that

many an eye to bug out.

a steam-power thresher was in an adjoining neighborhood, but I did not
see it.

\

Ours was still the picturesque horse-drawn "powBr 11 and the

noisy thresher itself.

And I might go on for article after article, as

I already have done, telling of the quaint, old-fashioned life that was
the ortinary thing in 1906 but which soon gave way to modern ways of
living.
In the same way we could not lmow, as none of us were geniuses,
that we were living in a transition time nationally, that trying time
that spread from the end of the Civil War until the turn of the century
and almost to World War I.

Mechanization was virtually unlmown, horse

power was literally what we had, unless you also mention elbow grease and
strong backs.

We lived in little units, hardly conscious of the big,

over-all pattern of the country as a whole.

Weather, for example,

seemed what we could lmow of in our creek bottom or along our ridge.
We saw the whole world in terms of our crops; when tobacco began to
suffer as a crop b~cause of changing markets, we felt that our greatest
prop as farmers had been removed.

Before adjustments could be made,

there was a great turnover in our rural popq;J.a,;ltion, for tobacco farmers,,
especially the younger ones, decided that there was nothing~ for them
on the farm and forthwith left for the factories of Detroit and other
northern Middle Western cities.
more of their population.

Some of our counties lost a tenth or

It was a long time before the people back

at Fidelity could feel that they might stay there and not migrate to
the ends of the earth.

I wish I had some sort of magic by which I

could determine how many of the seventy people who lived on my square
mile about 1908 moved elsewhere.

Certainly the population twenty

years after I left home was less than half of that figure on the same
area.

Probably more people left Fidelity itself than that percentage.
y;e,tMO.

,•.,_-41

Maybe the descendants of those earlier ones whoi1-&aiRed can now see how
our little Fide~ity is a sort of thermometer or barometer of what is
going on in a bigger world than the one bounded by our hills or creeks.

11
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FREELY YE HAVE RECEIVED 11

Recently I have been digging through some records and a lot of
memories to get some autobiographical things that I want to write down
for myself and my descendants.

One thing that impressed me was that
Maybe I owed it to

I have had so many teachers.

humanity to teach

36,000 students in my more than a half century if/ in the schoolroom.
It came as a great surprise that I had had 55 teachers, from the first
one at Fidelity in 1895 to the last one at Indiana University in 1929.
Surely, if a person can be inflbl!nced by the teachers he has had, I
should be something much greater than I have ever been or can hope to be.
Through no mere sentimentality I look back upon my country teachers-nine of them--with a good deal of affection.

So far as I know, only

one of them is now living; the last few years have taken many, and a

as

.1

few died long ago,--three -iistvictims of tuberculosis.
)

In spite of the

actual number of credits that those nine people may have had, they were
without exception educators.
•

About half of them were not much more

I

than the requlstte eightesn years of age when they taught me.

Not a

one except my last man teacher was over thirty, and he was not much
above that.

They had read enormously for people who did not have so

much as two years of high school education; they had wide interests for
that time and made our little Fidelity schoolhouse a symbol in my mind
of learning.

I can(:ecall vividly some of their ways of teaching; I

ought to, for I uncon~eiously followed some of their methods in my
country schools and, later, in college.

I cannot say that they were
, "'"

vJ o., 1:'.L,

conscious of having methods of presenting learning, but~ some IIW!lrlaed
they did present it and made it attractive.

They were po~rly paid

public s:ervants, but in oureck of the woods teachers were looked up to,
were regarded probably the most highly of our whole area.

Nearly

every doctor or preacher or lawyer had first been a teacher and had often
made his mark in that way before entering the profession that was later

, identified as his.

Our poor soil was not sufficient to offer food and

clothes and spending money to the rather large population that lived on
it.

Some of

my

''<I

friends used to say that our little area grew black

tobacco and schoolteachers.

When I went to Hickman County to teach

my first school, I recall that there were nine teachers in that small
county who had originated in my county, Calloway.

With the kind of

teachers that I had, all from Calloway County itself, it is no wonder
that mar(:-y of us younger people decided that we wanted to be teachers
and be as important in our wo2rld as these boys and girls were at
Fideljity.
When I finally got a chance to do high school work, away from home
and under college conditions, where the pace was swift and the casualties
numerous, I already had a standard for teachers that I had unconsciously
formed at Fidelity, before and after 1900.
for

my

Many of the teachers I had

high school, college, and university work would have passed my

standard learned from the nine country teachers of my early life.
would not have passed, even if they had lived a thousand years.

Some
They

lacked the outlook on life of those country boys and girls who taught me
and often seemed unwilling to find any other than their own
views of knowledge.

narrow

I must confess that I was happiest when I sat in

classes where the teacher had come from some such back..(ountry
Fidelity "tl:Ctt had gone on to
1

place as

college and university,. but retained the

wholesome love of knowledge that should be the first qualification of
anybody who wants to teach.

One of my greatest co:11ege teachers

knew two dozen languages as well as few of us._ know English, but he
was the good-pal sort of fellow who never forgot that he grew up in a
Middle Western country neighborhood and did not know an English word
until he started to the local school.

His German ancestors had held

tightly to their native language and customs and somewhat resented his
having to give them up.

He really did not give them up but added to

them and loved to reinterpret his backgrounds in terms of his German
xterould have loved
parentage and his Middle Western life as a linguist.
Fidelity and my earlier teachers.
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THE WORLD AND FIDELITY

Through the years that I have been writing about Fidelity I certainly hope that the readers have not got the idea that our natives
were Dogpatch primitives, as many people seem to think the people of
remote places used to be.

Our natives were of several types, of course,/

like the people who live in your town today.

There were some very ig-

norant, primitive people, not far advanced above the earliest pimneer
stage, but their numbers were never large in my day.

Just about

everybody was able to read and write, though there, as well as in most
other places, many people did not try to read anything after they had
painfully learned their letters and could call over words one at a
time in the reading fashion then approved.

Probably half our homes

took a weekly or monthly newspaper or magazine of some sort.

And even

the homes that did not have such evidences of civilization had listeners
who loved to hear someone who could read well intone the contents oo'
the papers or even whole magazine stories or installments of novels.
The group of readers was, when all things are condidered,

'/!Ml

pretty

1arge, people who read for ideas and pleasure and to keep up with things •.
When a new book got loose in our neighborhood, it was fairly worn out
within a short time, whether it was a novel, a history, a book of geography, or eve~ a textbook different from t~e time-honored ones that
descended from older to younger members of a family, like Ray's Arithmetic and the McGuffey Readers.

So avid were many of us about books

that we read just about everything we could get our hands on.

Just

after the Spanish-American War some book salesman came into our area
and sold a big, cheap-paper book on our new Spanish possessions.
practically memorized it, as did many others around me.

I

We discussed

the new ideas avidly, too, and sometimes must have seemed pretty funny
to ourselves, for we took definite sides in everything.

Our local

postmaster-druggist got the agency for a large illlilstrated book called

dONQUERING THE DARK CONTINENT, which ultimately a great many of us read.
There I learned about David Livingstone and Henry M. Stanley and many
others who braved the jungles to reach the natives of Africa.

In

later years I learned that our cheap big book was, in nearly all places,
accurate and fair-minded.
And people could talk, too, about great world events.

Hadn't

many of the older ones served in the Civil War and seen far-away places?
And didn 1 t!many of them have relatives back in North Carolina who still
represent~to them an older, more stable civilization?

And didn 1 t my

own father come from an old-settled place in Tennessee where his ancestors
had lived since the early 1780 1 s?

And didn •t a good many of our older

men and women have a knowledge of books all out of proportion to their
actual years of schooling?

Most strange of all was the moderate

or even advanced views of these better-informed neighbors on such
troubled questions as the rightness or wronghess of slavery.

I heard

in my own home, when the older neighbors and Father would talkJas wise
views of the many-sided wrongs of slavery as I have ever read in books.
These men had seen the horrible system accepted and had lived with it;
they had lived through a period when it was abolished legally; they
were not ashamed or afraid to tell of the evils of a system so famous
in the South, a system that many people in places far larger than
Fidel':,ity were still defending.
And those were great times in politics.

I can remember the

Bryan-McKinley campaign of 1896 somewhat dimly.
hats appeared among some of our ardent Democrats.

A few Free Silver
There was an echo

or two among the ex-Confederates that here was a chance to right some
of the wrongs of older days, but there was s~me bitterness because
Cleveland had not been sectional enough to suit some of the old boys.
Around the firesides and around the stove in the country store our
government got aired out, sometimes pretty effectively, sometimes a bit
comically, but the people, however poorly educated, were trying to fit
in, to be a part of a bigger world than we could see from a hilltop.
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FEELING SUPERIOR

There is something in human nature, and in brute nature, too, that
makes us like to be or to feel superior.

One of the most imteresting

stlidies I have ever heard a report on told about how, in a master cage of
twenty pairs of canaries 1 it soon was obvious that one male could and
did peck

evePjf ther bird in the

was head man.

cage and was not pecked in return; he

Then the others trailed behind him in their being able

to peck, until one poor bird, a female, was pecked by every other one
and had np comeback.

This is known among bird students as

quence" and is well kno{among several species of birds.,
thing is the

11

11

:peck se-

A similar

hook sequence" among cattle, where one animal lords it

over all the rest, and various degrees of l~~ding is done by other members of the herd.

It is funny,

~f course,

but it is so much like us

or we like them that it causes some long thoughts.
Everybody has known a bully.
he happens to be.

His earmarks are similar wherever

Most of the time he is basically a coward, but with

a bit of blueter or chest-pounding he has his way, unless some of his
victims team up on him and give him what is coming to him.

As a boy

I knew some bullies that were true to the breed: loud-mouthed, arrogant, cruel-minded, eager to overawe little fellows who could not strike
back, but usually avoiding the fellows of their own age.

For tuna t ely,

I did not suffer much at their hands, for I had two older brothers
who were just honing for a fight; they took care of me so far as bullies
were concerned and sometimes acted the bully with me for good measure,
as big bro;)hers have a way of doing.

I can still feel the strange,

almost pathetic shivers that I would have when one of these local
bullies strutted by and looked with disdain on the little boys,who
often would be servile to him to avoid pinches or harsh words.
was our Fidelity version of kickbacks.

That

But bullies did not disappear when I left Fidelity.

I ran into

,the"lin the schools I taughi!i, in college, and even in university.

Oc-

casionally I had 'one for a teacher, a fellow who might have driven mules
and done no harm, but he should not have been aJ.lowed to act as teacher
and bully his way through life.

I have found them in politics, in the

church(horrorsl), in social groups, and on the highway.

When a fellow

ran into my parked car, away back in T-Model days, he wanted to fight
me and make me pay from his bending his fender on my parked car.

When

I calmly stood my ground, he got into his car and mrove on pretty fast,
not that I looked dangerous, but a huge-fisted attendant at a garage
near by was looking on and had seen the whole happening; no bully
would have tackled that iron-fisted and iron-jawed fellow without
wishing he had done otherwise.

But that brief run-in with a bully

took me baclf to my boyihood, when bullies sometimes got away with everything except murder.
j

Back in my earlier days it was fairly common, according to the
newspapers, for elegant ladies to go slumming.

Dressed

11

fit to kill,"

riding in whatever was the most stylish carriage of the time,, and
properly equipped with the right look of superiority, they drove through
the worst areas of their cities and felt that they were away above the
unwashed rabble •

That may seem pretty far away to some of the readers

of this column, but ask Grandma whether she ever heard of such nonsense.
Our Fidelity version of this same haughty invasion came when couples
in rubber-tired buggies came among us from neighborhoods far away(ten
or. twelve miles) or even from the county seat and watched us as if we
were anima]S # in a zoo.
as we gawk at them.

I have ofte+ondered what the animals think

Anyway, the slummers or the haughty buggy-riders

were just bullies, though called by other names, trying to get ahead in
the peck or hook sequence.
so fast, after all.

Birds and cows and peo2,ple do not change
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"DASHING ~:BROUGH THE SNOW"

Today, in mid-winter, as I walked along the streets near a
school, I began to get some idea of the memories that older people
have of the great winters of their boyhood.

La st night we had four

inches of wet snow, some of which was melting when I got up this morning
and most of which has thinned down considerably.
right for snowballs and snowmen, too.

I

That made it just

I

I

I escaped unhurt as I went

through barrages of snowballs, not aimed at me but at other fellows
or popular high school girls.

Some little girls and boys were also

helping out and will grow to be old follrn, declaring that the snow
was much deeper than snows normally get in this latitude.

You see,

making snowmen or playing snowball becomes such an entrancing show
that a fellow is forgiven if he exaggerates a little.

Here am I,

a wet-blanket th~ower, with documentary proof in my old diaries, to
take issue with Grandpa and all the others who remember deep snows
that just never ca~e.

Twice in my life, and one of those winters,

was spent in central Indiana, I have seen snow more than
on the level.

.:fl

-~e.V\

,.

IV\~

deep

,

Chapter and verse will be given on application, just

like the names of the folks who used to write testimonials about perfectly wonderful patent medicines.

One such snow, a freak that did

not spread more than a few miles on any side, occurred in the winter
of 1909-1910 in extreme western Kentucky, when I was teaching school.
I had '"'to iliwrn:i,ss my school for three days because the snow was very
e_;~i,,.10VIIV\~ /

deep~ that was really a snow, and the newspapers recorded it, too,
with smaller falls even north of us.

The other one came in the famous

winter of 1917-1918, but that was in Indiana.

But, to listen to

most people, there must have been two to ten snows a winter that exceeded a foot in depth.

With no desire to accuse any of my folkish

friends of exaggeration, I would like to see a contemporary account
Of all those great snows, like the water marks that my friends at

,

Mammoth Cave have nailed on a tall tree, with dates attached.

But

dates such as these would undo folklore and make weather toop much a
matter of accuracy.

Let it snow ever so little, it will go down in

most memories as something great, to be exceeded only by greater
depths that Grandpa recalls accurately, whether the Weather Bureau
agrees or not.
Records are the enemy of folklore.

Suppose some one had kept

an accurcite record of ciny kind of weather or of corn planted in this
or thcit phcise of the moon or of the fcimous prophesy of the katydid;
do you think thcit you might prove something?

One of our Fidelity

neighbors, but only one, so far cis I ccin now reccill, plcinted his
crops, butchered his hogs, gcithered his crops, cind even cut his
firewood by the cilmcincic.

To save my life, I ccinnot remember any grec1t

difference between his crops cind ours, cind ours were plc1nted whenever
,

we could get the ground recidy or could get the proper help to hcirve st.
But that did not mcitter to our neighbor, though h,.e was ngt c1rrogc1nt
about it.

' n ~ 1r ~ v.r1 1A,9'f

He probc1 bly fol t sorry for us :i:-n •aetl." la•}~ -gf following the

signs.
One of the best studies I have ever read concerned a testing of
i,mter witches, actually financed by the United States Government in
one of our Southwestern States.

Water witches, lcirgely of Kentucky,

Tennessee, cind Arkanscis extraction, were told to do their stuff;
scientifically trained geologists were also set the scime tcisk.

Neither

side won; it wcis ci draw battle.

Sometimes the water was forthcoming;

sometimes it just did not work.

All sorts of excuses were offered

by each side; you ccin regcird them as vcilid in accordance with your
own fciith or lack of it in the power of some people to find underground water.

Mciybe some of the wciter witches were fakes and were

not cictually descended from f1.1mous lines of wciter witches, for this
uncanny power is sciid to run in families..
Both experimenters got
paid for the wells that prodmced water but had to take the rap for the
dry holes.
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''Six Bottles for the Price
A Christmas pre sent from my journalist son-in-law was Stuart
Holbrook's GOLDEN AGE OF QUACKERY, a review of the various investigations that have been made of the claims of patent medicines from time
to time, as well as of some related quackeries.

Mostly this "golden

age" ended when the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 became a law.
Before that time a bit of sugared water with some badita sting stuff
mixed in with it, especia:J,:-ly with some corn liquor to preserve it,
ThOS e were fat times for the

sold by the gallon or the barrel,

wandering me,1icine shows as well as for the country c1nd city dr"ilg
stores.

Any cliiim could be made, so thc1t a given remedy might cure

just c1 bout everything from fc1lling hair to ingrowing toenails, from
11

cc1tarrh," whatever that was or is or hc1s been, t~lood that needs

thinning down after winter has passed and spring hc1s come and the
sound of the singing birds is in the land.
Since I wc1s eighteen the year this famous food and drug law was
passed, most of my memories of Fidelity go back beyond any regulation
of the claims of just any nostrum.
news of sure cures for cancer,
the rest,

CR

Barns were painted with marvelous

tarrh, biliousness, comsumption, c1nd

Patent-medicine almanacs hung in every home, and big, colored

ca]endars c1nnounced the weather for the day, the likelihood of storms,
and, as if an aside, th~merits of this or that laxative or woman's
remedy.

Some of my old neighbors swore by the calendar as by the

drugs.

It would have subjected you to insult if you had suggested

oJJ/

that the strff that was being bought was worthless as branch water.
11
That the lure of patent medicine is still around can be proved by
my late goitre friend who bathed his goitre daily with some burning
stuff that cost a dollar a bottle.

Fortunately, goitre did not end

his clays, and that makes the nostrum still available to any of his

acquaintances, who certainly would not want to use a remedy that did

Some of the book by Holbrook deals with the antics of the oldfashioned medicine-show folks,

The famous poet James Whitcomb Riley

once went with a medicine show, sang and played his guitar, recited
well-known pieces from the school readers, and then got to making up
his own Hoosier-dialect poems, like
Old Aunt Mary's," and

11

11

The Old Swimming Hole, 11

That Old Sweetheart of Mine, 11

11

Out to

Maybe the

fellows who bought the worthless stuff did America a favor by encouraging a folk-like poet who lived at a time when lots of country pa ople e
had moved to town but still had nostalgic memories of the old home.
And, it is a matter of record, the remedies sold so widely seldom
had any very serious poisons in them, even though their alcoholic
content was often pretty high.

This was somewhat protected by the

awful taste that some of the remedies had, for it was felt that
it helps better when it tastes bad,

Some remedies offered perfectly

ruinous offers, too: six bottles for the price of five, and some times tremendous cuts until it looked as if the poor medicine men
would starve to deiith iit their trade iind not be around tofffer any
more fine free shows.
deeply regret that

I managed to see only one medicine show and

I did not get to see all its features,

I had

stepped off a train and was met by a friend who was to take me out to
his country church to speak on Saturday night and Sunday morning,
Just at the edge of the crowd that had come down to see the train was
a wagon, in which stood a man with a very long mustiiche and an equally
long coat; in his hands he

held a bottle of the priceless stuff that

he was practically giving away.

Just behind him stood a bliickface

comedian, banjo in hiind and ready to sound off on some plantati.on

melody,

But a black cloud was coming up, we were to get to my ap-

pointment in an open T-Mod el, and I hiid to leave the medicine show
aibone.
Thus it passed out of my life just as it entered,
I had
missed my ch,rnce iind probably needed a whole bottle of whiit was being sold.
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OLD, OLD PEOPLE
Eqm1lly insistent are the older people who can conjure up memories
©f very deep snows and those who lmew very old people.

That there

have been some few in each generation who lived beyond, and sometimes
far beyond, the avercige is obvious to any one who will frequent
any old cemetery.

But to assume that people in general usecl to

live longer is contrary to tombstones, fc1 mily Bibles, c1nd thousc1nd s
of documents.

Many times this strc1nge belief in grec1t c1ge is bc1secl

wholly on neighborhood trc1dition that could be checked on very ec1sily
by resorting to the legc1l records I hc1ve mentioned.

o,vJ. ~ :

Here c1re some interesting fc1cts c1bout the c1ges of our PresiclentsA
George Wc1shington clied at Sixty-seven; John Adc1ms c1ncl Thomc1s Jefferson
really did live long, dying at ninety-one and eighty-three, respectively.
But the aged Hrirrison was only sixty-eight, Polk only fifty-four,
ancl Taylor sixty-six,

Robert E. Lee, to mime another famous old man,

was only sixty-three, and D1cmiel Webster only seventy.

Go down the

residential street where you live or c1t church services next Sunday
count the men ancl women you lmow who a re pc1 st seventy.

Here is another

test of c1ge: How many couples in your childhood celebrated their Golden
Wedding Dc1y, even those who married very young?

In one is sue of

the daily paper of my home town there were pictures and write-ups of
But I cc1n recall only one s~cq cOUJ?le
~ AIA 4 J a .. ~,
in all my early yec1rs at Fidelity, my Grec1t Uncle James Wilson!\ Still

four such couples recently.

the tradition goes on that folks just used to live longer.

One of

the old, old ladies I used to lmow was described thus: "Why, she was
old and toothless when I could first remember,"
she must hc1ve been a hundred when she died.
age as c1 scant seventy-two,

That settled it;

The tombstone gives her

But right now I could walk down town

every clay and encounter from one to

a dozen grown or old men who would

mc1intc1in, event profc1bely, thc1t.we are getting weaker-c1nd. shorterlived every -generation.

I c1lwa:ys wc1nt to -tell .such people- c1bout- Sj_;r.

Roger de Coverley, c1s pictured by Addison and Steele back in the ec1rly

seventeen hundreds: The old, old mc1n, very feeble with c1ge, just would
go to London on business but had to return, worll] out with life, soon
to die at c1n c1dvc1nced c1ge; he wc1s c1ll of fifty-six!

Ind i viduc1ls, Els

I sc1id before, do sometimes lc1st on c1nd on c1nd hc1ve done so in most

·~

periods of history; but in generc1l we know more people pc1st three
score c1nd ten thc1n~~ny other c1ge you cc1n rec1d c1bout.
And thc1t brings up c1nother folk trc1dition: The bigness of people
of other times.

Agc1in, there hc1ve been off-sized people in most

generc1 tions, but it is not necessc1ry to consult El lec1rned book to discover thc1t our c1verc1ge of height is fc1r c1bove thc1t of our ec1rlier
memories.

At Fidelity my fc1ther, bc1rely six feet, WEIS EllWEIYS spoken

of c1s c1 nec1r-giE1nt.
\

In fc1ct, there were only three or four other

men whom I knew who were EIS tc1ll EIS he c1nd only one El little tc1ller.
Appc1rently the height down there hc1s not shown such chc1nges EIS it hc1s
in some other plc1ces, for Elj my oldest brother 1 s funerc1l, some yec1rs
c1go, only my own son and three sons of another brother were six feet
or more.

In one of my ec1rlier yec1rs c1t Western the six or seven

boys in c1ttendc1nce who were six feet tall or El few inches more lined
up c1nd WEI lked down the a isle at chEI pe 1.

The wide-eyed surprise c1t

such gic1nts was comp,.1rc1ble with thc1t of my girl student who encountc1red
three escaped elephants EIS she was driving the fc1mily, all asleep,
home from a vc1cc1tton in Virginic1.

If we went into the actual mec1sure-

ments of some of our pioneer and lc1ter heroes, I fear we would make
the grec1t men seem pretty puny.
for El fc1ct, c1nd so wc1s Jefferson.
our financial
college cc1mpus.

Washington c1nd Lincoln were tall men,
But the great Alexc1nder Hamilton,

wiz:nrd would have been "Shorty" on an present-day
And the big, big men, who weighed two hundred, how

small they seem todc1y, when there c1re hosts of ordinc1ry fellows who
to~ th~ scc1les wt_ mc1ny pounds more thc1n thc1t,
Even r, once so short
11n slnnny c1nd still so short, hc1ve weighe.d mor.e th3ip. 200 for most 0 f
my mc1ture life.
"'Phe'J"A wiorio c,;~,,,-1-"' ~~ ·.:nose oays.

DIFFERENT LT,VELS OF FOLKLORE

For several weeks I have been laughing at folklore on c1 slightly
different level from whc1t most peoJple regard c1s the lore of the
11

grec1t unwashed. 11

And the things that I hc1ve ridiculed are even more

prevc1lent in beliefs thc1n some of the crude pioneer superstitions and
primitive-man tactics.

It is becc1use of their being so common c1nd

often accepted that we hate to
groomed ones c1re folkish.

admit that we well-heeled c1nd well-

Our modern life tends to vc1lue c1ccuracy

more c1nd more in most spheres, _but there are still mc1ny nooks c1nd corners where folkishness prevc1ils.
Since hcird-top roc1ds hc1ve come in, cind especic1lly since rocid
numbers grcice just cibout every rmid thcit ccin be driven over_, it is
no longer necessciry to describe a certain distance as
When I wcis

,1

11

a fur piece. 11

very young boy, I went with one of my cousins to get a

colored girl who was to be a maid for a family in Murray.
a very fashionable young/ man, drove

c1

My c~usin,

Stanhope buggy, the kind thc1t

stood high off the ground and could get over a good many stumps•

We

c1 sked for specific directions to get to the cc1bin where the girl lived;
cind Uncle Charlie, our colored wiseacre, gcive us enough directions
to reach the moon in a rocket.

The trouble wc1s that nobody, not

even Uncle Charlie, co(:uld have followed his right c1nd left turns,

ll.i.s ltpafs, 11 that is, very smc1ll, little-used roads.

Fortunately,

that high-slung buggy went over gullies c1nd stumps and up and down
steep bc1nks; we got there, cifter several hours of driving, but I
would be stumped to tell anybody just where c1nd when to fake this or
thc1t

11

paf • 11

By degrees we are learning to direct better, but only a

few yesrs ago I tr.c1veled over a good portion of two counties to
resch c1 country church in time for the funeral of one of my friends.
I defy c1nybody to unravel the directions I got.

But the re is hope ,

· for now we think in terms of miles c1nd not a mere folkish me-a sure of

dist,mce.
In areas where land was surveyed into townships, as at Fidelity,
it was fairly easy to tell about going north or south or east or west.
out on the plains, not so much cut up by streams, it is easier still.
But in my present pa~t of the state, and in my home town, nothing
seems to be located according to the compass.
north or east is puzzling and confusing.

Telling someone to go

Even if our streets were

laid out diagonally, it might help, but they are off center by
a few degrees.

Our north-south highways do not always run as named.

But I know many people, even here with no section lines to follow, who
are just as sure that they are giving accurate directions as I know
they are not.

Consequently, some place east of Bowling Green may be

northeast or southeast or some of the numerous in-between directions
of a ship's compass.

But try to convince the next fellow whom you

stop to ask directions.
When I was a boy at Fidelity, there must have been a dozen busihels.
S0me few people consulted an almanac and weighed out what was called
a bushel, others had their own private way of computing, and some
took a basket called a bushel basket and let that be the final measuring
container, no( matter how far off--usually below--it might be.

In

the same way we could never agree on what was a gallon, for there
were many kinds of gallons.

And what, pray, is a cup, as interpreted

by the average person who is not measure-conscious?

I have seen

nervous people almost come to blow and have heard of actual fights or
killings over what constitutes accurate bushels and pecks and gallons
and yards.

By the way, do you lmow how to measure a yard with

your arm and your nose?

TUrn your head as far away from the cloth

to be measured as you can; streptch the cloth as far out as your
fingers will reach; the place where your nose touches the cloth is a
yard, and that is that.

I have seen cloth measured like that~
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ERE IT PASSfS 11

Whittier w$shes that his barefoot boy could know his joy,
''ere it passes."

So much is made of

11

take wsrning and govern yourself

accordingly 11 that I almost hesitate to write thi.s essay,

But i.t is

a plea to the younger generation to take care to preserve, i.n a museum
or i.n the attic, some of the things that wi.11 show what mcinner of
Many writers of

peo.:)le were around i.n the strc1nge old 1950's.

tod11y, 1md not just f:@llows who write for the fun of it, are begging
everybody to keep some records, for the informc1tion it may give
descend11nts ~olfor the historical c1ccurcicy it may also gi.ve.

Here

is a sample of wh~t I am driving at.
My folks were just good average Scotch-Irish immigrants, who
came to Amari.ca in the middle of the 1700 1 s,

They settled in North

C11rolin11Jand then l11ter, the younger generation moved on i.nto what
1

is now Tennessee.

Now,1750 is not far back at all, but there are

pi.ti.fully few documents to prove what I have said, though it c~ be
·~

pro__, ved.

They, like lots of other pioneers, were apparently too

busy to set things down or to write letters showing the family history.
What I would give for a letter from one of the earliest of the Wilson
clan to one of the group back home!
small

And how I would cherish even a

letter written back from Middle Tennessee in the 1780 1 s to

the old folks back 11t Charlotte, North Carolina!

The re is some

evidence that several of the clan h11d, for that time, a fair education;
there fore, they could have wri. t ten and maybe did write, but where are
their letters?

One fc1ded letter wc()lld be worth more th1m a month's

rustling around among courthouse documents to see whether this or that
one of the f11rn.ily bought a piece of lcmd or scld one.

I am

not

belittling documents as such, for they 11re priceless, but I want to
know whc1t my ancestors were like besides names attached to

a deed or

will or-mortg:c1ge,

-Some of- them.wBre great holders of-land,- "land

poor, 11 as was the word •

But, so far 8S I know, none of them h8d

portr8its pc1inted, 8nd they livec1 before M. Daguerre perfected his
picture-making scheme,

Hence I do not know wh8t the e8rlier ones

looked like, c1nd the stiff poses of l8ter ones, with their he8dS in
c1 8 m.'.)is to hold them still, cert,'linly C8nnot represent the most re8l
ph8ses of their lives,

Therefore, I w8nt some writing, unposed,

unpl8nned; 8 reminiscence or two by some old-timer would 8lso help.
But, for 8 l8rge percent8ge of my 8ncestors, 8nd yours, too, I suspect,
we know very little 8nd C8n im8gine 8nything we ple8Se,
With no d1rnire to 8ppecir big or importcint, I h8ve set down, for
the priv.ate consumption of my descend8nts, the few necess8ry f8cts
c1bout the family; I hcive c1dded 8 few extrc1 pc1ges that try to show what
living ccCnditions were like c1nd what quc1int old times seem to have
been, c1s viewed by me c1 whole lifetime lc1ter,

In the matter of dc1tes

I have been c1s accurc1te as is possible, so thc1t my little privc1te
c1utobiography cc1n thus hc1ve a legal value if mice&sary.

Stroll, it

is a slender view of what I was like or what my time was like; but
at lec1st it is a start towc1rd understrmding the strange old days of
long ago, when they hc1ve literally become that.
For those who can afford the spc1ce 8nd the c8re, there is 8lW8YS
8 chance to do some vaiuable keeping rather than collecting by
protecting and keeping clothes, furniture, c1nd bric-a-brac.

Furni-

ture is sturdy and can stand many ye8rs of neglect in the attic; but
c('othes are usually pretty fragile and need more care.

Some of us

have moved around so much that we had to reduce our tons of things;
thus many valuable possessions have gone the wc1y of all forgotten
things.

And the need for room as the children come along causes

many a priceless but worthless relic to be neglected.

A living dog

is better then a dead lion, I suppose, but ·there comes a t·
-i.me when it
would be greet to hc1ve at feast the lion's skin,

